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ABSTRACT 

Steam treatments reduce porosity(') of sintered iron and sintered iron-base 

alloy products and provide them with increased compressive strength, hardness, 

resistance to wear and corrosion. 

The aims of the present investigation were: 

(a) to examine the influence of copper content and process variables on the 

response of sintered iron to steam treatment. 

(b) to explore the possibility of combining steam treatment with 

precipitation hardening in sintered iTon/copper alloys. 

(c) to survey the influence of process parameters on the mechanical and 

wear properties of these materials. 

Samples prepared from - 100 # A. S. C. iron powder and - 100 # 
pre-alloyed powder 

containing 2,4,6 and 8% copper, pressed to densities of 6.0,6.4,6.8 9/cc 

and sintered for 1 hour at 112boC were treated in superheated steam and inert 

gas at 5250C for periods ranging from 5 to 100 minutes and under vacuun for 

500 hours. 

The main results of the investigation were: 

(i) Addition of copper in amounts of 2 to 8% slightly improves the 

resistance of iron to steam oxidation. 

(ii) During ageing in steam, the hardness increased due to simultaneous 

precipitation of copper from solution and formation of and void filling 

by layers of iron oxide. The results indicated that maximum benefit is 

for Fe - 2% Cu alloy and steam ageing of higher copper content alloys 

reduces the effect of precipitation of copper. 

(iii) Steam treatment of sintered. pure iron improvesthe wear properties but 

the effect of this treatment on Fe-Cu. alloys is not pronounced and 

sometimes disadvantageous. 

(iv) Steam oxidation of sintered pure iron improved radial-crushing stress 

P,. C. S. ) but this treatnent reduced the R. C. S. of iron-copper alloys. 
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INTRODUCTION 

APPLICATIONS'OF SINTERED IRON-COPPER ALLOYS 

As in most other-metals oriented fields powder metallurgy is 

strongly linked to the use and development of ferrous materials. The 

least expensive-materials are those with low sintered density and with 

no alloying additions. Although the-mechanical properties are low, many 

applications actually do not require high strength. For example, lightly 

loaded gears and structural components may be efficiently lubricated and 

do not necessitate high strength and hardness. By increasing the 

sintered density and by including alloy additions mechanical properties can. 

be improved significantly. For example, medium density (6.2 - 6.6-9/cc) 

iron-carbon and iron-copper-carbon alloys in the as sintered condition are 

widely used. Almost every conceivable type of component has been made from 

these materials in applications ranging from toys to typewriters to 

industrial conveyor systems. 

High density (greater than 6.69/cc) iron and iron alloy materials 

are also used in a broad range of applications. Although the costs are 

higher this can often be justified for applications requiring high strength, 

low porosity and high wear resistance. 

The wear resisting characteristics can often be further improved 

by impregnating the pores with oil, somewhat in the manner of the porous 

bearing, or by some post-sintering treatment to produce a solid lubricant 

layer on the surface of the product., 

It is a general characteristic of this group of materials that 

there is a virtually continuous transition in properties and, performance 
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from high-density, higli-strength parts through parts needing strength but 

with_ propensity for impregnation andmarginal bearing properties, to the 

high-Porosity, low-strength oil-impregnated bearing. 

The combination of wear resistance and good strength with bearing 

properties, together with the ability to produce components of complex 

form has allowed single sintered parts to replace assemblies previously 

built up from two ormore-materials. 

Sintered iron parts are becoming more widely used, particularly 

for components requiring low friction and high wear resistance. Sintered 

plain bearings are being extensively used and sintered piston rings for 

internal combustion engines are now generally accepted, particularly for 
C2) diesel engines 

Itmay be appropriate to start by defining the main function of a 

piston compression ring used in an internal-combustion engine. It is to 

provide a virtually gas-tight seal between piston and cylinder liner, allow- 

ing the combustion pressures developed to be efficiently transmitted from 

the piston to the crankshaft. Therefore the. efficiency of the engine is 

directly Telated to the efficiency of the seal. In perfoming its function 

the ring must operate under high combustion pressures, high temperature, 

high- sliding velocity with, low coefficient of, friction and very marginal 

lubrication. 

Usually two or three compressive, ringsare used on each piston 

but thetop, ring nearest the combustion gases, Cand in the'-worst position 

for cooling),, at the top of the piston'stroke, OPerates-under, the most. 

arduous conditions., 
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Anti-friction materials must possess a combination of certain 

fundamental physical and mechanical properties. According to Jaeger Is (3) 

formula the temperature rise produced by frictional heating depends on the 

following factors: the sliding speed, the pressure at the contact spot 

which, in conditions of plastic deformation, equals the hardness of the 

material, thermal conductivity and diffusivity. Hence, an anti-friction 

material should have low hardness, high thermal conductivity and high1hermal 

diffusivity. 

In the majority of engines produced today the top compression 

ring material is an alloy cast iron, the peripheral rubbing surface of which 

is coated with a material to confer improved wear resistance or other 

properties. 

The relevant physical properties of typical cast irons used were 

summarised by Hewitt et al. 
(2) 

Cast irons have reasonable wear resistance and thermal conductivity 

and it is thought that the greater the quantity of free, graphite present in 

cast irons, the better are their anti-friction properties, and wear 

resistance of a cast iron increases with pearlite content. 
C4) 

Special alloying elements are often introduced intol, the above 

materials to improve the wear resistance and toxeduce running in-wear 

The'-problein encountered by'many engine manufacturers is scuffing, 

, of, the piston ring/cylinder liner pair. 

During the early stage's of rubbing under'sliding, Cadhesive)-., 

conditions theýmetal surfaces are-relatively clean and wear is transient. - 



Wear is metallic and its extent and duration depend on the load/speed 

conditions. Under some conditions this running-in wear is normal, but 

under other conditions, Cexplained in the next paragraph), particularly at 

loads close to the mild/severe transition load a particular form of wear 

called "scuffing" occurs. 

This is-the condition where lubrication between the pair breaks 

down, allowingmetal-to-metal contact to generate high local temperatures 

when metal transfer or welding takes place, thereby destroying the surface 

conditions. Invariably this process takes place in small areas where one or 

more of the following factors are operative. 

(q) high-surface temperature, 

Cb) high surface pressure, 

(q) high acceleration, 

Cd) marginal lubrication. 

This condition quickly spreads, destroying the piston ring, piston, and 

cylinder liner with consequential high blow-by past the piston rings, 

overheating of the piston and heavy oil consumption. 

Sintered friction ý materials might give good seivice'as rings because 

they have the ability to generate aýnon'weldable film having consistent 

ýfrictional'properties-ovet', a wide -range of conditions. ' Such films-can'be 

readily, prodluced-'on sintered iron base' materials, (for example, by, steam 

treatment) and in piston ring 'applications these might'resist scuffing-and 

also retain the characteristic, wear resistance and bearing properties-Of' 

sintered parts. 



Another important application of porous iron and iron-copper 

alloys lies in the field of bearings. 

The friction loss of a bearing is largely dependent upon the 

presence of a lubricantusually a liquid. In general, the nature of the 

bearing material exerts little influence upon the friction value of well 

lubricated systems. It is, however, usual for part or all of the load to 

be carried by sliding contact between the bearing and journal surfaces 

separated only by a thin film of lubricant. Thus with lubricant the 

performance of the bearing is dependent upon the ability of the lubricant 

to maintain a continuous film under load. Since direct bearing-journal con- 

tact does not normally occur the bearing material has only a minor influence 

upon friction losses. 

A low friction loss is not, however, the only criterion for a 

good bearing and the bearing material does have an important influence on 

the overall bearing performance. The chief requirements of a good bearing 

material-- are that therate of wear of both journal and bearing should be 

a mininum and distortion and mechanical failure should not occur under the 

chosen load/speed conditions. Some of these properties are needed as an 

insurance against inadequate lubrication.. To avoid distortion and 

mechanical failure adequate compression and fatigue strength are needed, 

requirements which are bestinet by hard-materials of high compressive 

strength. Unfortunately, hardmaterials do not conform well to journals 

and do not allow abrasive particles to become embedded in them. Soft 

materials are better able to-accommodate hard, particles by allowing them 

to embed, but are, of course, relatively weak. , Thus the structure of an 

ideal bearing is a-nixture of hard and soft phases. 
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In porous products the pores are the softer "structural element" 

and the basic metal the harder. 

In some applications (for example in the pharmaceutical, textile 

and food processing fields), a liquid lubricant cannot be tolerated. Thus 

dry-lubricated bearings- must be used. 

Graphite was the earliest of the solid "self-lubricating" 

additions to be widely employed. It is frequently added to porous 

product bearings to coat the metal particles during mixing, thus reducing 

metal-to-metal contact. 

Polytetrafluoroethylene, CP. T. F. E. ) has C6) 
: 

(q) a very low coefficient of friction, 

(b) chemical stability in the presence of most corrosive agents, 

Cp) low shear Strength, 

low thermal conductivity, 

Ce) high coefficient of therma1expansion. 

Of these Cd) and Ce) are undesirable in a bearing material. 'In order to 

take advantage of'its remarkably low coefficient of friction, metal/P. T. F. E. 

mixtures have been developed, the metal providing the'strength and raising 

thermal conductivity. 

Impregnation ofmetallicý, matrices with P. -T. F. E. has been discussed 

by Blainely (7) 'who explains-fill'ing of, pores by, P. TIF. E. plastic. -- 

Steam-oxidation can be'used. to improve th! ý bulk and'surface, 

properties of iron, base bearýng, materials, bý formation of oxide, on the pore Y 

surface which increaýes-the mechanical properties and may provide a solid 

self-lubr, icating-fili on the, "Siirface. 
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EFFECTS OF'COPPER ON OXIDATION AND ýECHANICAL PROPERTIES, 
'OF'SOLID Fe-Cu ALLOYS. 

Addition of copper in amounts of 0.8 - 2.2% slightly improves 
(8) the oxidation resistance of iron in air Such a result might have been 

expected since the affinity of copper for oxygen is less than that of iron. 

One of the-major reasons for using copper in wrought alloys is 

that when present in amounts above about 0.6% a useful strengthening effect 

can be obtained by ageing(9). 

While methods of increasing the strength of steel are attractive 

from the point of strengtWweight ratio, it is also important that the 

increase in strength should not adversely affect ductility. It has been 

reportedC'O) that precipitation in 1% Cu steel increases the tensile and 
M/, 

n2 yield strength by about 138 and although the ductility is decreased 

at the same time, the decrease is less than when the increased strength is 

obtained in normalised. steel by increasing the carbon content. 

REASONSTORME USE OF COPPER IN'SINTERED FERROUS PARTS. 

Copper has been accepted as a major alloying, element because, of 

its suitability for the powder metallurgy process. - 
The reasons for use of 

copper are well-documentedC") and are discussed below. 
_ 

Pre-Mixed'siniered Fe-Cu alloys 
(12) The reducibility of'copper, is greater than that, of-iron 

Therefore complete reduction of traces of copper-oxide to 

metalliccopper is possible, during sintering under conditions 

applicable to iron and no specialýmeasures in regard'to 

sintering'atnosphere are necessary. 

Cji) The melting point of copper is below the comon sintering' 

temperatures for iron and the liquid copper, wets'iron efficientlY., 
7 



'Iherefore it is possible to alloy copper with iron rapidly 

by sintering at temperatures below 115CPC. 

Ciii) The higIL ductility of copper leads to good compressibility 

and high green strength. 

Civ) Due to the small difference between the densities of iron and 

copper, copper powder can be mixed with iron without the danger 

of segregation. 

Cv) The systems Fe-Cu and Fe-Cu-C Offer valuable physical and 

mechanical properties, as a result of solid solution strengthening 
C14) 

and precipitation hardening 

Cvi) In low concentration, Cabout 21%) addition of copper produces a 

dimensionally stable compact by compensating the normal shrinkage 

of plain iron compacts. 

2. Pre-alloyed sintered Fe-Cu alloys. 

(i) Pre-alloyed powders are a more intimate mixture of base metal and 

alloying element, the diffusion paths required for saturation are 
I 

shorter and the saturated condition is more closely approached 

during a conventional sinterC15). 

Cii) Pre-alloyed compacts do not grow during- sintering because no 

liquid copper phase is formed. 

Ciii) Pre-alloyed powders shrink on simtering, the shrinkage increasing 

with increasing copper content. 
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Civ) In the sintered. state porosity is less than in the green state and 
this isa'Radvantage for p0st-sintering treatment, (void filling). 

STEAM'TREATWM 'OF'SINTERED'IRON AND IRON-COPPER ALLOYS 

One of the post sintering operations is steam treatment. By this 

process the products are subjected to the action of superheated steam at 

temperatures of from 4500C - 6500C. The iron is then oxidised to blue- 

black oxide, Fe304, which forms an oxide fibn on the external surface and 

within the interconnected porosity of the parts 
(16) 

to improve: 

(i) Hardness and compressive strength, 

Cii) Corrosion -resistance, 

Ciii) Wear -resistance. 

Therefore physical properties can be improved over a wide range 

and better opportunity is provided for retention of lubricants. or -rust 

preventative compared with-those that can be developed in wrought steel 

counterparts. Consequently applications for powdered ferrous parts are 

being expanded continuously. 

Another posýt-sintering treatnent, is precipitation hardening of 

iron-copper alloys to improve the resistance to plastic deformation and 

this is usually carried out at, temperatures between 425 0C- 550 0 C. 
(17) 

Comparison of the operating temperature used for ageing and 

steam treatment suggests that it might be possible to obtain the benefits of 

both. treatnents by using a single post sintering operation. 

-9- 



CHAlyrER 1 

1. SWIERBD PRODUCTS. 

1.1. Porous Structures. 

Residual porosity is an inherent feature of sintered metals in the 

majority of cases. There are s(xne applications of metals where the presence 

of porosity is made deliberate use of and examples include filters, devices 

for transpiration cooling and self-lubricating bodies. In all of these 

instances rigorous procedures are employed to control the size and 

distribution of porosity. 

However, in general. engineering components produced by powder 

metallurgical routes, residual porosity is a major disadvantage and results 

in inferior mechanical properties compared with those obtainable in cast or 

wrought products. Furthermore, problems are encountered during subsequent 

heat treatment as a result of entrapment of solidified salts from salt baths 

or quenchants, diffusion type surface hardening treatments are difficult to 

control and the components are highly prone to attack when employed in 

corrosive environments- becausýe, of differential aeration effects and crevice 

corrosion. 

To overcome some ofthese problems components are - often vacuum 

impregnated with oil or resin. . Any'treatment which fills'the pores or 

seals the surface is likely, to prove, beneficial, and steam treatment is such 

a process. 
, 

The, final porosity in-a siniered-part is governed by- 

., 
Ca) powderIcharacteristics, (e. g. particle, size'.. particle shape)j 

which are determined by the method'employed for powder productiom. 
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Cb) the procedure used for lubrication of powders, (e. g. lubricant 

amomt, mixing time). 

Cc) powder compaction, Ce. g. pressure, die design). 

Cd) sintering practice, Ce. g. temperature, time and atmosphere) - 

Ce) post sintering practice. 

The influence of these factors will be reviewed in the following sections 

of the thesis. 

1.2. Production of pure powders and alloy powders. 

The commonest methods for production of metals are: 

1) Atomisation, 2) Electrolysis, and 3) Reduction of oxides. 

The mentioned methods for production of pure metals were 
(l8) 

reviewed by the author , but generally: 

Atomised powders are dense, i-n shape they are regular if water- 

atomised and spherical if gas atomised, uniformity of particle size 

distribution can be closely maintained and apparent densities are sufficiently 

high for all types of moulding work. The process is widely used for the 

manufacture of both elemental, (Fe, Cu, Al), and pre-alloyed, (steel, 
, 

bronze), powders. 

Electrolytic powders are'of'dbndriticýshape with low apparent 

density, they-are very pure, and, by varying. the,, conditions in the bath, a- 

range of powder qualities may be produced which have good pressing and 

sinterling properties. 

Reduced powders-are irregular in shape with. poor'er flow properties- 

and lower apparent densities than those-made by other processes. 
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The most common methods used for production of sintered alloys 

are: 1) Mixing of individual elemental powders, 2) Using completely 

homogeneous pre-alloyed powders, each particle having the desired composition, 

31 Composite powder in which surface and core are of different compositions, 

and 4) Reduction of mixed oxides by hydrogen. 

Case 1) 

Mixing of elemental powders with different percentages of weight 

due to phase diagram for desired properties. For instance in sintering of 

elemental powders of Al - 4.5% Cu, Fe - 5% Cu - 0.4% C, and so on. 

Case 2) 

Pre-alloyed metal powders are those in which each individual 

particle is nominally the same as regards composition and microstructure. 

Considerable interest in the use of those powders for solid and porous 

stainless-steel parts, has long been shown. However, limitations in the 

supply grading, have restricted their applications. The usual method 

of pre-alloyed powder production is, 
-atomisation; 

which is defined as the 

disintegration into fine particles, -of a'molten stream-of metal by the action 

of, high- pressure water or air jets. '' -Atomisation is the, best means of, 

obtaining a wide range of stainless-steel and other' alloys in powder form 

without too severe a, limitation on'composiiion. 'Naturally there isýa'ý 

tendency for an oxide film to form on the surface of, powder-parUcles during 

production. Thus it-is nec'essa-ry-to. anneal the powder in hydrogenýbefore 

use. 

A wide Yýnge of, alloys including Fe. - Al, Fe-Al-Cr, Al-Ni, Co, 

low alloy steelsand stainless steel i, s'cur'rently, -produced in powder, form 

by this process. The general-details-'about precautions necessary for. - 
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different alloys, furnaces, type of jet were reviewed by Watkinson (19) 
. and 

modern atomizing techniques have been reviewed by UlfgumsoWO). 

Production of iron-copper pre-alloyed powder by Davy Loewe Ltd (21) 

involves the melting of iron and copper, then stirring it in the molten 

stage for homog. ehiza: tbnand atomisation of the molten stream by water jet. 

Case 3) 

Composite powders usually consist of so-called "coated" powder 

particles. EacIL individual particle consists of a core of one particular 

metal surrounded by a shell of another metal. 

There are several methods of chemical replacement, but 

condensation and nechanical coating processes are also in use. 

The last two methods are practical only when very thin coats 

are the objective. 

Probably the best known example of the replacement method is copper- 

coated lead. Powders containing from 30% to 50% lead can be made by this 

method with each particle substantially spherical in shape and analagous to 

the initial atomized lead. The high proportion of copper in each particle 

permits complete closure of each shell. Other examples include copper- 

coated iron and steel powders with a copper content of 5- 25%. The 
(22 - 23) 

electrolytic method can be used to produce a variety of combinations. 

For example, tin can be plated on copper particl I es I by employ#g tin anodes and 

in -Y a tin plating bath or, conversely, copper can be plated on ti powder 
(ý4) 

using a copper anode and, a copper plating bath 

Most of-these powders'pass through 200-mesh, with More than 80% 
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passing through. a 325-mesh sieve. For example, the A. D of silver-coated 

nickel powder is 2.65, that of silver coated molybdenum 2.75 g/cc. 

The condensation method is suitable for the production of zinc- 

coated powders, but has been suggested for other low-melting point metals. 

The-method is similar to the sherardising process. Zinc dust is 

intimately-mixed with the metal powder to be coated, (e. g. iron), the 

mixture is heated in a closed chamber under controlled atmospheric 

conditions to a temperature above the melting point of zinc. This is 

followed by -rapid cooling, whereupon the zinc condensate forms solid films 

around the iron particles. 

Mechanical coating is commonly used in the manufacture of 

cemented carbides and steels. Cobalt coatings are applied to refractory 

metal particles and graphite films to iron particles by means of ball 

milling. This, is often carried out in the presence of a liquid phase, e. g. 

carbon tetrachloride in some cases,, at elevated temperatures and under 

controlled atmospher-ic'conditions., -The method is also practical for other 

combinations such-as (fopper-coated tungsten,, silver-coated molybdenun, etc. 

The proportion by weight between shell and-case does not usually exceed 

Case 4) 

Reduction-of mixed, oX-ides which can. be used for production of 

pre-alloyed iron/copper'powdbr involves, reduction of a mixture 
C25) 

of, '' 

, Fe2O3 and Cuo'by gas containing 98% hydrogen"and'2%'HýL b For- y volume., 

this purpose the'materials are spread on, a tray to a depth of about ; Ij, inch 

and the loaded-tray is sealed. in an electrically, heated muffle'furnac-e. 
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The gas is passed through the furnace over the surface of the mixture at 

about 120boF and the sealed inner tube of the furnace is then removed and 

allowed to cool to a temperature below 20boF. The product forms as a 

semi-sintered., but easily fra4blecake which is then ground to a particle 

size of - 100-mesh. The powder contains 15% copper and 85% iron. The 

process often yields powders with distinct Fe and Cu phases with little 

interdiffusion between them. 

1.3. Properti6s'of'Alloy Powders. 

Properties of alloy powder can be generalized by comparison between 

the different routes of manufacturing processes. 

In pre-alloyed powder made by atomisation of liquid alloy in spite 

of shape due to applied jet, there are two possibilities. 

Ci) Solute element is in solution with solvent (e. g. Fe - 6% Cu). 

Due to solution strengthening, particles are very hard and their 

ability to deform under load is poor and some times impossible. 

Cii) Solute element precipitates during cooling and thus particles are 

softer and have good compressibility. 

Pre-alloyed(15ý Fe Cu powder produced from a melt has good 

compressibility from the softening accompanying the overagemg of copper- 

precipitates in the iron grains. 

Thus case (i) has poorer compressibility-than pre7mixed powders 

and case Cii) has, betterlTessing characteristics. 

The chemistry of'the two*or. more, co: pponents of a, c. oated pow4er 

can obviously vary throughout such aw. ide range that it is not possible 
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to generalise upon the chemistry of these powders. 

However, these powders do have some general physical characteristics 
C26) in common. In this context the term powder is used to denote particles 

lying between 5m and 1-p. The thickness of coating could cover this same 

range but usuallylies between 1- 100-p with the coating material normally 

representing 5- 90% of the total weight of the product. Lund et al 
(27) 

studied the compacting, sintering and homogenization of Ni - Cu composite 

and mixture of these alloys. They demonstrated that compressibility of 

pre-mixed powder in coarser powder (- 325 #) is higher than that of 

composite powder with the same size in core, but the reverse is true when 

the particle size is reduced to 1- 2p. 

During the sintering of composite powder segregation is prevented 

at all stages of processing. 

For a given core particle size, Cand equivalent particle size in 

a mixture), the composite compacts sinter to--substantially higher density 

in the time required for alloy equilibrium to be-established, by diffusion. 

In addition homogenization, also progresses more rapidly in the composite 

material., 

Sintered partsmanufactured from powders produced by reduction of 

mixed oxides have a. higher-tensile,, strength and density when. 
-compared with', 

(28) 
alloys, prepared By mixing of, elemental powders- 

1.4. 'Compaction. 

Compressibility of a powder-tvhich is a measure of the influence 

J29) 
of compaction pressure is expressed- interms of densification parameter. 
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D. P. _ 
Green densiýX - Apparent density 
Theoretical density - Apparent density 

Thus compressibility is dependent upon green density and apparent &nsity. 

Green density of a compacted powder is influenced by several factors, 

e. g. a) pressure, b) particle size and shape, c) strength and hardness 

of individual particles, d) speed of compaction, e) punch/die clearance, 

f) nature of lubricant. 

For example, green density increases with: 

Ci) Increasing compaction pressure. 
Cii) Increasing particle size. 

(iii) Decreasing strength and hardness of individual particles. 
Civ) Decreasing speed of compaction. 

Apparent density which is ability of powder packing will generally: 

(i) Decrease with decreasing particle size. 
(ii) Decrease as the particle shape departs from spheroidal, 

(iii) Decrease with-increasing surface roughness. 

Metal stearates, (zinc stearate), are added to powder before 

pressing to decrease die-wall friction and friction between particles, but 

there are some disadvantages because lubricants decompose at low 

temperatures with formation of undesirable'products which can damage the 

furnace elements and reduce element life during sintering. 

400 0 
Zn stearate H20 + C02 + Zno + gummy residue 

These lubricants can decrease the rate of powder flow into the die and as 

a consequence of decomposition during sintering, staining of the parts can P 

occur. They also decrease the apparent, density of the-powder. 
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Green strength of a powder component is increased by: 

M Increase of particle surface roughness. 
(ii) Increase of particle surface area. 

(iii) Decrease of apparent density. 
Civ) Increase of compaction pressure 
CV) Decrease in the per cent lubricant addition. 

Sintering Process 

Sintering is carried out normally at temperatures in excess of 

at least 0.6 Tm in 0 K, where Tm is the melting point. At this temper- 

ature atomic mobility is high-, self-diffusion occurs fairly rapidly, and 

plastic flow occurs under relatively low stress. Thus, there should not 
be any residual porosity. 

For this reason it is necessary to examine the sintering 

mechanisms. 

At high. homologous temperatures of a solid the surface energy 

may be assumed to be equal to the surface tension. High atomic mobility 

is necessary for this equivalence. The surface tension is the force act- 

ing to minimise the surface area and, hence, surface energy, and it is 

generally accepted that sintering occurs as a result of excess free energy 

of the powder over that of the solid because of-the different free surface 

area of the two'states. 

To illustrate this driving force it is necessary to consider 

an actual model. Fig. 1 shows the neck. growth- of an idealised two-sphere 

model. If the radius of neck rc is much greater than the'radius of the 

neck, p then the stress acting in the neck is related to surface tension, -ý, 
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and is equal to Y/p. This stress is directed outwards from the neck and 

is thus tensile in character. This stress at the neck produces a force 

which results in: 

Ci) The vapour pressure above the neck being greater than 

elsewhere. 

Cii) An excess of vacancies in the neck area. 

Ciii) The possibility of plastic flow. 

If the equilibrium vapour pressure remote from the neck is P then over the 

neck it is 

AP 
= -Yvo 

+ AP) , So F RT p 

where Vo is molar volume 

R is gas constant 

T is absolute temperature 

This difference in vapour pressure constitutes a driving force 

for a material transport mechanism leading to, npck growth and-pore rounding. 

Thus the larger the'surface area-in the original material the-greater the 

driving force for sintering. 

This mechanism is expected to operate during sinteripg of 
30) C 

particles made-of-material with, high vapour-pressure'such- as, zinc above 

105boC, ' cadmiuin and Na'- ýl C31), 
spheres. 

A similar argLment will show, that, a gradient'lexistslin-the 

concentration ofývacancies between, the neck'and-the adjacent'solid. 'If, C 

is the equilibrium colncentration. lof'vacancies 
in solid and AC, the excess 

concentration in the neck 

AC YVO 
RTýp 
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Thus there will be a vacancy concentration gradient between the neck and 

other locations on the particle surface which can -result in a flow of 

material towards the neck. The mechanism for this flow nay be either 

surface or volume diffusion. 

Down this gradient the vacancies are. migrating into the 

interior of the system and are replaced by atoms diffusing in the opposite 

direction. There are three important mechanisms 
C32) 

of material trans- 

port which depend upon this difference of vacancy concentration between 

various locations in the structure. These are shown in Fig. 2 and are: 

From the sphere surface to the neck surface by means of 

surface migration. 

(ii) From the sphere surface to the neck surface by means of 

volume diffusion. 

From the grain boundaries to the neck surface by grain 

boundary diffusion or volume diffusion. 

There are also two other casesC33) where vacancies'play a major 

role: 
(iv) From the larger pores to the-small rounded pores. 

--(v) 
From the grain boundaries to the small rounded pores. 

PassavanaC30)- identified'volume diffusion in polycrystalline 

TiO? 0 C900 - 1550'C) V205CS60 - 650 Q and, ZnO (ý00 - 10500C). In the 

model experiments with-siitle-crystal spheres' 
C34 

evidence, was obtained 

that several mechanisms contribute to the sintering process. In tests on 

ZnS C35) 
above 60boC and yFe 

C36) 
sintering has been shown to occur by, volume 

diffusion. 
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Surface diffusion is the mechanism of material transport to 

be expected when the ratio of surface area to volume of the system is 

relatively large, C37) Ci. e. for particles within the size range 10 - 2W). 

The mechanism is also most probable at low temperatures when the effect 

of volume diffusion becomes negligible because the mechanism requires the 

least activation energy of all types of diffusion. SeigleC38) sintered 

mil. iron wire at 875 0 C, which is a rather low temperature for self- 

diffusion in iron. It is quite obvious that this type of flow can 

change the shape but not the volume of a system so the mechanism of 

material transport will be as in case 1. Experiments by Mullins C37) have 

shown that for each crystalline material studied, CAu, Ag, Cu, Ni, A1203) 

Pt, aFe 
C36) 

and ZnSC35) surface diffusion was clearly the dominant 

transport mechanism at temperaturesless than 60C. 

1.5.1. Stages of Sinterjjjg 

There are theoretically three stages during sintering: 

1.5.1.1. The early stage of neck growth. Welding occurs at, points of 

contact during the compacting process and sinteriýng begins with transport 

of material under the influence of stresses and excess'vacancies as 

described above and neck growth proceeds'. In this, stage there is no 

decrease in the amount of porosity, no. shrinkage'and-no effect on the 

continuity of the porosity. However, it. may ýead to smoothing of the 

irregular channels of 3n. terconnected porosity,. -In_this stage a natural 

consequence of neck growth-is pore, -rounding_., _'When material is, trans-' 

ported tothe neck regions from-the pore surfaces-the pores themselves 

become-more rounded. The rounding. process applies also, to intercom'ected 
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porosity and with sufficient time at temperature it is possible to achieve 

almost perfectly spherical pores. 

1.5.1.2. Densification. This stage represents a rather major change in 

the nature of the porosity in the sinter mass. Closing of the channels 

between interconnected porosity leads to development of isolated or closed 

porosity. One of the causes of pore channel closure is neck growth. Pore 

shrinkage and eventual elimination is often considered the most important 

stage of sintering. Although. it is a fundamental aspect of sintering, it 

does not have to occur. Only after sufficient time at temperature may it 

evidence itself by densification of the sinter mass. Pore shrinkage 

leading to a decrease in the volume of the sinter mass must involve diffusion 

of the solid into the porosity and movement of any gas in the porosity to 

the external surfaces. 

1.5.1.3. Closed Pore Spaces. Usually takes place after. nost of the other 

stages of sintering have occurred. In the majority of comercial operations 

it is of no consequence. The process simply consists of the shrinkage and 

elimination of small isolated, Cand usually quite spherical, at this stage), 

pores and the growth of larger ones. 

Sintering Conditions 

The important variables during the sintering process are; 

1) Temperature', 2) Time, 
l 

3) Environment. 

1. S. 2.1. - Temperature. By increasing týe temperature residual porosity 

will decrease but, if the metal undergoes allot-ropic transformation or 

recrystallisation and grain growth effects like iron near the-Ca, - y) 
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transformation temperature the rate of sintering is greater in the a 

range than in the y rangeC39). Cohen et alC403 have established that 

the influence of allotropic changes may be explained on the basis of 

differences in the rate of self-diffusion and vacancy diffusion in the 

crystallographic structure involved. It is supposed that increased 

densification above the recrystallisation temperature is a consequence 

of the new grain-boundary area which is created and which is available 

for the absorption of diffusing vacancies. Jenkins C41) 
claims that 

with increasing temperature the equilibrium concentration of vacancies 

in a metal crystal rises sharply, [for example at 50boK the fraction of 

lattice sites that are vacant is of the order 1x 10-10, at 10DOOK it is 

increased to 1x 10-5 and at 150boK to 1X 10-4)'. 

1.5. Z. 2. Time. Both time and temperature have a bearing upon the, shape 

and distribution of residual porosity in that an increase in either will 

tend to spheroidisation and disappearance of the smaller pores and a growth 

of the larger ones with an increase in spacing between adjacent pores. 

1.5-2.3. Environment. Sintering environment has an influence on 

densification and hence the nature of, residual porosity. Atmospheres 

that lead to the clean up of internal surfaces can clearly have an import- 

ant effect on removing the gaseous products, of. any surface, reaction. Inertý 

gases may be harmful because of their inability to clean up contaminated 

surfaces and if trapped in closed pores will eventually slow doýn and 

inhibit pore closure. 
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1.6. Liquid Phase Sintering. 

This field occupies a special position compared with- sintering 

without the formation of a liquid phase. This is attributable to the 

ease of diffusion in melts, and to the possibilities of re-ordering of the 

phase remaining solid in the melt and of rapid dissolution and re- 

precipitation. 

One of the important applications of liquid phase sinteri-ng is 

the production of bronze materials from compacts of copper and tin powder. 

At the sintering temperature the tin particles quickly melt and diffuse 

into the copper particles forming a bronze. 

Another application is tungsten carbide-cobalt in which, during 

sintering, the metal component becomes the liquid phase while the carbide 

component remains solid. Unlike the situation during the sintering of 

Fe-Cu and Cu-Sn alloys the liquid phase is present through most of the 

sintering cycle. 

The fundamental aspects of liquid phase sintering are usually 
(6) discussed in terms of three distinct stages 

1.6.1. Rearrangement 

Liquid flow is important in this stage of liquid phase sintering 

when rapid densification occurs. The solid particles are, considered in 

suspension in the liquid, the liquid moves towards the. centre of the 

compact carrying solid particlesýwith it,. the, compact shrinks and. density 

increases. Complete dpnsification should result, if enoýugh- liquid is 

present but if there is less than the critical amount then. the limit, of 

densification is reached when the majority of solid particles touch. ' If 
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this is the case then: 

(i) Liquid flow densification is favoured by low compacting pressure 

since a high pressure would force more particles into contact. 

(ii) Initial densification is more rapid in vacuum than in H2 since 

gases in pores must be removed before liquid flow can occur. 

The driving force for this stage may be described in terms of 

surface energies or tensions and the concept of wetting. Wetting of the 

solid by the liquid phase is necessary. This may be expressed in terms 

of the free energy change associated with the change in the kinds of 

interface present in the system. 

AF =yS, -CYS + Yi) 

where AF = the free energy change, which should be negative for a 

wetting condition 

Ysl ý the solid-liquid interfacial energy 

ys = the solid (or solid - gas) interfacial energy 

yl = the liquid (or liquid - gas) interfacial energy 

The greater the decrease in free energy, the greater the driving force for 

densification (or the greater the tendency for the liquid to wet the solid). 

A liquid drop on-a solid substrate is a convenient geometry to 

use in order to study the wetting of solids by liquids. A non wetting 

configuration is one in which the contactangle 1s, 90 00 r'greater, and in 

this situation liquid phase sintering cannot be carried out normally and' 

the liquid will exude from the sintered material. If the contact angle is 

less than 90 0 the possibility of liquid phase sinte ring can be predicted. 

The degree of wetting can be found from the surface forces acting 

on the system to reduce the surface free energy, and, thus minimizing 
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the total free energy of the system. 

The degree of wetting can be found from this expression 

Cos 
YS Ysl 

1.6.2. Solution and Re-precipitation 

During liquid phase sintering fine particles dissolve in liquid 

but large particles have a lower solubility limit and hence material may 

be re-deposited on them. Thus small particles shrink and large particles 

grow. Basic requirements for this stage are: 

Ci) Appreciable solubility of solid phase in liquid phase. 

(ii) Presence of an appreciable amount of liquid, (not less than 

5 volume % liquid phase). 

In iron-copper alloys of 2,4,6 and 8% copper, the volune of 

liquid phase is 1.7%, 3.6%, 5.3%, and 7.1% respectively. This means that 

only very limited liquid phase sintering may, take place in alloys with 8% 

copper and may be totally absent in 2% and 4% copper alloys. 

1.6.3. Coalescence 

If wetting of the solid by the liquid. is incomplete, then there 

is some contact between solid particles rather than complete separation of 

the particles by the, liquid. If enough. bonds are formed the solid phase 

may become aýrigid skeleton. Densification. would then be-slow and. similar 

in character to solid state sintering. 
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1.7. Sintering of ixon-copper (pre-mixed and Pre-alloyed) 

1.7.1. Sintering. Mechanisms 

During the sintering of pre-mixed Fe/Cu powders containing 

less than 8.4% Cu (the limit of solubility of Cu in Fe), liquid phase 

forms when the temperature exceeds the melting point of copper, (1083 0 Q. 

However, this liquid phase has a relatively brief existence because it 

wets the surfaces of iron particles and diffusion of copper into these 

particles then occurs rapidly. Trudel et al(42 
) did not find any shrinkage 

during isothermal sintering of pure iron and alloys of 2.4%, 5.4% and 8.1% 

Cu for 30 minutes. For copper contents higher than 8.0 a pernment 

liquid phase will be present during isothermal sintering. In alloys con- 

taining more than 8.5% CUC42) isothermal sinterin'g at 1120 0C causes a 

-relatively knportant. shrinkage which can be attributed to the presence of 

liquid. 

In the sintering of, pre-alloyed powder up to the maximum 

solubility of copper in iron (M%)ýsolid state sintgring-applies as in 

pure iron (42 ) but if the limit of solid sol , ubi 
I lity is exceeded a liquid 

phase can form and liquid, phase, sintering is dominant. 

1.7.2. 

featpres. 

Ci) 

cii) 

Dimensional changes. 

Two. main theo#es have been, proposed to account for the above 

Expansion. of the iron lattice due to solid, solution of copper' 

by diffusion : ý. -diffusion theory. 

Grain, boundary penetration and spreading apart of iron--particles 

by liquid copper penetration theory. 
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1.7.2-1. Diffusion mechanism. The presence of copper in iron compacts, 

(pre-mixed), leads to the formation of liquid copper during conventional 

sintering. Although copper wets iron well it also dissolves rather 

quickly in the iron. Hence for relatively small amounts of copper expansion 

rather than the usual shrinkage can result. Maximum growth is to be 

expected at the maximum solubility of copper in austenite, (about 8.4%)ý43) 

Berner et alC44) investigated the expansion of Fe - 8% Cu as 

a function of sintering temperature for 14 minutes. The results showed 

a pronounced maximum at around 1150 0C and a minimum dihedral angle of about 

90 at 115boC. ' Trudel et alC45) found that diffusion of copper partially 

balanced the shrinkage which occurred during sintering for 30 minutes at 

1120 OC. Krantz C46) 
observed growth after 10 minutes. This high rate of 

growth has been explained, by assuming that grain boundary diffusion is the 

rate controlling process. It may be noted that although grain boundaries 

act as channels for rapid distribution of solute the final rate of homo- 

genization is controlled by volume diffusion., The, 4iffusion model was 

presented by Berner et al 
C44) 

and they have shown, that even under ideal 

conditions of c' lete wetting by liquid copper, -solid solution of -copper OMP 

camot, account for the observed rates and magnitude of growth. 

(47) 
1-. '7.2.2,. Penetration mechanism. Smith. showed first that if'y-`Jý the, 

ýs 
solid-liquid intprfaciaT'energy, is less than. half-the grain boundary 

energy, Cýig. 3), then a liquid phase penetrates the grain, ýoundary. The 

dihedral angle of copper-rich-phase, at the' y'grain boundaries was measured 

to-assess the., effect of temperature on. the penetration., of the, grain 

boundary by the copper-rich_phase. -, The-grain boundary pqnetration, is.. 

inversely, proportipnal to. th6dihedral angle. It'was found. that dihedral 
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angle values vary from 0 to 340 over the temperature range 1100 to 

1200oC(48) . Thus when the condition 2ysl'ýýYgb is satisfied, the grain 
boundaries of iron are separated by a liquid film of finite thickness 

and, therefore, the green dimensions increase. This theory accounts 

satisfactorily for the rapid rate of growth observed at temperatures 

just above the melting point of copper and the magnitude of growth can 
be explained in terms of the degree of penetration, (i. e. the dihedral 

angle), and the amount of the liquid phase. 

In addition, the penetration theory is capable of accounting 

for the following features of growth which cannot be accounted for by 

the diffusion theory. 

(i) Maximum growth occurs at about 11500C becýuse the dihedral 

angle is a minimum at this temperature. 

(ii) Presintering reduces growth because the extent of penetration 

decreases due to formation of rigid necks. 

From the comparison of the two theories, it may be concluded 

that the rate controlling growth mechanism is penetration by liquid 

copper. 

Phadke and Davies(49) demonstrated the effects of sintering 

Aime and temperature on Fe - 6% Cu. alloy for two density levels. Aga: 'ui 

maximum growth was found between 1140 and 116boC confirmin g the 

conclusions of, Berner et al., However, -Compared with their results, 

the difference between maximum, and minimum values was less pronounced. 

This observation tends to suggest that the conditions responsible for 

growth due to penetration are also favourable for solid solution of copper. 
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In pre-alloyed specimens containing 2.4 and 5.4% CU(42), copper 

growth does not occur because no liquid phase should form during sintering. 

The absence of growth in pre-alloyed samples containing 8.1 and 12.8% Cu can -, 

be explained by the fact that liquid copper penetrates in smaller amounts and 

more slowly in graim boundaries of Fe-Cu. alloys than in those of pure iron. 

Trudel (42) 
et al by ancillary experiments showed that the diffusion of 

copper in grain boundaries of Fe-Cu alloys at 112boC decreases considerably 

as the copper concentration of alloys increases towards týie solubility 

limit of copper in y-iron. 

Addition of carbon (1%) toiroh-copper mixes reduce I s-greatly 
(46) the swelling'of compacts .. 

effect have been given. 

The'following explanations for'this 

Originally(50)-it was believed that carbon reduced the 

solubility of coppe? 7 in iron but subsequently it has been found(51) 

that carbon has no effect, on the solubility. of copper., - EI Mot (43) 

found that'in alloy of 5% Cu, and up to 1.5% carbon a substantial -reduction 

in growth occurred- 

The dimensional change of Pure iron -1.5%, ýgraphite mix is' 

exactly. nil, and it, would'appeai that-the -reduction in growth of iron- 

copper mix cannot be dpe'to any real change in the shrinkage factor, but 

must be associatedwith-the growth, factor. ItjS, suggested, therefore, 

thatýthe influence of, graphite upon, growth is due to the effect of, carbon 

in reducing the intersolubility of copper and iron. 

-Jn addition it may be said that rapid solution of carbon'in 

premixes' decre'a'ses the rate of , grain - boundarjý, penetration of the I liquid 
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copper and hence its solution in the iron lattice. 

In pre-alloyed powder the carbon dissolves as rapidly but cannot 

-retard solution of the copper already within the i-ron grains. 

Carbon expands the alloy lattice but on the other hand pre- 

alloyed Fe/Cu shrinks during sintering. Thus shrinkage of the lattice 

can be decreased by addition of carbon. 

Holcomb(15) demonstrated the effect of copper content versus 

dimensional change in pre-alloyed powders up to 12% Cu at two different 

carbon contents. He found that minimum shrinkage can be achieved in 

8% Cu with 0.09% C and in 2.4% Cu with 0.79% C. At 12% Cu, (Liquid 

Phase), and at both carbon levels the above explanation would be 

swamped by solution reprecipitation 
(52) 

mechanisms. 

Sintered Strength 

The difference between prealloyed and pre-mixed powders in this 

respect can be accounted for by the fact that in the former there is a 

more intimate mixture of base metal and alloying element, the diffusion 

paths required for saturation are shorter and the saturated condition is 

more closely approached during a conventional sinter. 

(45) Trudel et al -reported a relatively sharp increase of 

U. T. S. in premixed alloys with copper contents up to, about 6% Cu. This 

increase is due to solid solution strengthening. Above 6% Cu, the U. T. S. 

decreases with increasing copper content, because of the formation of 

large pores due to the displacement of molten copper during sintering. 

The U. T. S. of specimens made. from pre-alloyed powders, imcreases-by s olution 

strengthening up to about 8%. The slower increase in strength above 

8% Cu is thoughtto be due to increasing densification and to the 
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elimination of some porosity. 

Holcomb(15ý reported. 

(i) The sintered strength and microhardness of prealloyed compacts 

increases with increasing copper content up to 8% Cu. In a 

conventional sintering treatment the material is copper- 

saturated, whereas the strength of premixed compacts does not 

increase above 4% cu because the time available for diffusion 

of copper is limited. 

(ii) Prior solution of copper does not limit the solution of carbon 

in prealloyed powders and, as a result, additive copper- 

carbon strengthening occurs up to a composition of 8% Cu - 

0.8% C. The rapid diffusion of carbon in premixes retards 

grain boundary diffusion of copper so that addition 

strengthening is not found at 6% Cu - 0.8% C. 

Residual Porosity., 

The term residual porosity refers'to the total pore volume 

-remaining in the specimen atý, the completion of the sintering stage of 

production, or after post sintering operations, (e. g. coining, heat 

treatment or surface treatment), have been, completed. 

It is, impOYtant to distinguish between closed and open or 

-interconnected porosity. Closed pores are isolated from each other and 

-from grain boundaries and free'surfaces. In contrast, open pores are 

connected to each other via distinct channels or grain boundaries and 

-the network is connected to the free, 'surface. 
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Normally a sintered component produced commercially will contain 

both types of porosity but, for reasons explained later, intercomected 

porosity is predominant. 

In terms of mechanical, chemical and physical properties closed 

pores because they tend to be spheroidal in shape, possess a small surface 

area per unit volume and will not have as pronounced a notch effect. 

Open pores, because of their irlregular, shape, possess a1arge surface 

area per unit volume, exert a notch effect on the surrounding metal and 

provide a route whereby-liquids. or gases can permeate through the structure 

from the-free surface, and-give riseto corrosion problems-or difficulties 

during heat treatment. 

Residual porosity has its origins in I the faft that, mless I all 

, particles are rectilinear, (e. g. cubes), and packed in a perfectly 

systematic'mamer, it is impossible-to fill 3-dimensional space, completely. 

ýhe actual. prosity which -remains in a'. sintered product is 

--intimately dependent upon the -route employed-for powder production, the 

influence which this has on, particle shape, particle-size distribution, 

purity and surface condition and the pressing and sinterling conditions 

employed. _,, 

As-mentionedAm 1.4 section,, apparent density depends on 

particle size, shape, surface, area aiid P. S. D., Decrease in particle size 

or'a departure of particle shape from-thp spherical, will lead to an- 

increase in surface, area. - The importance of these-parameters arises 

, from the influence-. which. they have on the basic. operations of compacting 

and sintering. - )Tery, jine particles,, and ir-re lar sha-pes are'desirable , gu 
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for sintering, because they have high surface area and driving force for 

bonding during sintering is the excess energy due to high surface area. 

However, fine powders have low apparent density, which means poor 

compressibility. 

Another important powder characteristic is flow time. The 

shorter the time the smaller are the frictional forces between particles. 

Fine powders tend to have poor flow properties and low apparent density, 

two factors which are of great importance when compacting on automatic 

I. presses. Particle shape also affects flow properties and apparent 

density, spherical particles giving the best properties in both cases. 

Spherical particles, however, also have the poorest compacting properties 

since they provide no mechanical-interlocking and have the smallest number 

of point contacts. 

From the above it can be concluded that for a reasonable powder 

flow, compressibility and sintering process a compromise between A-D 

and flow rateis necessary. 

Table 1(53)- shows the relationship between shape of powders and 

flow, packing, pressing and sintering. The other factor is apparent 

density, which is a measure of the packing ability of particles and 

defined. as the weight of uncompacted powder, occupying a unit volume of 

container space. 

If one considers an ideal system of uniform s#e spheres, the 

closest packing, possibleds a F. C. C. arrangement which would give 261% 

void space between spheres.: The, simple cubic, and M., i-C-arrangements have 

47% and 41% porosity respectively. The void space can be, reduced by 
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(54) introducing smaller spheres For example, in the simple cubic 

arrangement by introducing a spherical powder with ratio of L=0.41, 
R 

the porosity reduces from 47% to 24-25%. In the F. C. C. arrangement 

with a ratio of ý=0.15 porosity reduces to 18% - 14%. Because powders R 

consist of particles of varying shapes and sizes, considerable variation 

in packing and, therefore, A. D. will be experienced. 

There are some published data on the effect'of the powder 

manufacturing process, particle shape, and P. S. D. on densification. 

Leadbetter et al(55) investigated the properties of a variety - of iron 

powders on the properties of sintered specimens. The residual porosity 

varied widely frOM 10 to 42% but averaging the results for all types of 

powder which included electrolytic, carbonyl, abrasion and oxide reduced 

material, the spread in porosity was only from 2-6 ýo 30%. -Zoff(56) has 

, reported on sintering properties of reduced, atomisled and electrolytic 

,, powders, but no specific qualitative data are provided to indicate. the 

dependence of, residualporosity on, the powder characteristics. To this 
(41) 

observation Jenkins comments that particle shzpe and'the chemical 

- state of the surfaces of. the particles are, important. ' He-says that 

finer powder may yield lower sintered density but a more widely dispersed, 

porosity than the coarser grades, that particles. ofýirregulaT shape and 

which may be micro-porous, -, such as oxide-reducedýand annealed electrolytic 

varieties, will sinter to higher'densities than those produced by 

atomisation. Particle-composition has an effect on the sintering 

mechanism because the presence of alloying constituents or impurities may 

retard diffusion prO'cesses-and oxide films on the surface are effective 

_barriers 
for slowing down the various mechanisms associated with the 
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processes of shrinkage and pore closure. Even if such fibis are dispersed 

they may act as anchoring points for stabilising closed pores. 

The work of Arthur (57) has shown that open porosity persists 

even beyond 90% densification. The A. S. T. M. standaTd(58) for metal 

products quotes values of interconnected porosity of from 7 to 18% for 

bronze, less than 7% for brass and less than 18%, for low and medium' 

density iron. Even for high density sintered iron a total porosity. that 

may range from 8 to 13% is normal. Thus in industry it is impossible 

to produce a sinter mass free from porosity b, ecause, usually, the, maximup 

sintering time is 1 hour and in this-period the probability of complete 

densification and porecoarsening is very low. -Extension of sintering 

tine to effect further densification would be uneconomic. 

The fact that closed pores remain, practically constant for 

most of the sintering time, whilethe open pores, decrease, may, be, explained 

by one of two processes. 

(a) Closed pores are-, being form I ed from open pores, and being 

removed at approximately, the same rate, '*-s, o that at any given time 

the amount of closed pores is constant. 

(b) The increase in density during'sintering is due to the 

reduction in-volume of the'o- 
. pen pores. Most pr6bablythe, two 

processes; 7- are taking place simultaneously to a greater or'' 

lesser extent (Le. both closed and open pores are shrinking- 

and some closed pores are being fanned from open pores)., 

The fact that most of the pores are'surface comected during 

the major, 'ýortion. ý-qf. the sintering time means., however, that it is. 

umecessary for material to move between pores, separated by solid, metal, 
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and it is possible for surface diffusion to be operative. Investigations 

on copper(593 have shown that the value of Do for surface diffusion is 
5 

approximately 10 times that for volume diffusion. Thus surface diffusion 

could be operative for closing the pores. 

In practice, the process of spheroidisation of pores is slow, 

even at sintering temperature close to the melting point of the metal, 

and in commercial products most of the pores present retain an, irregular 

form. 

Flow Properties 

Spherical Maximum flow 

Dendritic Poor flow 
Irregular Reduced flow 

Packing or, A. D. perties ý, Pr6 

Spherical Maximum density_ 

Dendritic -, Reduced density 

Irregular Reduced density 

Pressing Properties 

Spherical Reduced 
Dendritic Good 

'Irregular 
Good 

Sintering Properties, 

Spherical Good 
Dendritic. Good 
Irregular Good, 

Table '1(53) Relat ionship between, shape of, powders, "and 
flow, packing, "pressing and sintering. 
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CHAPTER 2 

2. OXIDATION 

2.1. Diffusion. 

A concentration gradient within a homogeneous solid phase causes 
diffusion of atoms or ions via interstitial or vacant lattice sites. 

According to Fick's(60) first law the amount of solute, J1, 

diffusing through a certain cross-section A per second is proportional to 

the concentration gradient 
dc 

at this plane dx 

J1 = -D, dc 
aR 

where D, is diffusion coefficient and c is volume concentration of 

component. 

The first Fick equation applies to the case in which the 

concentration gradient does not change with time over the region offlow. 

This situation is represented by the flow of gases through metals where a 

constant pressure of gas is maintained on one side of a-metal specimen, 

the gas being removed on the other. Hýdrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, 

for example, diffuse rapidly through many metals at elevated temperature. 

2.1.1. Effect of other elements on diffusion rate. 

Defect concentrations in oxides may be changed, by addition of 

foreign ions with a valence different from that of the ions of the parent 

oxide. 

In ideal cases it, is assuned thatýthe foreign ion additions are 

homogeneously distributed through the scale, which means parent and foreign, 

ions are oxidised at the same rate and that the rates of diffusion of the 

parent and foreign ions are equal. In practice this probablý never occurs, 
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because the concentration of foreign ions at the interfaces will change 

with time. Such consideration leads to the following rules: - 

(i) The oxidation rates of metals forming oxidation layers consisting 

of P-type semiconductors can be decreased, (but electron hole 

concentration is increased), by adding metals of lower valency 

than the basis metal and oxidation rate can be increased, 

(vacancy concentration is increased), by adding metals of higher 

valency than the parent metal. 

For example: Nickel oxide, is a metal-deficit, (P. type), 

semiconductor. Its defect structurels characterized by the 

existence of Ni deficits and electron deficits according to this 

equation 
1 02 = NiO + Ni, +2 OF 

. 
If Lithiun, oxide. is added to the nickel-oxide 

U20,2 Lie + (Ni) + Ni ++ + Nio 

The concentrationof 0 Ni++, i. e. ' cation deficits, is' reduced by 

the Lithium ions which have only. one charge, in-place of two, as 

illustrated by Figure 4a where the number of Nit+ vacancies is 

smaller than that'lof theelectron defects represented by Nil'. 

Hauffe (61ý has'indeed shown that nipkel. oxidi 
I 
zes more slowly in 

oxygen when U20 vapour is added to the gas. When the number of 

electron defects is'small, compared with the number ofILi ions 

on'Ni++ sites, 
-Li 

+ (Ni),, then, at-co nstant pressure of oxygen 

'K le ; ý, 2C ( Ni ++ )/C(Li4, ' (Ni)) 

where k-D is the -rate mnstantýfor the, fo-nnation of pure Nio 
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scale and K that for the formation of an NiO - U20 phase. 

The higher the defect concentration in an oxide, the smaller 

the effect of an added ion of different valency upon oxidation 

rate is likely to be. This is obviously the reason for the 

smallness of the reduction in oxidation rate of iron when U20 

is evaporated on to its surface 
(62) 

, the concentration of 

cation vacancies in wustite being exceptionally high. The 

other example is oxidation of iron when a small amount, of copper 

is added in it. 

When ions of higher, valency are added to growing P-type oxides, 

the effect, according to the Wagner mechanism', is to increase 

the number of vacancies and the oxidation rate, as illustrated 

-in Figure 4b, for the-addition oftungstic. oxide to nickel-oxide.. 

In contrast to Fig. 4a the-number of Ni++ vacancies is larger 
3 

than that of the electron, defects represented by Ni 

(ii), The oxidation rates of metals forming oxidation layers -consisting of 

n-type semiconductors can be decreased, (but electron concentration 

is increased), by adding metals of higher valencythanthat of 

the basis metal. 

(63) 
For example: Embedded titanium in'tungstic oxide On 

titaniun the oxide that controls the-overall oxidation rate is- 
2- 

TiOp. which is an,, n-type-conductor with vacancies : 'm 0- lattice 
6+ 

with a', cation/anion -ratio larger than 1. The effect, of W ions 2 

'is, tolreduc Ie th Ie number, of vacant sites-since 2W6+ ions replace 

3 Ti4+ ions and thus decrease the cation/anion -ratio. 
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2.2. Structure of Oxide 

All atoms in a perfect crystal are at specific atomic sites. 
However, in real crystals a given atomic site may not be occupied, 
(vacancy), or may be present in an interstitial position. impurity 

atom in pure crystals can be considered as point defects and they play 

an important role in determining the electrical and mechanical properties 

of all materials. Impurity atoms may either occupy a normal atomic 

site in the parent lattice, (substitutional), or a non-regular atomic 

site, (interstitial). 

All point defects produce a local distortion in the perfect 

lattice. The amount of distortion depends on thecrystal structur - e, 

parent atom size, impurity atom size, and crystal bonding. These local 

distortions act as extra scattering centres to the flow of electrons 

through the crystal, thus increasing the resistance of the crystal. ' The 

other imperfections in solids, are line, and surface, defects which include 

dislocations, grain boundaries and inner and outer'surfaces. 

Crystals of oxides, like metals, contain point defects at 

temperatures above absolute zero. However, oxides are made-UP' of two or 

more different elements and the energy to form the different kinds of 

point. defect will also be different. The defects which can be fonned 

are anion vacancies qr, interstitials, and cation vacancies or interstitials. 

If, the two'defects have similar energies of formation then approximately 

equal concentrations of each'defectlwill be fo-nned, but'if the, energy'to 

form one, type of defect, say cation vacancy, is significantly smaller than 

the energy of formation of the other defect then, the concentration of 

cation vaqancies far outweighs the concentration'of the other defect in' 
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the crystal. When a large concentration of each type of defect is 

present in turn, a change in composition occurs leading to a deviation 

from stoichiometry. 

These deviations are: 

(i) Excess metal, clue to anion vacancies like, Z-rO? (64) 

(ýii) Excess metal, due to interstitialcations like ZnP (12) 

(iii) Excess metal, due to insterstitial anions 
(iv) Excess non-metal, due to, the cation vacancies like Cu2O (65) 

(66) 
and FeO 

The concept of Wagners(65) model of semiconducting compounds 

- -is that they are of, exactly stoichiometric comPosition, but, are stable with 

an excess of either cations or anions, such as CU20-(P-types) or ZnO (N-type). 

It is well known that FeO, for instance, is stable only with- 

considerably less than the stoichiometric ratio of iron. With other- 

compounds, such'as Cu2O and NiO, the, metal defiqit-is not so obvious but 

can be detected. The, formula--. of these oxides may be written 14b, 0 
m 

where m is a small fraction-of b and they have an atomic disorderwhich 

,. is comprised predominantly of metal ion vacancies. ' 

A-P-type, semiconduCtor is-always positive and conduction isla 

consequence of vacancy migration.. 

A N-type semiconductor is always negative and conduction is a 

result of, electron migration. 

2.3. Initial oxide and Nucleation 

, 
The adsorption, of gas on a solid surface. is'the accumulation 

of gas-molecules on the surface. 
- 

In, the reaction between a metal and 
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a gas, this adsorption is the initial process. 

On average there are about 1015 adsorption 
(67) 

sites per cm2 

of a clean metal surface. From the kinetic gas theory it may be 

estimated that, if all the molecules that impinge on a clean metal surface 

are adsorbed, a monolayer of adsorbed gas will be formed in about 2 sec 

at a pressure of 10-6 Torr at room temperature. As the rate of 

, impingement of gas molecules is proportional to the gas pressure, 

pressures considerably lower than 10-6 Torr are required to prevent 

serious contamination of a clean surface. 

The adsorption process results in a decrease of the surface 

free energy and also normally results in a decrease in entropy, because 

gas molecules or atoms lose some degree of freedom. A simultaneous 

decrease in both the free energy and the entropy also implies a decrease 

of enthalpy because AG = AH - TAS., Thus adsorption is normally an 

exothemic'process. 

In considering adsorption on the surface it is customary to 

distinguish between physical and chemical adsorption. 

Physical adsorption 
(68) 

proceeds without any activation energy 

and occurs as fast as molecules impinge on the surface. In chemisorptio4, 

the -reaction may proceed slowly and may involve an activation energy. 
(69) Chemisorption is more specific in nature than is physical adsorption, 

Chemisorption is dependent on crystallographic orientation, edges, holes- 

and defects in the surface, and is supposed to predominate at "active" 

spots or patches on the surface. Chemisorption is generally considered 

to proceed only until a monolayer of the adsorbed substance. is, formed on 
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the surface. Physical adsorption may take place on all surfaces and 

may also result in multimolecular layers. 

When the surface layer becomes supersaturated with gas, oxide 
(70) 4 ,, particles nucleate The nuclei often form at discrete heterogeneti-es 

, such as dislocations and grain boundaries. They grow by diffusion of 

adsorbed oxygen along the metal surface to the edge of the island of oxide. 

This widening of the islands continues until the various islands of oxide 

.. 
impinge on one another and an oxide layer completely covers the metal. 

This film is then polycrystalline and has an initial slize. During 

continued annealing this film undergoes gram growth. 

As in any solid-solid nucleation, (to be aiscussed, in chapter 3), 

: -the oxide-rmetal interfacial energy will be low'er, for the relative 

orientations of the two'lattices that, give good matching across the 

interface. For this special orientation the critiCal'surface concentration 

of'oxygen required forýoxidenucleation is lower and the nucleation rate 

-rj will. be much higher. Thus, nuclei of only a' fewP entations; will-be- 

formed. 

(71) Using an optical microscope Bernard. et al. made-careful, 

Observations of tie growth of nucleil. under is. othenial conditions and-, 

distinguished three successiveýstages. At-the. beginning of the oxidation' 

the metal is covered by, a film, the thickness of which increase's to, 'a 

critical Value-qf several tens of Angstroms., Then the oxide which, 

continues, to form tends to accumulate'at. certain, crystallisation centres, 

the average number, of which'corresponds, for a given crystallographic-ý 

orientation, temperature and pressure to an equilibriumý4etermined-by the 

rate of surface. diffusion ofthe, metal and the oxygeln. Formation of''"- 
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the oxide layer is a three-stage process as follows: - 

(i) The invisble film, 

Cii) The nuclei, and 

(iii) The continuous layer. 

As mentioned above, the metal structure has an effect on 

nucleation. For instance, in the case of a-iron 
(71),, the (100) face 

becomes covered with square nuclei of FeO, whilst the (111) and (110) 

faces become covered with triangular and acicular nuclei respectively. 

With a given surface orientation and under a'given pressure the 

number of nuclei per unit area becomes smaller as the. temperature'is 

increased. Over quite a, wide range the number of nuclei formed on a 

given surface at a given temperature is proportionalto the partial 

pressure of the oxygen or of the oxidising agent in the gas phase. 

2.4. -Parabolic Law (Wagner's Theory) 

The mechanism is that of film thickening controlled by 

diffusion under the influence of a concentration gradient. Since the 

film is, composed eftations and anions this diffusion across, the film must 

be accompanied by a simultaneous diffusion of electr6ns'in the same 

, (72) direction, as the cations orin'the opposite directlion to the anions 

The driving'force,, of the reaction is, the free energy change 

associated, with the, formation of the oxide M6, from the metal M and the 

oxygen gas and as a result concentration gradients of the components are 

established in the oxide. Such concentration gradients are illustrated 

schematically in Fig. S aand, 51ý for oxide scales which contain mostly 

metal and oxygen vacancies, respectively,. The partial pressure of oxygen 
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at the metal/oxide interface is equal to the equilibrium dissociation 

pressure of the oxide in contact with its'metal Po'2(43, while at the 

oxide/oxygen interface it is equal to oxygen pressure in the gas phase, 

P02(9) - For an oxide scale with metal ion vacancies.. the metal ions 

diffuse outward from the WMO to the MO/02 interface. The vacancies 

migrate in the opposite direction and their equilibrium concentrations 

at the interface are given by thedýfect equilibrium, (when the intrinsic 

electronic equilibrium is neglected). 

02 = MO + Qmp- + P(q+ 
(g) ý. po (d) As P02 2 the metal ion vacancies are, continuously produced at 

i1le MO/02 interface and consumed at the MIM. 0 interface. 

Oxygen ion vacancies migrate in the direction opposite to-the 

metal ions vacancies and their equilibrium concentration at the interface 

is given by 

0 Cloq+ +I q@ + 2102 

Where @- and @+, represent free electrons and electron-ýz, ýoles respectively, 

P and qare the number of ion charges'. Oxygen ion'vacancies are 

correspondingly created continuously at the M/MO interface and consumed 

at the MO/02 phase boundary. 

The rate of growth is, in these terms, determined by the 

concentration gradients and, the rate of diffusion of the components. These 
(73) 

mechanisms lead to a parabolic rate of oxidation 

The diffusion coefficients for the cations, anions, and 

electrons are not equal, and, because of, this difference a separation-of 
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charges take place in a growing oxide scale. However. the resulting 

space charge also-creates an electric field which opposes a -further 

separation of charges and a stationary state is -reached for which no 

net electric current flows through the scale. 

2.5. Oxidation of Iron. 

Iron forms three stable oxides: wustite, FeO, magnetite, 

Fe304, and Hei6atite, Fe203- 

Wustite, the lowest oxide, is a p-type conductor. It has a 

Na Cl type cubic lattice formed by close packing of the relatively larger 

oxygen ions with the smaller iron ions arranged inýthe interstices. The 

ionic radius 
(74) 

of oxygen is about 1.3R while -divalent 
iron has a radius 

0 
of about O-8R and for trivalent iron the value is about 0.7A. Its 

defects consist of vacant cation sites and an equivalent number of 

electron defects represented chemically by trivalent, iron ions. Consequently 

diffusion is essentially cationic via vacant sites. The diffusion rate is 

relatively high. 

Magnetite, Fe304, also exists with an excess of oxygen, but the 

excess is much smaller than, with wustite, and the defect concentration 

correspondingly less. The diffusion is via cations and anions. 

H__ematite, Fe203,., is an n7type 6onductorin which anionslargely 

diffuse. Ionic transportin, this phase is probably by oxide ions as 

compared with wustite where iron is almost certainly the mobile constituent. 

aFe2O3 is a Thombohedral crystal with the oxyge .n 3-on in a nearly close- 

packed. hexagonal arrangement. - The iron ions reside in the interstices. 
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During the oxidation of iron in pure oxygen these three oxides 

form under special conditions of temperature and pressure. The rate of 

growth of these oxides follows a parabolic law. 

Below 5700C the overall rate is detennimed by the growth -rate of 

FeS04- Above about 65boC the overall rate seems to be determined 

principally by the rate of FeO growth. Between 57boC and 62boC as the 

temperature increases the rate controlling layer changes from Fe304 to FeO. 

At 7000C the ratio- XFeO/XFe3O4/XFe2O3 is about 100/5/1 according to 
(75) Paeddis: ý 

Above 7000C the'relative thickness of the three oxide layers 

-is independent of time (76). At temperatures below 9000C the mobility 

of cation vacancies in wustite becomes considerably lower owing to its 

high temperature coefficie. -n-t, so that the outward diffusion of divalent 

iron ions becomes slower than the adsorption., thus giving the parabolic 

rate -relationship. If at. 900 --100CPC the oxygen pressure exceeds 1 20M 

Hg,, a-transition from linear to parabolic oxidation takes place. Under 

these conditions Fe304 and Fe20s are fomed on top of wustite, and oxidation 

thus becomes diffusion-controlled. Fig. 6 shows the, formation of 

different oxides of iron as a function of change of temperature and weight 

per cent oxygen. 

The parabolic rate constant is a complex function of'temperature 

in the growth of layers such, - as FeO, 'where the range of existence of the 

phase, as well as the diffusion coeffi&ient forýa given composition, depend 

strongly upon temperature. The rates of growth of iron oxide layers are 

rather insensitive to changes in the substrate. There seems-to be a large 

change in the rate of growth of FeO when the substrate changes from 
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yFe to aFe and no great change in the growth of Fe304 when the substrate 
(74) changes from aFe to FeO 

2.5.1. Transport Mechanism of Iron. 

Study of the transport mechanism in oxides is possibleC77) by 

studying the movement of inert markers in the diffusing system using 

radioactive silver as the inert marker. 

Three series of these studies were carried out. 
(74) 

(i) Iron metal was marked, then scaled in oxygen to give a 

multilayer scale. 

(ii) Wustite was marked then reacted completely to magnetite in 

water vapour. 

(iii) Magnetite was marked then partially reacted to hematite in 

oxygen. 

From these measurements the following conclusions may be drawn 

about the transport mechanism: 

(i) Wustite grows almost entirely. by diffusion of iron ions. Oxide 

ions are added at the outer face of the phase and remain 

essentiaýly fixed. 

Nagnetite grows largely by oxide ion diffusion. 

Ciii) Hematite grows by oxide ion diffusion with practically no iron 

participation. 
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2.6. Oxidation of alloys. 

The purpose of the study of alloy oxidation is to improve the 

oxidation resistance of metals. The specific goal of such studies is to 

obtain compact scales with low rates of diffusion for the reacting atoms. 

This approach may in principle be applied to metals which 

at high temperatures follow the Wagner oxidation mechanism. It is 

assumed that thermodynamic equilibria are established at the metal/scale 

and scale/gas interfaces, and that the driving force is equal to the 

chemical potential gradient across the scale. The rate of oxidation is 

thus dependent both on the concentration of the defects at the interfaces 

and on the -rate of diffusion of the defects. 

In the semiconductor valence approach the oxidation rate is 

changed by altering the defect concentration in the scale by appropriate 

addition of foreign ions, as mentioned in section 2.1.1. 

The factors to be considered are many and include: 

(i) The affinity of the component metals for each other and for 

the non-metal, in particular oxygen. 

Cii) The diffusion rates of atoms in the alloy and of. ions in the 

compounds. 

(iii) The mutual solubility in the oxidation layer. 

If the oxidation of an alloy follows, at least approximately., 

. -the parabolic time, law, one I may assune that the rate-detemining reaction 

is a diffusion, process. - Larsen et. al(7,8) have pointed out that no binary 

alloy can be expected to oxidise-exactly in proportion to the'square root 
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of the elapsed time at constant temperature, because the condition that 

the composition of the alloy iimediately adjacent to the scale -remains 

constant with time is not likely to hold, in view of differences in the 

rates of oxidation of the component metals and in the oxygen pressure of 

the oxide. This is correct when the first stages of oxidation are 

considered. However, after some time, when stationary equilibrium is 

established, the concentrations at the alloy-oxide interface may usually 

be taken to be constant. 

In considering the oxidation of an alloy, it is useful to 

decide first, which of the components is likely to be attacked preferentially. 

This can be clone by comparing the free energy of compounds (Appendix 2), 

that could possibly be formed at the temperature under 'consideration. 

The valence approach to alloy oxidation is in practice limited to 

alloys with minor alloying additions, and it is confined to cases in which 

the oxide of the alloying constituent is soluble in the oxide of-the 

paTent metal.. In more. general cases of alloy oxidation, more'than one, 

oxide may be foMed. 

For'example, when Fe-Ni allo-, 0.30), ýis oxidized a, ' y 

heteroge4. ýQj Iz scale'6onsisting of wustite and Ni-rich, alloy is found under- 

neath an outer layer of ir - on oxides 
(79) It - may, be assumed-that initially 

'both iron'oxid6 and nickel, oxide nucleate at the surface of, an- Fe-Ni alloy. 

the'oxidation is'continued,, 'the faster'growing. ir6n oxideburies 

nickel oxide: and-lit subsequently behaves as. if it was-an inert material., 

ýBuried, nickel oxide,, however,, is notIstable. Since the absolute value' 

of-thel'standard free energy of formation of nickel oxide is considerably 

Jess than that of wastite, the oxygen activity'at the alloy-wustitb interface 



is so low that nickel rather than oxidized nickel is found at this location. 

Thus Ni in Fe-Ni alloys behaves in the same manner as a noble metal. 

Also in the case of Fe-Ni alloys, the oxidation rate has been 

found to -reduce only slightly with the Ni content up to 30 at: % Ni 
(80,81,82) 

Likewise, oxidation of Fe-Cu alloys yields an outer scale 

consisting of iTon oxides and, an imner scale consistimg of wustite and 

nearly pure Cu as a separate phase. 

Addition of Cu. in amounts of 0.8 -'2.2% slightly improves the 

oxidation resistance of iron in air 
(8) 

, the oxidation -rate being usually 

parabolic. Such a result might have been expected since the affinity of 

copper, for oxygen is less than. that of iron. 

2.7. Summary. 

When iron is exposed to an oxygen-containing atuosphere it is 

zapidly covered with an oxide layer. The oxide phases in'this layer are 

,. Fe? 03 1 
, Fe304-and if the temperature exceeds 5700C, wustite, FeO. 'Magnetite, 

wustiteýand probably also hematite are'so-called p-type -,, ýemiconductors, - 

which permit internal transport of, cations., Due to the. -outward diffusion 

of, iron ions there-is an inward diffusion-of iron vacancies'towards, 
-the,, 

-These vacancies diS I solve, ' oxide/metal boundary. tp-a limited extent', in 

the metal', but, -if the'concentration of vacancies becomes-too large, they-' 

ip 
(83, '_ 84). 'it I ies ate often lomed may bib ýreci itated as cavities Such cav 

on discontinuities, such as gram boundaries Or inclusions, in themetal or- 

-in, the oxide/metal interface. If the deformabilitý of the phases isý 

insufficient,, the cavities, may grow to such an extent that. the active surface 
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of the iron phase is considerably reduced. As stated(85) the formation 

of such cavities leads to a decrease in the oxidation rate, followed by a 

change in the oxide phase composition. 

If iron is alloyed with an element such as copper, it is likely 

to be found unoxidised in the oxide/metal interface. It is, therefore, 

very probable(86) that it affects the oxidation properties of iron by 

influencing the adherence between the oxide and the metal. The oxidation 

of the samples at SOOOC 
(87) 

is as expected, little affected by the addition 

of small amounts of copper. At 650OC(87) the effect is more pronounced. 

The decrease in oxidation rate can be attributed to a weakening of the 

adherence forces between the oxide and the copper-rich iron. 

The copper film in the metal close to the oxide phase prevents the 

formation of wustite in oxide films formed at 650 0C if the copper content 

Is one per cent or more. 

In the outermost part of the hematite layer an enrichment of 

copper wasfound. The enrichment of copper attheoxide/metal interface 

causes a net diffusion of copper through the oxide. When diffusing 

copper reaches the hematite phase, it is oxidized and trapped in the outer 

zone. 

2.8. ', 'Stemn Oxidation., 

Steam oxidation is being applied widely to a range of materials 

with. the objective of, increas: mg. service life (88 ) through imp-roved mechanical 

properties, and wear and torrosion. resistance., 

ý. 8.1. - , 'Theoretical Aspects. 

In the steam treatment of ferrous components there-are usuallý 
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three types of oxide that form depending on temperature and surrounding gas. 

At low temperature, (25 0 Q, Fe(OH)2 is the main(89) oxidation 

product on iron when attacked by water vapour free from oxygen, but 

some FeS04 is formed. At higher temperatures, 660C, 3000C and even up to 

4500C, FeS04 is fomed. 

Fig. 7 shows the formation of the different oxides according to 

change of temperature and steam equilibrium (Appendix 1). 

Unlike oxidation in air, when three layers are normally formed, 

FeO is the main oxide formed by water vapour at temperatures above 7000c, 

but it is less predominant in the range 575 - 7000C and it is unstable below 

5700C. Lar-. sen et al 
(78) have found a layer of only FeO above 70boC. Others 

(90)ýreport 
a higher ferrous ion concentration in the scale formed in water 

, vapour than in air. Since the standard free energy of the -reaction 

Fe304 + H2 . >3FeO + H20 

becomes negative at. 700 0 C, the formation of magnetite at higher temperatures 

will depend largely on external conditions, in particular on the flow rate 

of the water vapour. 

The oxidation layers formed in water yapour have less tendency 

than those fomed in air'to develop mechanical defects such as cracks and 

blisters. When several oxides are formed, as in air, the stresses set up as 

a result of differences, in-density and coefficient of expansion between the 

metal, and the oxides might be expected to cause more extensive cracking than 

when, as-in water vapour, the oxide FeOlis, the main product. It should be, 

noticed that free oxygen present with the steam will combine with Fe304 
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produced to form the red oxide Fe203- 

There are some metals which, though susceptible to attack by 

oxygen or air, would hardly be attacked by pure water vapour, simply for 

reasons of chemical equilibrium., In these instances, the dissociation 

pressures of the oxide are higher than the partial pressure of oxygen 

in water vapour(91), for instance, ýb at 10000C, Co, Ni, Cu at 500 and 

100boC. Standard free energies have been used 
(92) 

to compile the information 

contained in Appendix 1 for 525 0 C. 

Copper would hardly be expected to be attacked appreciably by 
(93) 

-water vapour at temperatures approaching the melting point The 

oxidation rate of copper in oxygen at 8000C is independent of water vapour 
(94) 

content up to 3.9% , although a slightly reduced oxidation rate has 

been reported 
(95ý for moist compared with dry air. 

2.8.2. Steam treatment of sintered parts. 

Porosity (96) is a characteristic feature of articles made from 

metal powders and although they may appear dense to the naked eye, they 

are in reality full of pores. Most of the pores are interconnected so 

that liquids or gases may pass throughthe sintered articles. 

When porous iron articles are treated in steam this reaction 

takes place 

3Fe + 4H20 > Fe304 + 4H2. 

Magnetite FeS04 is forined wherever the steam is in contact with the surface. 

In the sintered case the steam reacts not only with the outer surface but 

with all surfaces-which are exposed within the porous passages. When solid 
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steel is treated only a very thin skin, (0.0025 m), of oxide forms on 

the exterior, but in the porous case the oxide is found throughout the 

mass of the porous article with a thickness of 0.005 m. Greater layer 

thicknesses are not possible, because the iron oxide then no longer allows 

any further water vapour to pass through it. 

Generally component's- are steam treated at temperatures ranging 

between 450 0C and 5700C. The Fe304 which deposits on the iron parts 

during the process is very dense and hard and has good corrosion resistance 

properties. 

At the reaction temperatures used, the steam in the furnace is 

supersaturated and, therefore, behaves as a diatomic gas which causes a 

deposition of Fe304 on all the internal surfaces. However, with sintered 

iron articles a considerably longer treatment is required, because of the 

time required for diffusion of the superheated steam into the network of 

pores, and the diffusion in the opposite direction of the hydrogen produced 

by the reaction inside the sintered body. 

During investigations at 57ooC Lenel (96) found weight gain 

increases of 3.9% after 10 minutes, 6.7% after 30 minutes and 7.8% after 

60 minutes, the latter being a maximun value, when the reaction extended to 

the deepest layers of the body. Theoretically, if the entire mass of 

sintereddron were converted, to Fe304, the calculated increase in weight 

would. be about 38.2%. Since only 7.8% weight gain was actually measured, 

this indicates that only, 20% of the original sintered iron structure, is 

converted to iron oxide. 

Kanapicky(97) has investigated the influence of porosity on 

per cent gain in weight during steam treatment at 60&C fdr 1 hour. 
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In the same inveýstigation-Jnýo. the properties of sintered iron bodies 

with and without steam treatment, tests have been done(97) on flat sintered 

test pieces, compacted at various pressures to obtain densities of between 

6.3 and 7.6 g/cc. The parts were steam treated at 5700C. The -results 

show that at a density of 6.7 9/cc the hardness value is roughly doubled 

by steam treatment. It was found that the increase in hardness depended 

solely on the amount of iron oxide in the iron body, and that the method 

of manufacture of iron powder used for sintering was unimportant. 

Franklin and Davies (98) have investigated low-density sintered 

iron specimens when steam oxidised at two temperatures, 520 0C and 6500C. 

It was demonstrated that reduction in interconnected porosity was due to 

complete sealing of all surfaces passages into the interconnected pore 

network, and that a substantial interconnected pore network existed beneath 

the specimen surface. 

It was shown that treatment at 650 0C produces very rapid oxidation 

but, due to surface sealing, a lower oxide content was achieved after long 

treatment times than would be achieved at normal treatment temperatures. 

Razaviza: deh and Davies(99ý have investigated the effect of 

density, (6.0,6.4, and 6.8 9/cc), ýnd powder type, (A. S. C. and sponge), 

on steam treatment at 4500C, 5250C and 6000C. 

It was shown that: 

The type of iron powder used has an important influence on the 

rate of pore closure during steam treatment at Tow temperature. 

In order to obtain the maximum increment of hardness, steam 
ýtreatment 

should be practised at 45&C Or 5250C. 
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(iii) After steam treatment under comparable conditions the hardness of 

sponge iron powder specimens is always greater than that in 

those produced from A. S. C. powder. 

(iv) At steam treatment temperatures of 4500C the oxide formed is 

Fe304 but at higher temperatures a mixed structure of Fe304 and 

Fe2O3 is produced. 

During the steam treatment of iron-copper alloys, (as discussed 

in section 1.8.1), copper does not oxidise. in steam and only iron oxides 

are fonned. 

Addition of copper slightly improves the oxidation resistance 

of iron. 

Phadke and Davies (17) investigated the steam treatment of 

sintered Fe-2% Cu alloy at SOOOC and the possibility of combining this 

treatment with precipitation hardening. 

The results showed that: 

(i) Significant improvement in hardness can be achieved during 

simultaneous steam oxidation and ageing heat-treatment. 

(ii) The degree of hardness increase due to steam oxidation was found 

to be nearly the same in pure'iron and in the. Fe - 2%-Cu alloy. 

Sunter'and Co-sh(loo) have imvestigated the effect of steam 

streatment on, 97.9%, Fe, 1.1% Cu., 1. OC% alloy at 510 0C for"55 minutes. 

, The results indicate that both steam treatment and oil 

impregnation are effective-methods of reducing corrosion, though steam 
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treatment would be undesirable if the part were to be exposed to a weak 

acid electrolyte. 

2.9. Operating Precautions. 

Steam treatment is a rather inexpensive, safe treatment which 

has gained considerable acceptance in powder metallurgy 
(16) 

since it 

satisfies the requirements of many applications. The process involves 

the exposure of powdered iron parts to a steam atmosphere in a furnace 

with internal pressure, equal to lOOON/m2, (4 in-. H20). This usually 

prevents significant amounts of air being pulled into the furnace. When 

properly operated, the treatment forms a controlled oxide primarily of 
Fe304 with a small amomt of FeO. 

Three general precautions must be observed to obtain 

satisfactory results. 

(i) Parts must be clean. Where parts are machined, sized or 

coined subsequent to sintering, it is necessary to -remove the 

lubricants picked up in these operations prior to steam 

treatnent. 

(ii) Steam must not be introduced-into the chamber until the 

coldest part of-the load is at a temperature greater, than, 1000C. 

Otherwise, a hydroxide of iron is formed'on those parts whose 

temperature isless than 1000C, and this decomposes I to týpical 

red rust according to equation 

ýýý 
Me (OH) 3. ->, Fe203 + 3H20 

(iii) All air must, be absent from the furnace chamber at temperatures 
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greater than 4250C. If air is present the oxide formed will 

have variations of a dull, non-uniform colour and the part 

frequently will be covered with a brown velvety fuzz which 

is a form of Fe2O3 mentioned above. 

The formtion of the controlled oxide coatings results from the 

reactions between superheated steam and iron 

Fe + H20 
-> FeO + H2 

3FeO + H20 > Fe304 + H2 

These equations do not complete the story in that the oxygen source must 

result from a fractional decomposition of the steam at the temperatures 

used for the process. In this decomposition there are two -reversible 

reactions which can compete against each other depending on conditions 

in the chamber, 

4. H20 (- H2 + 1202 and 

H2 0 4- OH +1 H2 

The first is the normal reaction which occurs at temperatures greater 

than 425 0C when no air is present to provide additional oxygen. It is 

much faster, than the second-reaction-and. the Fe304 is formed, readily. 

. If-air, is present, the second. reaction will, have, sufficient energy to be 

predominant. and, the, hydroxide of iron, Fe(OH)3,, - is formed which is 

unstable and-breaks down to, a form of Fe203, as previously indicated. 
-It 

, is important to,, note that the-amountof oxygen and hydrogen. in the chamber 

, resulting., from the fractional decomposition of steam is extremely. small. 
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2.10. Applications of steam treatment. 

The majority of steam atmosphere furnaces have been supplied 

for treatment, after final grinding, of high-speed tools such as drills, 

reamers, hobs, milling cutters and saws. The blue-black oxide film 

of Fe304 is tough, hard and tightly adherent with a high degree of 

corrosion resistance. Extensive laboratory and production tests by drill 

manufacturers show that steam treatment improves useful product life by 

SO% or more. 

The effects of steam treatment in prolonging tool life in this 

application are threefold. (88) 

(i) The film of Fe304 is sufficiently porous to,. retain cutting oil 

so that lubrication at the point of-contact during machining 

is improved, thereby reducing frictional heat. 

(ii) The iron oxide-coating prevents-machining chips from welding to 

the-lip of the cutting edge. 

(iii) Steam treatment relieves stresses in the tool conferred by 

grinding. 

In the fabrication of non-. -ferrous materials such as brass, bronze', 

beryllium, copper and aluminium,, chemical and mechanical cleaning operations 

must be employed to remove, surface oxide -formed, dur: Lng-annealing,, -5ýress 
relieving, and other heat tr'eatments, carried out in airý Heat'treatment'in 

steam-sýibstantiaTly. reduces,,. and in some'cases eliminates,,, such cleaning 

operations. 
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2.11. Applications to sintered iron parts. 

Typical items commonly treated include gears, cams, shock 

absorbers, pistons, seals and compressor parts. 

Formation of a Fe304 layer of up to 0.005 mm thick results in 

increased hardness, compressive strength and wear resistance. 

After steam treatment, iron powder parts can be oil-dippeAol) 

to increase resistance to corrosion. On. bearing surfaces, for instance, 

where alternating heating and cooling results in condensation of moisture, 

the oxide-impregnated part, retains oil sufficiently to resist the effect 

of moisture. 

The hard oxide also provides a better breaking-in condition when 

starting up or wearing-im the part. When the oxide on, the external 

surface particles wears away, the oxide im the pores'continues to offer 

a network of hard wear-resiStant material. ' 



CHAPTER 3 

3. PRECIPITATION HARDENING. 

3.1. History. 

The major commercial interest in the precipitation -reaction 

stems from its usefulness as a strengthening mechanism. It is this 

mechanism which has made possible the use of lightweight aluminimý, Alloys 

in industry. 

(102) It was discovered by accident in 1906 by Wilm During 

the course of experiments to investigate the solid solution strengthening 

effects of magnesium additions to an Al-Cu-Mn alloy he found by accident 

that ageing a quenched alloy produced a considerable increase in hardness. 

Wilm could observe no microstructural changes during the strengthening, 

period, and the source of the increased strength remained a mystery. In 
(103) 1920 Merica et al correctly deduced that the strengthening resulted 

from formation of submicroscopic precipitates produced at temperatures 

below the solvus'line. However,, it, was-not, until the developnent, of, the 

electron microscope in 1950 that theýnaturebf. precipitate formation 

became-. physically-clear. 

3.2. Driving Energy-for, Precipitation. 

A necessary condition for precipitation is-that, a phase becomes. 

-thermodynamically unstable and'tends to decompose, into two'phases of 

differing compositions-, This requirement. is usually'accomplished by 

cooling at a, rate, rapid'enough to'avoid diffusion of the solute. which is. 

.. 
'-necessary 

for formation ofýthe precipitate phase. The new phase forms 

because,: by'so doing it lowers the free energy, of the system. The alloy 

becomes either-unstable or metastable depending upon whether-the composition 
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lies within the spinodal or outside it and decomposes in two distinct 

modes by spinodal decomposition or by nucleation and growth. 

3.2.1. Spinodal points. 

Fig. 8a shows a simple solid solution phase diagram which 

contains a miscibility gap at low temperature. At any temperature below 

iýmax. the free energy curve 
I 
of the solid solution will be shown in Fig. 8b. 

The equilibrium phase mixture at the temperatureto which this free energy 

curve refers is obtained by drawing a common tangent between the two 

minima in the free energy curve, the points of tangency determining the 

compositions of the two phases. This part of the curve is hypothetical 

in that it gives the free energy of the super-saturated solid solution 

-within the miscibility gap. -The magnitude of the difference between the 

hypothetical free energy curve and the line of, common tangency gives a 

.. measure of the thermodynamic driving force causing decomposition. 

-There are two points of, inflexion, Sj and-S?, on. the'free energy 

curve at positions. between the two'minima, and'the'locus of the point of 

-., inflexion on the free energy curve at all, temperatures, below'T defines 
MaX, 

the so-called spinodal, line, thedashed, line'dn Fig. Both the 

of. formation and the resultant morphology of-the decomposition 

products of, the, super-saturated alloy'. depend'upon whether 'the alloy_' 

isýinside or outside the spi-nodal, region. If the. temperature'and, 

composition-are'such that-the alloy-is., trahsformed1n'the region,, between 

the-phase boundary, and the spinodal'line there'is-a nucleation, barrier to 

decomposition. 



3.2.2. Barrier to nucledtion. 

In Fig. 9a if alloy CN suffers a compos, t, on(104) fluctuation 

which results in some parts of the alloy having a composition CN+ the 

matrix phase must then have a composition W. The total free energy of 
the alloy is given by the weighted average of the free energy of the two 

compositions, i. e. point N in the figure. To accomplish such a composition 

, fluctuation the free energy of the alloy must, increase by an amount AGN. 

If the composition fluctuation is to increase to the extent of forming a 

stable two phase mixture of the equilibrium phases al and az, the free 

energy of the alloy must continue to increase until the composition 

fluctuation goes beyond the composition 
'+ 

corresponding to the position CN 

b on the free energy curve, at which point the free energy of the alloy 
begins to decrease. The increase of-free energythat is needed to obtain 

a two phase structure : Erom*the supersaturated alloy represents the barrier 

to nucleation which must be overcome. if stable nuclei are to form. Thus, 

alloys between the equilibrium and spinod4l lines undergo a nucleation and 

growth transformation. 

For alloys lying withinthe spinodal -region there is no 

-thermodynamic barrier to nucleation.. Considering, the alloy of 

compo-siton, C S in Fig. 9b, compoý itioln fluctuations yielding regions of 

composition CS+ leave the matrix of composition CS The free energy 

of the alloy now lies on the line joining the, freeýenergies of the two 

different compositions-(i. e. point, S in the diagram). This means that 

the free energy of, the alloy, has, d6creased byan amount AG S due, to, the 

composition fluctuations, and increasing changes Jm, composition lead to 

progressive decreases in free energy., That-is the alloy CS is unstable 

ýto small fluctuations in composition, and, therefore decomposition of all 

supersaturated solid solut, ions-within the spinodal -region takes place 
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spontaneously. 

3.2.3. Free energy change and formation ofýpreci pitates. 

Free energy is the most important factor in the sense that if it 

-is positive there is no driving force for nucleation and, hence, no nucleation. 
Consider a single a-phase alloy of composition Xo that has, been quenched 
below a so1vus, line to some temperature. Fig. 10 presents 

(105) 
the 

free energy composition diagram for this a-phase alloy and locates, its 

free energy per mole at G0. If a small amount of precipitate forms with 

composition X2 this in turn requires the remaining a phase to lower its 

compoýiti6n, to XI. Consider that the precipitate is a G. P. zone having 

the same crystal structure as the matrix and assume that -its free energy G2 

is given at point A. Thus the free energy change associated with the 

formation of the precipitate is, 

AG' = G(Final, ). - G(initial) 

= (nIGI + nýG2) - (ni +_ n2) %- (1) 

where, AGI is the total free energy change upon formation of the 

precipitate. 

n2 is the number of moles, per precipitate. 

nj is the number of moles in the a matrix after precipitation. 

From the leve-r law 

ni X2 - XO 

n2 - XI 

Combining Equations land 2 gives 
G 
C) - 

Gl 
2x)1 n2 [G2 -(X 

0 X- X, 
01 
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At the instant of nucleation the amount of precipitate that has formed 

will be very small so that it may be assumed that X, Z Xo. Under this 

condition equation 3 becomes 

AG 'G' [initial precipitate] = [Gz - Go - CX2 _ Xo) dG I B n2 
(MP XO 

This equation gives the desired expression for the free energy per atom in 

the nucleus and it may be interpreted quite easily by graphical means. 

The term G2 - Go is seen directly on the ordinate. The term 

dG (X2 - Xo)(jj)Xo can be determined from the following calculations. 

Slope at composition Xo tana = 
dG ' 10 Y, 

and tamin triangle BMF is tana = -- - 
BM 

X? - XO 

Combining these-two equations gives BM = (X2 - XO)[ dG 

Hence, it is seen that formation of the precipitate of composition XP 

leads to a free energy change, AG B which is represented by (A-- B) on 

the plot. 

(A - B) is-positive so this precipitate cannot form. because-, 

G2 Go (Gj3 - GO) G2 GB A B> o 

But precipitate of composition X3, has negative free energy. From--the, 

-above calculation 

dG (N, (X3 xo) (a] x ý7: 
t> G3'-, GO'7 (Gc GO) . --,, G3 GD C<I 0ý 

-I c 01 

Thus, fro'm the-above discussion-it'may be concluded that I any precipitate 

having, free energy, per., mole below the line tangent at X6 will have a, 
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, negative value of AG B and its formation is thermodynamically favoured. 

This is a very useful guide because it allows the determination of AG B 
for any potential precipitate by a simple graphical construction. 

As an example consider an alloy of composition X0 'in Fig. 11. 

The alloy is first homogenized above the solvus temperature and then 

quenched to either the high temperature, Th or the low temperature T I: 
Prior to any precipitation at the quenched temperature the a phase of 

composition XO is a metastable phase with free energy of G (u) at, 

temperature Th and TV From the above discussion there are three types 

of precipitate which may form and these are GP zones, an intermediate phase 

or the equilibrium phase. 

The G(, ) curve -refers to the equilibriun precipitate and 

G (int) for the intermediftte precipitate. The Gs curve for GP zones will 

be assumed, to be the same as G(,, ) because these zones have the same crystal 

structure as the parent a phase. From Fig. 11 it can be seen that 'at" 

Th quenching temperature only equilibrium precipitate can form because- 

free energy is below the tangency line. At T all three precipitates can 

form and-it. shows'more negative free energy for equilibrium precipitate. 

Consequently GP, zones and i. ntermediate, phase may on'ly"for-m at lower 

temperature. 

Referring tO'Tdble 2(105), 'it is seen-that, at temperavire T, -all 
three prec, ipitates, 'have: anegative free, energy of formation and any Of' 

them could, in principle, form. One might'expect the equilibrium 

precipitate'always to form in preference because it has. the largest driving 

force, ýfor fonpation. However, - it will be. I seen in the next sI ections 

that surface energy'and strain energy will'inhibit formation of any 

precipitate, and it is preciselyýbecause these factors'are lower for the 
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intennediate precipitate and GP zones that they do fonn before the 

equilibrium. 

Q Temper- 
ature 

AG (GP) AG (int) AG' (equil. ) 

Th Positive Positive > Negative 

T int Positive > Negative More negative 

T Negative ýbre negative ý? ýIost negative, 

Table 2(105) Variation of free energy of formation of three 
precipitates at three different temperatures. 

3.3. Nucleation. 

Nucleation that occurs completely at -random throughout a system 

is said to be homogeneous. Usually there are regions where nucleation 

is observed to take place more rapidly. These are regions where there is 

disarray, such as grain-boupdaries, dislocations and, vacancy clusters, 

since thesexegions will have high, free energy-per atom andso will be 

the first, to, become unstable during the transformation. Nucleation 

- occurs preferentially at, these places'during heterogeneous nucleation. 

3.3.1. _'Nucleation'from pure'liquid metal-. 

During solidification of a pure metal, -no composition change 

ýis-involved and the str#n, energy associated with a nucleus of solid 

growing in 'a liquid is negligible. 

The only factors involvedAn the system aye the difference in 

volume free energy and-surface energy. Let the latter be AF The 
S'' 
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difference in volume energy of the two phases A and B (AýV) will be, 

by definition zero at TL, the melting point of the metal, but will increase 

as the temperature decreases. 

For a given degree of supercooling, the release of volume 

free energy on forming a nucleus of the solid phase, must be offset by the 

absorption of energy involved in creating the interface. If the particle 

of A is. large the interfacial free energy can be ignored in comparison 

with the volume free energy, but this will not be justified if the nucleus 
is very. small. 

If the nucleus is considered to be a sphere with radius r, 
4 

then the change of the volume free energy for this sphere will be /311r 3 AFv. 

The energy required to create the interface willbe 411r? Fs. 

Thus, AF, 4/3 jTr3 AF + 411r' -AF (4) 
vs 

'Ihe surface energy term is'initially'larger than the volume-energy termý, but 

increases less, steeply with, change in Y, so, that the value of free energy 

passes through a maxi. Tnum value at ro,: the critical size for nucleation. ' 

Equ'a'tion 4 is. represented in Fig. 12. 

Homogeneous nucleation requires that thermal fluctuations produce 

nuclei large enough to exceed r, otherwise, the. selcond phase cannot nucleate. ' 
-0 

If, nucleus radius is smaller than ro it can lower the total free energy by 

re-dissolution. 

-The value of r0 will be, given by differentiation of equation 4 

with respect to r and equating'to zero. 

dF 
-4Hr62AFV + 8Hr AF Tr- 0s 

ý20 To S, 
Apv 
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3.3.2. Nucleation in the solid state. 

In solid-solid transformations the difference in specific 

volumes of the matrix and precipitate phases introduces an extra energy 

term, the strain energy AF 
L? 

because in this case the volume change of 

the transformation camot easily be accommodated by the matrix material 

due to its rigidity, so, 
4 

AF =-/3 Hr 3 AFV + 411-r'AFS + AF 

Before considering the effect of precipitate on interfaces the 

II way in which the size of a stable nucleus varies with temperature needs 

to be considered. 

It was assumed that AF 
s 

is independent of temperature. On the 

other hand, the volume free energy varies with temperature, becoming larger 

at low temperatures because the degree of super-saturation increases, 

, (solubility decreases), as the. temperature decreases. This effect is 

shown'qualitatively in Fig. 13, where it can be seen that the-critical radius 

decreases with decrease of temperature. At a temperaturejust less than 

the, solvus line, ro is very large.. The rate, of, homogeneous nucleation is, 

therefore, very small at this-temperature. As the. temperature is decreased, 

the critical radius rapidly decreases in'size and so does the energy 

-necessary to form a critical'embryo. 

3.3.3. , Incoherent nucleation. 

An incoherent nucleus has no lattice continuity with the matrix, 

and the strain associated with the formation of an'embryo in a crystal is: 

that associated with'the hydrostatic'strain produced by placingan, 

inclusion into a hole which is either slightly too, large or too small-, for it. 
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This dilation, (uniform expansion or contraction) can be acconmodated by 

plastic flow if the two phases are sufficiently soft, or by elastic strain 

if they are rigid. The resultant strain energy will be negligible in the 

first case but in the second case it is dependent upon the values of the 

e. lastic moduli and upon the particle shape of the second phase. ' Russell(106'. 

has shown that if a precipitate fonns with an incoherent interface it will 

almost always be strain free. 

On the assumption that the strain is accommodated predominantly 

, in the matrix, Nabarro (107ý has calculated the strain energy of an 

incoherent spherical nucleus as a function of its shape. He has shown 

that maximum strain energy is present when the precipitate-zis spherical. 

3.3.4. Coherent nucleation. 

The energy of coherent or, quasi-coherený--interfaces isýless than 

, that of the incoherent type and a-considerable'reduction in the free energy 

of formation of a nucleus. results ifýthe embryos-are bounded by-coherent 

Interfaces. Phases joined by coherent, interfaces-are'crystallographically 

related so that specific crystallographic planes in the two crystals are 

parallel, and certain directions in these planes coincide., Consequently, 

coherent, precipitates'having large associated strain energy: fields; tend 

to fonn as plate-shaped particles on'f, 1001, mtrix-planes in F. C. C,. and, 

B. C. C. -lattices because the modulus of. elasticity,, is, 
_a 

minimum along 

<100> direction. 

.., Nicholson et'al(108)-have shown that in Alý--, A, Cuý-alloyin 

which plate, shaped precipitates, of 01-1 have a coherent interface with-theý-' 
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matrix the orientation relationship is'{1001,,, 11{1001matrix' 

3.3.5. Heterogeneous Nucleation. 

As mentioned before defects such as vacancies, dislocations, 

grain boundaries act as nucleation cent-res for heterogeneous nucleation. 

These defects have high free energy per atom and so will be the first to 

become unstable during the transformation. A review of the subject has 

been given by Nicholson (109) 

3.3.5.1. ''Vacancy clusters. This type of heterogeneousýnucleation occurs 

in age-hardening alloys that are quenched from high temperature'and aged at 

low temperature. The rapid quench retains an excess of vacancies in the 

lattice at lower ageing temperature, which assists both in the diffusion of 

the solute to a precipitate nucleus and also in the-nucleation event itself. 

ýbst of the evidence for vacancy assisted,. heterogeneous nucleation comes 

indirectly from studies of the rate of nucleus formation. 
1 

For, instance, 

some of the excess vacancies that are retained in the lattice during 

quenching, are annihilated at grain boundaries which are preferred sites for 

nucleation. 

(110) Seitz suggested that the veryýhigh diffusion rates observed 

ý-during GP zone formation are due toa'concentration-of vacancies in excess 
(1112 112) 

of the equilibrium concentration. 'Various-investigations, ofý 

--the'rate of GP zone formation in a nýmber'of systems'areIn-accord with 

.., the, excess vacancy explanatiom, Diffusion, in substitutional alloys 

occurs by, a vacancy. mechanism so that an n-fold increase in the numberof 

.., vacancies. gives, an n-fold increase in diffusion rate. 
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3.3.5.2. Dislocation, lines. Nucleation is strongly dependent upon the 

state of strain of the nucleus structure. The growth of a cluster will 

be promoted by either a compressive or a tensile strain. Since dislocations 

are closely associated with regions of both., they should assist the 

formation of a cluster whichever the cluster requires. In such cases the 

compressed and stretched regions above and below edge dislocations 

will materially reduce the elastic energy required to form a nucleus. 

Transition phases usually nucleate at or on dislocations. 

Several factors contribute to this: - 

'Ihe concentration of solute will probably be higher around a 
(113) dislocation due to segregation at dislocations 

(ii) The atom positions at the core of the dislocations can be 

distorted until the crystal structure is similar to that of 

the precipitate, e. g. nucleation of a hexagonal precipitate 

along helical dislocations in a F. C. C. matrix as in Al - 16% 

Ag (114) 
alloys. 

The attractionbetween silver atoms and dislocations may not be 

simply due to relief of strain,, because atom of aluminium and 

silver have very similar atomic sizes. , 
Thus it. is'probable 

that there is chemical or electrical attraction-between silver 

atoms and dislocations. 

(iii) A pure screw dislocation is not such a favourable site for 

, solute. segregation as an edge dislocation. , However, screw 

di I slocations, can climb-into helices by, absorbing'vacancies, so 

.. -that they become mainly of edge character. and are then favourable 

places for segregation-of solute atoms, (e. g. 0 precipitatýe-JLn . ........ 

Al - 4% Cu(1153 alloys aged at 1600C). 
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3.3.5.3. Grain boundaries. The large energy of high-angle grain 

boundaries is removed when precipitation occurs there because a non coherent 

high-angle boundary is similar to a non-coherent interface between precipitate 

and matrix. Such a boundary is able to reduce the surface energy 

necessary for nucleation. Other. reasons why grain boundaries are preferred 

nucleation sites include: - 

(i) diffusion along boundaries is rapid at temperatures below about 

0.6 TM(116). 

Cii) Grain boundaries act as a sink for vacancies, and consequently 

nucleation of precipitates on them. 

3.3.5.4. 'Precipitate Free Zones'(P. F. Z. ) When grain boundaries act as 

sinks for vacancies 
(117) 

and when the precipitate requires vacancies for 

its formation and growth, a precipitate free zone forms near a grain 
(118) boundary,. -(for example in Al - Zn - ýg and Al - Mg alloys) In 

these systems the precipitates are less dense than the matrix and, 

therefore,. Iocalized compressive stresses are created in the matrix near 

these precipitates. The stresses are greatly reduced by precipitation 

of vacancies within this -region with the result that such precipitates 

act as vacancy sinks-, The nucleation and growth of, these precipitates 

being vacancy sensitive is greatly hindered in the absence of vacancies 

and P. M. 'results. 

3A. ''Precipitate'Sequenc6s. 

The precipitation sequence is surflmarized in, general tenns 

-in Tab_le_3. ("93 The term AGB is theýdriving force for-the precipitatio In 
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reaction and it must be negative in order to cause precipitation. This 

free energy, is a function of the extent to which the alloy is quenched 

below the solvus temperature. At high temperature only the equilibrium 

precipitate fo rms , because it is the only precipitate having a negative 

AG B' At. low temperature the driving force AGB is largest for the 

equilibrium precipitate. However, the two factors of strain energy E 

and surface energy tend to inhibit nucleation of the equilibrium 

precipitate because the rate of nucleation of solid precipitate from a 

solid solution is a function of both, AG*, the free energy of formation of 

a critical sized nucleus, and of D, the diffusion coefficient of the 

solut. e -. in the matrix phase. Both the thermodyrru& and kinetic factors 

are a function of temperature: AG* depends upon the degree of 

supersaturation, which is directly related to temperature, (Fig. 12) and 

diffusion is a thermally activated process. 

The rate of nucleation at any temperature is given by the 

product of the thermodynamic term and the kinetic term, so that 

I=K exp[-(AG* + Q)/KF] 

where I is the rate of nucleation, and the remaining, factors have been 

defined previously. 

In Fig. 14a. is shown'the value of I as a fuhction of temperature 

where To is a temperature, on the solvus line.. 

At very low temperatures the rate of nucleation is low because 

the diffusion rate is low. ' At the higher-temperature the rate of 

-nucleation. is low because, of the high value of AG*_. At intermediate 

, temperatures-, the rate of nucleation-increases to a-maximum., 
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From Fig. 14b. it is apparent that the time required to Teach 

a given stage of precipitation, (i. e. to precipitate N nuclei), is 

proportional to exp(AG*/KT). On the other hand zones and sometimes 

intermediate precipitates give higher nucleation -rates due to their lower 

surface energy. The activation energy for nucleation of the intermediate 

precipitate may be decreased by reducing the strain or surface energy by 

heterogeneous nucleation. An example of this reference occurs in 

Al - CU(120) alloys and is shown schematically in Fig. 15. 

Driving Force, AGB Factors Inhibiting Nucleation ýbde 
f o 

Low Temp. High Temp. Strain Energy, Surface Energy Fonia- 
Precipitate Inside Just Below E Y tion 

Spinodals Solvus s 

GP zone Small Positive Low Low Spinod. 
negative (Frequently decomp. or 

along certain homog. 
'hkl'> dir. ) nucl. and 

growth 

Intermed- Intermed- Positive Med-high (can Low-medium Hetero- 
iate iate neg- be lowered by geneous 

ative precipitation nucl. and 
on dislocations) growth 

Equilib- Large Negative Low High (can be Hetero- 
rium negative lowered by'_ geneous 

precipitat-7, nucl. and 
-ion on sur- growth 
faces [grain 
boundaries],, 

Table 3(1193 Summry of the major - factors involved in the- 
Precipitation Sequence. 

Reversion 

It was pointed out in the section on nucleation that clusters- 

'Aiich. are just large enoug4 to be stable nuclei at low-temperatureslare 
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of sub-critical size at a higher temperature and, therefore, will dissolve. 

This resolution called retrogression or reversion is accompanied by loss 

of properties previously acquired by virtue of the GP zones or nuclei of 

the transition or equilibrium lattice. Correlated hardness and X-ray 

effects have been reported which clearly show retrogression in cold- 
(121) hardened Al - Cu alloys Alloys aged at high temperature can also 

experience retrogression when they are reheated to a still higher 

temperature(122) .A surprising example was found by Gruhl et al(123) 

who reported that reversion occurred in Cu - Be alloys during cold working. 

They ascribed this resolution to the heat generated during the plastic 

deformation. 

3.6. Precipitation coarsenimg. 

Overaging is softening resulting from prolonged ageing. It 

may be stated that it is connected with the continued growth of precipitate 

particles. Growth will continue as long as the metal is maintained at a 

fixed temperature. This does not. mean that all particles continue to 

grow, because this is an impossibility-once the solute has attained an 

equilibrium concentration. 

It merely means that certain particles., (the larger ones), 

continue, to grow, 'while the smalle-r ones disappear. 

The growth of precipitate is directly related to the surface 

tension. at the interface between the matrix and the particles Because 

of the boundary surface energy, the free, energy per atom in a large particle- 

_is lower. than. in a-small particle. Thisl, free-energy difference is the 

driving force that causes the dissolution of smalIparticles and growth 
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of large ones. 

4 According to equation 4 AF _y3 1113AIýV + 4HT2AFS 

This is the total free energy of a given amount of precipitate. The free 

energy per unit volume would be 

AF I=. AF 
-0v + 

3AFs 
4/3 II-r 3r 

or AF 

The free energy per atom of the precipitate is proportional to the free 

energy per unit volune, so that 
A2 

Fa ý' -Al + -F- 

where Fa is the free energy per atom. This quantity varies inversely as 

the radius of the particle. The larger the radius, the more negative 

the free energy of the second phase and, therefore, the more stable it is 

in the precipitate. Conversely, the smaller, the less stable it is. Under 

conditions such as these, solute atoms tend to leave smaller particles and 

enter the matrix, while at the same time they leave the matrix to enter 

the larger particles. Diffusion of solute through. the matrix makes it 

possible for this process to continue. 

3.7. 'Theories of hardening. 

In-general, the increase in hardness is synonymous with an 

increased, difficulty of moving dislocations. ' Either a dislocation must 

cut through the precipitate particles in its path, or it-must move between 

them. In either. case, it can be shown that aýstress increase is needed 

to move the dislocation through a lattice containing precipitates. The 
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mechanism of Fig. 16 has been proposed by Orowan (124ý 
and in this case the 

particle spacing is large enough and the particles so hard that the 

dislocation cannot pass through them. 

As the applied shear stress is increased the dislocation bows out 

sufficiently so that it begins to meet at points such as A and B at time t2- 

Notice that the sense of the dislocation at A will be opposite to that 

at B. Consequently when, these dislocation segments meet they will 

annihilate, causimg the main dislocation to separate from the looped 

regions as shown at ts. Every time a dislocation passes the particles 

by this looping mechanism it-leaves one loop around each particle as shown 

at t4- The stress T0 (113) 
to expand a dislocation loop out to a radius 

of curvature 
d /2 is 

T Gb 
0 a" 

where G is the shear modulus, b is the Burger's vector and d is the spacing 

between precipitates. 

, If the precipitate spacing and strength are such that the 

dislocation can pass through them, the stress at which the particles deform 

would be as. follows. Consider the balance of forces existing in the model 

Fig. 17. The force per unit-length on the dislocation is the, applied 

stress TAimesthe Burger's vector b. - Thus the force resisted by each 

particle, is Th times, the length of-dislocation per particle or roughly Thd. 

Thus the. work done-in moving the, dislocation through a particle of 

diameter 2r is Tbd(2r). 
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The crystal structure of the precipitate may be ordered, in 

which case if the Burger's vector of the moving dislocation is not equal 

to the repeat distance of the ordered structure, work must be done to 

create the disordered interface across the slip plane. The passage of the 

dislocation through the precipitate alters the numbers of atom at the 

surface of the precipitate and hence alters the number of nearest neighbours 

of a particular type, which again requires work. 

. Kelly et al 
(125) have shownthat the applied stress required to 

move a dislocation through-a coherent spherical particle can be expressed 

as 

fy. c 

where T= applied shear stress 

b= 
IBurgers 

vector 

f= volume fraction of precipitate 

Yp= energy of the new interface within the particle 

Ys = precipitate-matrix interfacial energy 

C=a numerical constant 
A6- 
7r 

T= mean radius of the, spherical. particle- 

The first tem on the right: represents the'stress required. to disorder 

the precipitate and as'particles thicken it will dominate. The second 

te*nn represents the stress-needed to prOducethe additional particle-matrix- 

interface by slip. 

If, the p'articles-are not ordered internally then y 'eqpals zero, p 

6- 
7r 
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3.8. 'PtOtipitatibii in i-ron'- copper alloys. 

Copper precipitates from a or y iron as a F. C. C. phase without 
formation of intermediate compounds. In the first stage of the 

0 precipitation, spherical particles with diameter < 100A are formed at 

a high rate. During the second stage, the particles grow at a rate given 
by Zener's equation for growth of a spherical precipitate. In the third 

stage, growth is slower. Rod shaped particles fonn after long ageing 

times at, 700oC(126). Maxim= strengthening has been observed at the 

begiming of the second stage of precipitation. 

There have. been several investigations dealing with the 

precipitation of copper from iron. Hardness has been found to pass 

through a maximum during ageing at temperatures between 400 and 7000C 
(127,128). Hardness begins to increase as soon as ageing starts and 

without an incubation period. 

3-. 8.1. Solid soltitibn. 

A solubility that decreases with decreasing temperature makes 

it possible to obtain supersaturated solid solutions with concentrations 

up to the maximum soluýilitlies. T4en, the alloy has to be heated above 

the a or. y. solubility, lihe, Fig. 18. The homogeneous solid solution can 
be quenched,. --from, the homogeneous a or y, field. Alloys with a concentration 

close, to. that, of maximm solubility have, to'be quenched'-from the. 

-,. temperature. of maximum, solubility, (e. g. -, 8% cu from, 1050 0 CAny field or 

1.5% Cu from-8500C in'a field), 

In, sYS-tems with an, extended y-field, -(Fe -'CU), relatively, 

imperfection-7free supersaturated solid solution can be obtained'only by 

quenching from. the a-field. Then the temperature of maxu= solubility, ' 
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is less than 90boC and the -rate of quenching is, therefore, not very 

critical. Much higher supersaturations can be obtained by quenching 

from the y-field. The transformation that takes place during quenching 

is martensitic at high solute concentration but massive at low solute 
(129) 

concentration. Both transfonnation mechanisms lead to homogeneous 

solid solutions which differ only in the density and distribution of lattice 

imperfections. 

. Hombogen et al 
(126) have shown that there is no great difference 

in the hardness curves after quenching from the y or the (Y field. 'Ihe 

initial hardness of a sample quenched from the y field is higher but both 

reach about the same maximum hardness and the reaction is only slightly 

accelerated by quenching from the higher temperature. Metallographic 

examination showed the same shape and size of the e particles but some 

copper precipitated, as film along sub-boundaries in those samples which 

were quenched from the y-field. 

3.8.2. Nucleation and growth. 

The supersaturated solid solution is thought to decompose 

first into. spherical GP zones of copper which have the matrix b. c. c. 

crystal structure. The GP zones have never been observed directly but 

the very. rapid onset of precipitate growth is usually taken as strong 

circumstantial evidencefor GP zone formation. 

Homb. ogen 
(130) 

showed the smll'particlesývhich are present in 

large numbers, after', 25 hours'ageing at 50boC in Fe- 1.2% Cu alloy., 'The 

appearance of these fine-dispersed particles of-high copper content(126) is 

an indirect. proof ofthe state of-clustering that is believed to have 

existed, in this alloy before nucleation occurred. 
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Nucleation of copper-Tich particles. -requires little strain 

energy, because the atomic volumes of matrix and of precipitate are about 

equal. Therefore, the nucleation barrier is determined only by the 

surface energy between the F. C. C. particle and the B. C. C. matrix. 

Nucleation must originate from copper-rich clusters that have 

formed in. the B. C. C. matrix. Nucleation occurs at high angle boundaries, 

at low angle boundaries, or at single dislocations and all take place with 

about the saine time dependence. 

., Clusters of copper, (B. C. C. zones), of an average diameter of 
0 

90A grow at a rate that can be explained by the concentration of excess 

vacancies in the material. Presence of excess vacancies due to the 

quenched-in vacancies leads to rapid diffusion during clustering of 

copper 
(131) 

1, , because the excess of quenched-in vacancies is not annealed 

imediately (or is eventually permanently trapped), so that the speed of 

diffusion can be kept high for a long time. 

.. The enhancement of diffusion can be estimated by multiplying the 

normal diffusion coefficient by the relative concentration of excess 
(131) 

vacancies 

CT2 u D D- CT e f/RT c CTI 

where Uf is the energy of fonnation of a vacancy. 

When all the vacanciesýare still present. the enhancement will 

decrease as the vacancies decay but-it explains the time dependence of 

formation of the first particles, - which, are almost pure copper. When 

these zones reach a critical size, they I transform, into the F. G. C. lattice 
ý132) 
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Spherical clusters can be expected due to the similarity in 
(133) 

size of the iron and the copper atoms 

After vacancy decay, the epsilon particles grow slowly by nonnal 

volume diffusion. The rate of growth can be described by Zener's 

equation 
(134) 

which states that the second stage of precipitation is 

proportional to the square root of time. 

I 
(Dt)2 

where S is the particle diameter, D the volume diffusion coefficient 

and aa constant that depends upon the concentration distribution inside and 

outside the growing particle. This equation can be applied because the 

particles are abnost spherical. 

The deviation from Zener's parabolic growth law after long 
(135) 

ageing times has been explained by Ijschner He assumes that the 

reaction slows down after the diffusion zones of the particles begin to 

overlap. 

3.8.3. Transition of particles. 

, After long times of ageing, some percentage ofthe particl6s,, 

(depending on temperature) change, from spherical to rod. shape. 

-This phenomenon mqyý, be, explaine&by the fact, that in particles 
0 

- of a size 50 to-300A,, surface energy is the, factor that determines the 

spherical-shape. When particles growlarger this. factorbecomes less 
(107) 

important., Nabarro showed, thatýthei strain energy of'a noncgherqnt 

ellipsoidal,, particlp will decrease in the, following seqpence, 

-sphere needle disc. " This could explain why particles 
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0 
more than 300A in diameter tend to take the shape of rods because above 

this size the surface energy which led to the spherical shape is overcome 

by the strain energy of noncoherent particles in spite of the small 

difference in atomic volume of copper and iron. Disc-shaped copper 

particles might be observed after very long periods of ageing at high ageing 

temperatures. 

, After 24 hours ageing at 70doC (126) 
the F. C. C. spheres of 

c-phase coarsen into rod like precipitates which have a definite orientation 

relationship with the matrix a-iron, [110] 
F. 

11[1101 
a. 

The closest packed 

directions of the two phases are parallel along the axis of the rod-shaped 

precipitate. 

3.8.4. Hardening, mechanisms. 

The mechanism of hardening of iron bya, softer phase like copper 

can be explained as follows- 

(i) In the early stage of precipitation,, whenthe particles are 

coherentor semicoherent with respect to-the matrix., the - 

strengthening effect is generally associated with the-stress 

required to shear-the particles. 

(ii) As particles grow and become noncoherent, shearing of these' 

particles becomes'more difficidt., The material softens as, 

the interparticle spacing'increases. In this. overage3mg stage,, 

, softening cannot be. -related to'change of-volume fraction of 

particles, and the initial-flow stress associated with, the 
(124) 

.,, stress to'bow out,, -dislocations'between the particles- 
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(iii) In the later stage of overageing, dislocations can be 

generatedat particle-matrix interfaces. 

3.9. 'Ptecipitation-hardening in sintered iron-copper alloys. 

Trecipitation-hardening phenomenon may be utilized to enhance 

the properties of alloy steels made from metal powders. 

The precipitation of the e-phase has been shown significantly to 

improve the properties of copper-bearing steels. A further advantage 

of this type of steel is that after the sintering treatments the compact 

my be repressed or coined while it is in the soft condition, and it 

can then be resintered, solution-treated, and precipitation hardened to 

develop maximum properties. 

Harrison et al 
(14ý have shown the effect of precipitation- 

hardening on the tensile strength of alloys-with copper contents varying 

from 1 to 10%, on densities from 6.5 9/cc to beyond 7.00 9/cc at different 

ageing temperatures between 2000C and 5500C for 1 hour. 

The -results shwthat those samples with 5% Cu and a density 

of 6.5 9/cc which were quenched in oil and precipitated hardened at 50boC 

have the highest tensile strength. Comparison between oil-quenched and 

-furnace-cooled samples showed that, the optimm composition range lies 

between 2 and, 3% copper-under the above condition. 

(136) Stern'et al demonstrated, the effect of precipitation 

hardening on hardness ofýalloys with 2% Cu, 0.03 %C after various times 

at temperatures of 400,500,600,70boC. The samplesvere quenched from 

a-temperature of 115boC in brine. The results, show that decreaseýin 
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ageing temperature causes an increase in the time -required for the 

appearance of maximum hardness, and that the value of Maximum hardness inc- 

-Yeases with decreasing temperature. However, at an ageing temperature 

of 40boC, -the value of maximum hardness is less than at 5000C. A 

similar phenomenon was observed by Krishnadev et al(137) who investigated 

the ageing process in cast materials. The principal factor responsible 

for an increase in hardness during the initial stage of the ageing process 

is the clustering of the copper atoms. At a more advanced stage e-phase 

precipitates. The number, -size, and distance between these precipitates 

also influence the hardness. At 4000C, maximum hardness was observed 

after 100 hours. The effect of the clusters during this prolonged. 

treatnent, (most of which have probably dissolved), is not great, while 

E: -phase are sufficiently large, but the number of E: -phase precipitates 

after 2 hours treatment at SOOOC is at a minimun. The factor which 

determines maximum hardness is the clustering process. 

There has been a limited amount of research into the 

precipitation hardening of sintered materials. 

It was observed by Watanabe et al 
(138) that the effect of 

precipitation hardening on the strength, is greater for high density 

compacts which explains the effect of pores on precipitation. 

Phadke and Davies (139) 
showed the effect of different copper 

content, (2% to 8% Cu), on' precipitation hardening of iron-copper alloys 

at density 6.8 9/cc during ageing at, 5000C. They demonstratedIthat: 

(i) Supersaturation,, grain, subgrain and, plate boundaries, ýclefect 

structure, of massive martensite regions and possibly free 

, void surfaces may account for the increase in the rate of 

precipitation reaction with increasing copper content. 
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(ii) Massive martensite was found in 4% and 6% copper alloys after 

water quenching. 

(iii) The magnitude of hardness increases over the solution treated 

value was nearly the same in the three alloys but the percentage 

increase in hardness was highest in 2% cu. alloy. 

(140) (iv) Peak hardness was attained at times similar to wrought alloys 



CHAPTER 4 

4. WEAR 

Friction. 

It is now generally agreed that when two surfaces are pressed 

together, either statically or in sliding contact, real contact occurs 

only at the tips of the surface irregularities, where plastic deformation 

takes place under intense local stresses. The work of deforming or 

shearing these irregularities during sliding gives rise to the frictional 

force and, the deformation leads to wear and to metal transfer between the 
(141) 

surfaces. These ideas have been developed mainly by Bowden and Tabor 

-In reaching their conclusions they pursued three general lines of 

investigation. Firstly they examined the nature of surface contact 

between solids at rest, secondly the phenomena associEted with sliding and 

thirdly the nature of the surface damage. 

4.1.1. 'Cbntdct'between'static metal'surfacbs. 

When the finished flat surface of a metal is examined underý 

high magnification it will show, a-se-. ries of i-rregulay hills and valleys 

of random heights and depths. These, irregularities will be present. even 

with the best possible workshop finishes, (for-instance between 5- 100, 
(142) 10 - 50, and-1-- 5 micro inches after machining, grinding and diamond 

dust-polishing -respectively). 

When-two flat, solid surfaces are placed in contact. 'the'real 

area of contact is only-a limited number of the highest asperities in 

intimate contact. 
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For example, when two unloaded flat steel surfaces are placed 

in contact, the real contact area is not more than about 
1 hooo of the 

surface area. Since the real area of contact is so minute, an applied 

load of only a few pomds is sufficient to cause very high pressures. 

As soon as the yield stress of the contacting solid is reached, 

the loaded asperities will yield plastically, partly collapsing until the 

load is distributed over a greater area. Further loading will cause 

further yielding and collapsing of asperities until equilibrim is 

established when the supporting area of intimate contact is just sufficient 

to prevent further plastic defonmtion. Such high pressures are reached 

locally during loading that asperities in contact tend to form junctions 

by a process of cold welding. The total area of cold welded junctions 

-increases with increase of pressure. 

4.1-2. Sliding metal 8urfaces in contact. 

When an attempt is made to slide one of the contact metals over 

-the other., resistance to motion is encountered which is termed frictional 

resistance. This resistance is equivalent to the sum of the shearing 

forces-required to break the. metal-to-rmetal junctions. It follows then 

that the basic mechanism of sliding friction is that the normal load W 

- is supported by minute Junctions, which'are continually being formed and 

, broken, between the surfaces as, they slide over each, other. -Since the 

surfaces are in plastic equilibrium the mean pressure Pm over the real area 

of contact., A,, is 'constant, and the value of the mean shear stress Sm needed 

-to shear theJunctions depends-on'the strength of adhesion at the 
w Interface, -Hence the'total'frictional force is, P = ASm,, and A= 
_M 
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Thus, F=C. sm 

Since the first Law of Friction states that F= 11W, Cp is Coefficient of 

Friction), it is apparent that ( Sm /pj) must be in some way identified 

With 11. 

It can be seen that Sm and Pm are two constants referring to 

the bulk mechanical properties of the metal surface. Pm can be identified 

with the yield stress P of the softer metal, since shearing usually 

occurs within the bulk of the softer. metal and Sm. is approxinately equal 

to the shear strength S of the softer metal. 

Shear strength of softer metal S Thus, P Yield stress of softer metal Pr 

, From this, two conclusions follow. The first is that S and P being 

strength properties of the same metal, vary together and their ratio is 

roughly the same for all metals. This explains why the coefficients of 

friction of a very wide -range of metals do not vary by a large factor; 

generally they lie between 0.5 to, 1.5. The second conclusion is that, 

since shear, strength and yield stress vary together as the temperature 

is varied, temperature changes over a limited range should not have a 

significant effect on the'coefficient of friction of dry. metals. -This 

is also found,. to be generally--true, so long as, heati. ng does not affect the 

-nature of any-surface films which may be present on the, metals. 

'Mbchanism of, 'metallic'ftiction. 

In addition to friction which is a surface ýhenomenon, 

, deformation and distortion are other, effects which can be observed at 
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-relatively great depths below the interface of the sliding solids. 

Observations show that two distinct types of interaction, shearing and 

ploughing, may take place. Ploughing defines the action whereby hard 

surface asperities plough out grooves in a softer metal. Frictional 

resistance F my be approximately expressed 

S+P 

Hhere S is the shearing force and P the ploughing force. For a hard 

metal sliding on a soft metal the ploughing term may be appreciable and 

-the simple expression given by equation (1) would have to be modified, 

since in the foregoing analysis ploughing interaction is neglected. 

However, inthe majority of sliding processes the ploughing force appears 

to play only a. -relatively-minor role in the total frictional force and as 

a first approximation, may be neglected. 

''Surfdce*damage. 

ýbst engineering mechanisms in which slic#ng of metals takes 

place can be roughly classified as follows*. 

(i) A hard. metal sliding on a soft metal e. g., steel on copper. 

:- (ii) A soft metal sliding on a hard metal e. g., --copper on steel. 

ý, (iii) Similar metals sliding on each other e. g., nickel onýnickel. 

In. general, each of the above classes Of'sliding is 

characterized by, a -typical kind of surface damage, the nature and degree 

-- of which is to some extent modified by-thezelative proportions and 

-geometrical, relationships ofthe surfaces., The typical damage for each 

of the, classes woiild be as follows: - 

(i) A hard slider plo. ughs-out a groove im-the soft metal. 
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(ii) A soft slider continually tends to weld to the hard surface 

and fragments -remain adhering to it. Little or no damage is 

experienced by the hard-metal. 

(iii) Similar metals sliding on each other give -rise to the most 

severe surface damage due to the work hardening of the 

contacting asperities on both surfaces. 

4.2. *Wear cha"rdctetistics. 

Friction and wear are not intrinsic material properties but 

are characteristics of. the engineering system. Any change in load, 

speed, or environmental conditions may. cause catastrophic changes in the 
(143) 

wear -rate of one or both of. 
Ithe 

surfaces in contact 

Wear is one of the three most commonly, encountered industrial 

problems. leading to the replacement of components and assemblies-. in 

engineering, the others being fatigue and coi -rosion. 

Wearis-rarely, catast-rophic but it -reduces operating 

efficiency, by increasing the power'losses., oil consumption, and the 

. rate of component-Teplacement. ''-, Sufficient is known about wear 

. mechanisms and: their solution to encourage greater, applicatiori of. this 

-knowledge., . There are, 
'however,, 

a number of problem which 
'cause 

considerable difficuýty. in translating-the-results of research into 

industrial, practice. 

However, 'the formulation of a precise and all embracing definition 

of, wear is difficult. A Con-Enittee of-the Institution of Mechanical 

, -Engineers. decided onthe following, definition. 
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"The progressive loss of substance from the surface of a body 

brought about by mechanical action! '. 

Krogelsk3.1ý4) defines wear as "the destruction of material 

produced as a result of repeated disturbances of the frictional bonds". 

Neither definition is perfect. For instance, the first appears to eliminate 

spark erosion as a form of wear, and the second perhaps places too much 

emphasis on fatigue effects in wear. 

4.3. 'Wear in industry. 

Wear encountered in industrial situations can be broken down 
(144) into the following categories. , Abrasive, adhesive, corrosive, 

surface fatigue, and there are two other minor types of-erosion and 

, fretting. However, there are situations where one type changes to another, 

or where two or more mechanisms operate together. 

4.4. Adhesiveý-výear. 

Adhesive wear,, occurs, when surfaces slide against each-other, and 

the pressure between. the contacting asperities is high enough to cause 

local plastic defonnation, and adhesion.., Adhesionis-favoured by, clean 

surfaces non-oxidising conditions, and by, chemical, and structural 

similarities between the sliding couple.. Adhesion, ocCUrS. between a few, 

asperities-which increase in size', as motion continues. -Eventually-the 

junctions rupture at their. weakest point due to shearing of these, junctions, 

usually resulting in. metaltransfer'from one-surface to the other. This 

type of wear occurs primarily, in-highly stressed machine elements such as 

bearings. ' Wear decreases, if the asperity is harder because the contact 
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area is lower, (area of contact is inversely proportional to HV), and 

increases if asperity is chemically clean because bdnding and -welding is 

more likely. Archard (145) has produced a formula which shows the 

dependence of wear rate on a number of important factors. The wear 

constant K represents the properties of the friction couple and only has 

any real meaning provided that the wear mechanism does not change, i. e. 

there is no change from mild to severe wear. 

Wear volume. ' -* 
K*S-P 
FM 

'Where K. = wear constant., 

sliding distance, 

applied load, 

Pm = flow stress of wearing surface. 

There are, however, some ways to-reduce. wear loss in metals'under metal., 

to-metal contact such as alloy addition. 

The surface texture of the . weitr'track is. greatly influenced by 

(146) 
the microstructure of the material. A,, discontinuous structure is 

an advantage in order to inhibit. severe'growth 
(14 

- 
7)., ' 

, Thus carbonsteelS' 

are less prone to adhesive wedr than is homogeneous austenitic stainless 

steel or pure iron. It has been suggested that, with ferrite-Pearlite 

structures in steels, vear., As. limited to adhesion, and fracture wit1hin 

the. ferrite constituent"only 
(148). A'grain'b'oundary network of ferrite, 

(e. g., as found in'cast steel), is Uius undesirable. A general increase 

in carbon content which has the effect of', reducing free-, fer-rite and 

increasing hardness-is tlms, beneficial, in increasing wear. resistance. 
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Eyre and Wilson(S) evaluated the effect of microstructure of 

grey cast iron on wear. 

(i) The principal effect of ferrite is to increase running-in wear 

and to markedly decrease the mild/severe transition load. 

(ii) The effect of phosphorus is to reduce -running-in wear and to 

increase the mild/severe transition. 

(iii) Nodular iron is inferior in most respects to flake iron, 

because equilibrium mild/wear rate decreased as the graphite 

interparticle distance decreased and would,, therefore, appear 

to be related to availability of graphite as lubricant between 

the sliding surfaces. Graphite has good thermal stability 

and does not begin to oxidize until a, temperature of about 

4000C is, rPached when it is converted into carbon dioxide. 

In inert atmospheres it is stable up to, temperatures above 14000C. 

'Ihe other way to reduce wedr, rate-is'to use a polymeric or 

ceramic material-to slide. agaimst metals. 

ýbny surface diffusion treatments, such as Tufft. riding. -Or 
Carbu#zing,, depend-upon. their ability to enhance I wear properties by 

chemical contamination. to-produce non-adhesive, or anti-7welding 
,- 

characteristics. 

Wear under adhesive conditions is subject to sharp transitions 

-in behaviour.. Variations in load and S'eed, may bring about-marked thermal p 

changes which precede, and cause, wear change. Welsh( 149) 
was one of 

the. first to examine, systematically"the concept of mild wear,, (oxidation), 
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and severe wear, (metallic), and, the sharp transition between these which 

he refers to as T, and Tz transitions, (Fig. 19). Below TI, wear occurs 

by the removal of oxide debris from an-oxidised surface supported on a work 

hardened substrate. T7. marks the transition to severe wear initiated 

by the breakdown of the protective surface oxide produced at lower loads. 

Plastic deformation of the substrate occurs, caused by a higher bulk 

temperature, and thewear. rateAncreases considerably with the production 

of metallic debris. Between T3L and T2 severe wear occurs. At the T2 

transition the surface temperature is high enough for phase hardening to 

produce a hard structure (white layer) which prevents deformation and helps 

to establish an oxidised surface once more. The wear rate is reduced 

considerably but is not as low as the wear rate below the T, transition. 

4.5- 'AbrasiVe*wear. 

The tem abrasivemear covers two types of situation. In both 

cases wear is occasioned by: the ploughing-out of softer material by a 

harder surface. 

a softer surface. 

In the first-instance a -rough hard surface slides against 

In the second, case abrasionýis caused by loose hard 

particles sliding between, rubbing surfaces. 

However, the second mechanism is still of great importance. Not 

only do most mechanisms work, in an environment containing much airbome- 

dust and dirt, but also the products of corrosive wear_ýare more often-, 

than not abrasive-in character. -Particles of hard metal produced by the 

abrasive. wear mechanism can also causeabrasion. Generally abrasive' 

wear, arises from the penetration and micro-cutting of one material by- 

another. 
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Rabinawicz et alý150) constructed a simple model of a conical 

abrasive. grain penetrating and abrading a plain surface and showed that 

V- AWL 
H 

where V= volume of material removed, 

W load normal to the abrading surface, 

L sliding distance, 

H Hardness of softer material, 

A area of cross section of groove. 

This equation predicts that total volume wear is directly proportional to 

load, sliding distance and area of cross section.. 

4.6. FatigueVear. 

Adhesive and abrasive wear mechanisms depend on direct contact 

between solids and they produce a wear pattern that is progressive from 

the start of rubbing. If the surfaces can be separated by a lubricating 

film, (and abrasive particles excluded), then these wear mechanisms camot 

operate. This is the situation in, well-designed -rolling element bearings, 

where it is found that a fatigue. mechanism of failure takes place. For 

this case, although, direct contact does not occur,, the opposing surfaces 

experience large stressesi transmitted throughthe, lubricating film, durihg 

the rolling motion. These show. that'the maxiMum shear-stresses occu r 

some distance below theýsurface as : illustrated in. Fig. 20., As rolling,, -, 

proceeds, -the directions, of. the shear stresses for any, element'change" 

sign.,,, Fatigue failure is dependent on the'amplitude of the-reversed 

shear stresses and if in, rolling contact these'are above the endurance, 

limit, failure-will eventually occur. 
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However, materials are rarely perfect and the exact position 

of ultimate failure will be influenced by inclusions, porosity, micro- 

cracks and other factors. 

Suh(lslý in his delamination. theory explains the effect of 

factors such as inclusions.. 'porosity, dislocations and hard particles 

on crack and sheet formation at low sliding speeds. 

As the dislocation density builds up at the sub-surface layer, 

cTacks and voids can fom. The Tate of void foTmtion may beincreased 

-when there are hard particles present in the metal, since the motion of 

the mobile dislocations generated by the applied load may be blocked by 

the particles. When these hard particles are stronger than the cohesive 

strength of the matrix,, cracks and voids can. be nucleated under the stress 

of dislocation pile-upsý152) Small cracks can also form when these hard 

particles break up underIthe dislocation pilerup stress. Voids can also 

be created during plastic deformation by the decohesion of the matrix- 

particle interface and, by. the plastic flow of the matrix around a hard 

particle 
(153). Crack formation around hard particles is likely to be 

one of the most,, important,, mechani-sms of void foimtion, since in most 

come-rcial grade metals. there, - are many har&particles such-as,, Oxides, ý 

borides, 
-carbides 

and nitrides. 

-In single, phase. metal, s voids my nucleate thipugh'the coa, lesence 

of microvoids and_, vacancies duri, ng plastic deformation of. the sub-surface 

layer 

The formation of, cracks and'voil: ý at the sub-surfdce does not 

guarantee the formation of wear particles- Loose particles-can form only 
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when these cracks and voids join together so that the strength of the sub- 

surface layer is less than the shear stress applied at the interface 

between the slider and surface. Thus, the result should be a separated 

thin sheet. These cracks and voids may link together by three different 

mechanisms, growth of voids, crack propagation, and the plastic 

deformation of the metal. After these wear sheets are created, some of 

them may be entrapped between the two sliding surfaces. These trapped 

particles may either be rolled into a spherical shape, broken into small 

pieces or remain the same, depending on the material properties of the 

loose particles and the sliding condition. When the metal is relatively 

brittle, the delaminated sheets may break into pieces and form many 

small wear particles. On the othe-r hand the sheet of ductile metal may 

remain intact or simply roll into a large particle. 

4.7. Effects of various'factors on adhesion wear under unlubricated 

sliding conditions. - 
4.7.1. Effects of oxide film. 

, ýbst metals are covered. by an oxide film and even after cleaning 

by machining-or grinding acquire a film of oxide of'. between 5 and'50 
(144)' molecular. layers in five minutes-or less. 

Unless the load is ve' small, the oxide film does not prevent ry. 

intermetallic contact. ' so, as, mentioned in the earlier discus§ion,, the 

adhesive wear mechanism of metals can, be divided into twol"regions, mild, 

wear and severe wear. Iný'the, mild wear region, 'which occurs'at lower, 

load, the contact resistanceIs high,. the wear debris is fine and consists 

mainly-of. metal oxide, and-the rubbed surfaces become polished. In-the 

severe. weaT region- dt-higherloadsi-the contact-resistance is low, wear 

debris includes coarse metallic particles and the rubbed surfaces, are'rough. 
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Ey-re et al 
(154ý 

examined the effects of load and sliding 

distance on adhesive wear of 1% and 3% Cr steel. 

At low loads and sliding speeds during equilibrium mild wear, 

ferric oxide (Fe203) fOTMS- As the speed and load were increased, 

Fe304 became the predominant oxide in the debris, and it is believed that 

this oxide which is of higher iron content than Fe203 may account for the 

slightly higher wear rate indicated by a slight change in slope of the 

mild wear curve coincident with the oxide change. If this wear rate 

change was due to load or sliding speed only, it would be unlikely that a 

change in slope would occur. 

Quinn(155ý has shown a similar change in mild wear rate for steel 

but does not offer an explanation for this change. Thus, mild and severe 

wear may be related to both oxidation and -the metallurgical changes taking 

place in the surface layer. 

In this sectioft the effect of oxide films on adhesive wear has 

been considered, but oxide, fibus. will also have 
-a 

large influence on 

abrasive wear, sincle many metal oxides are hard and when, present in týe 

, -form of, wear debris act as abrasive particles. 

The wear-between. metals may be reduced by coatingthe surfaces 

with a thin layer of metal,, which has higher wear'resistance than'the 

substrate metal-. 

PliodiUM and chromiun are, both hard, and electroplated coat3mgs 

of these metals have been used successfully, for the protection of -cylinder 

-liners, crankshafts and similar applications. Thevear resistance, -, 
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properties of these films have been clemonstrated by Moor et al(156). 

Films of soft metals such as indium and lead have been used on 

harder metal substrates. An example of their effective use has been in 

lubricating the dies used in deep drawing operations. 

Besides these methods there are a number of chemical. techniques 

which increase the wear resistance of the surface. Examples are the 

phosphating, sulphinisingý boroni5ing, and steam treatment of steels. 

Ferrous surfaces can be-hardened by nitriding and carburising. Also hard 

surface layers can be produced by heat treatment. For instance, large 

castiron rolls for rolling. mills are chill cast so that the higher rate of 

cooling at the surface produces a hard surface whereas, the. centre is 

composed of a less brittle structure. 

4.7.2. ' Eff6cts*of, tenilieratu're. 

In general the hardness of a metal is. temperatu're dependent, 

the higher the'temperature, the lower the hardness. Thus the tendency 

for asperities, to, qdh_ere and, the. wear-rate to-increase with, decreasing 

hardness, This-effect, has-, been:. demonstrated-'by H_Cx(Jon(l1 57)ý. In order, 

, to counteract, this effect it is necessary, to use metals with high, 

hot-hardness for. bearing, materials operating athigh temperature,, such' 

as tool steel, and, alloys., with. base composition of cobalt', "chiomium and 

molybde nu'm,, and above 8500C it is. necessary - to use, , cermets or-ceramics. 

The, second effect of temperature is, pýase changes caused-by 

increase of temperature as a-result, of frictional heating, because the', 

mutual-solubility, of metal pairs is a function-of, temperature--,, 'It is. - 

therefore quite possible, that, increases in solubility with.: *mcreas: L. ng 
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temperature could adversely effect tribological properties. 

Changes of temperature have a marked effect both on rate of 

oxidation and on types of oxide formed as discussed in chapter 2. 

This effect of temperature has been demonstrated by 

Kragelskii(158) by rubbing pure Armco iron against itself at different 

speeds, (and hence different-interface temperatures). At low speeds the 

wear rate was high,, with evidence of much adhesion, but at higher speeds 

the wear rate fell by almost three orders of magnitude and the surface 

became smooth and polished., The temperature of the interface at the 

transition speed, was calculated to be about 10000C. To prove that this 

was a temperature -rather than a speed effect the experiment was repeated 

at very low speed while high. current pulses were passed through the contacts 

to -raise them to the same., temperature. The wear 'rate was again very low and 

the surfaces were polished. 

4.7.3. Effects'of'speed. 

If týe. temperature of the sliding elements is-a controlling 

factor in. the mild/severe, wedr. transition, it would be expected that the, 

slidipg speed would also be, an important variable., 

Eyrý et-al(S)., i-ndicated.. the'vaTiation in the mild/severe 

transition load-with increase. in slid r cast iron. ing: speed for nodula 

They showed that the load atwhich a mild. form of wear changes to a severe 

form decreases to a minimm value before again increasing. 
- 

Severe, wea-r-,, 

takes place, within.. the--concave curve. - 
'. Below a, critical: load mild wear' 

predominated at all'speeds., 
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Examination of the clebris from these regions showed that in the 

low speed mild wear region Fe203 and Fe304 were the predominant oxides, 

while in the high speed mild wear region FeO was obtained. 

4.7.4. 'Effdcts bf load. 

An increase in load causes an increase in the frictional force, 

and hence a temperature rise produces the effects discussed earlier. 

Also an increase of load can cause a transition from mild wear to severe 

wear to occur. 

The transition from mild to severe wear is attributed to the 

interaction of the plastic. zones, beneath, the contacting asperities(159). 

During mild wear the sluation. is as shown in Fig., 21a where there is no 

interaction between the. plastic zones. As the load is increased, the 

plastic zones, interact as, in, Fig. 21b and the subsurface regions become 

entirely plastic and severe. wedr occurs. 

4.8. - 'E-ffect'of'factors*on'abrasive, wear under*unlubricated conditions. 

4.8. T. ,* IWW-slidWfdistýe. 

Volpme wear usually. increases linearly' with load, and. sliding 

distance(160).. If deviations occur. they areusu41y due'to axedpction 

in particle size of the'abrasive. or clogging of, the surface. 

4.8.2. HaTdness. 

-There are three principal ways of stre, ngtheni, ng'the structure of 

steels by a) alloying, b)-heat treating and c) work, hardening. -, 

Kh-rushch6v (161) 
et'ýl and-lais'-ýen-Bad-te(162) 'have'shown that a 

linear relationship exists between the relative wear resistance, 
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Linear wear of standard, ), and Vickers hardness. Pure metals Linear wear of material 
and annealed steels show direct proportionality between E and hardness. 

For heat treated steels, Khrushchov found different results. 

The samples he tested were quenched in oil and tempered at different 

temperatures to give different hardness values. Heat treated'carbon 

steels showed improved abrasion resistance over the annealed state. 

The behaviour of heat treated carbon steels is thought to be a 

fLmction of carbon content. 

When metals undergo abrasion, it is found that their surfaces 

work harden to very high levels, the degree varying between classes of 
(163) 

material and depending on the, severity of the abrasion'process 

Larsen-Bad'se (162) 
examined the wear -resistance of heat treated 

steels as a function of tempering. temperature. 
-The 

results indicated 

that wear resistance was proportional to the volume fraction of cementite 

-in each sample. High carbon steels have higher wear resistance for the 

same tempering temperature. % Near resistance, declines with increasing 

tempering temperature. 

He showed conclusively, that wear Tesistance is not a diTect 

function of carbon content,,, i. e. steels of different carbon content but 

with the same surface hardness will, have the samemear resistance. 

, It is also necessary', to, take into account the hardness of the 

abrasive particles. Richardson 
(164) 

showed, ': Ln his work at the Agricultural 

Research Institute, that the hardness of the surface resisting wear, must 

be greater than halfýthe hardness of, the abrasive if any real improvement 
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in wear resistance is to be achieved. He showed a relationship between 

hardness and wear -resistance and that the hardness of the material must 

exceed some critical value Kr to bring about any marked improvement, 

where - 
11ý surface 

KT liv of abrasive 

KT must be greater than O. S. However, it is umecessary to increase the 

hardness of the material beyond 1.3 times that of the abrasive because 

no further significant improvement is obtained. 

In any recomenclation about hardness care is requiTed in 

applying this knowledge, particularly ': Lf surface -rather than bulk 

hardening is used. There is some evidence to suggest a relationship 

between the hardness of the surface layer, its thickness and the hardness 

of the substrate material. These effects are shown by Eyre (165) 
on 

a boronised coating of approximately 0.1 um on steel. He showed that 

-under abrasive conditions low Avedr -is obtained at loads of 150 gm: on 
i 

0.15% C steel. The same coating thickness will produce a low wear rate 

at 150 gm and lower, wear -rate at 300 gm on a higher carbon steel (0.4 % Q. 

4.9. Anti-; frictionýmateridls.. - 
Anti-friction materials are widely used-for'rubbing'components, 

and in particular for bearings., ' Bearing materials operate in the. 

presence of a. liquid lubricant which must, be effective in preventing the 

f6rmation-, of intermetallic junctions between the sliding surfaces. The 

most difficult conditions exist during, s, tarting up,, whenno oil wedge has 

yet, be6n formed and the surfaces are only, separated, by a very, thin MM- 

of lubricant. In, very severe operating conditions where overloading-may 

occur, the thickness of the lubricant film is greatly reduced so that 
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surface damage and sc; oring are encountered which may ultimately lead to 

catastrophic damage. 

For many years, the principal bearing materials used have been 

white metals, i. e. ti-n and lead-base alloys, cadmium alloys, soft 

aluminium alloys and lead bronzes. 

Khrushchov 
(166) has listed the following factors on which anti- 

friction behaviour depends. 

(i) During sliding under conditions of boundary lubrication, anti- 

friction behaviour is governed by those properties of the bearing 

materials which ensure the lowest surface temperature and hence 

protect the boundary lubricant film from destruction. These 

properties include, 

(a) high thermal conductivity, 

(b) high thermal capacity, 

(c) a special design of the surface to improve the supply of 

lubricant. to the contact regions or to increase the rate 

of heat removal from these regions, 

(d) the ease with uhich the bearing material can be plastically 

defonned or will, wear during sliding in order to 

redistribute the load and the local specific pressures and 

temperatures, (the so-called ruming-in abillity), 

(e) the ease with. which the bearing material can deform 

elastically under load because-of its 1OW elastic modulus, 

so as to attain a more uniform distribution of the load over 

the surface. 

(ii) Anti-friction behaviour is also dependent on the ability of the 
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I 
bearing material to form a strong boundar)r lubricant film, 

i. e. one which will be destroyed only at high temperatures and 

pressures. Different pure metals interact with lubricants 

in different ways because of their different thermal 

properties. 

(iii) Anti-friction behaviour depends on those properties of the bearing 

material which facilitate the -rapid reformation of a boundary 

lubricant film over the regions where it has been destroyed, 

e. g., as a result of overheating, failure of the lubricant 

supply, etc. One of these properties, for example, may be 

-related toAhe production of lubricant from within the pores of 

the bearing metal itself during localized heating. This is 

important during the operation of porous anti-f-riction bearings 

and porous surface coatings. 

In the development of anti-friction materials, extensive use has 

been made of Charpy's rule(4) , which may be stated in the following form: 

All alloys used as anti-friction materials have one common characteristic: 

they consist of hard grains dispersed in a ductile matrix. This type 

of structure common to almost-all alloys, is generally accepted as the most 

effective and satisfies most of the requirements forbearing materials. 

The pressure can be transferred to the hard, grains, giving a low coefficient 

of friction and preventimg sc- aring of the journal, whilst the ductility 

of the alloy matrix enables the, bearing to conform to the journaland hence 

removes the possibility of producing, localized highýpressures which are the 

main cause of bea-ring-damage. 
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A complete theory of anti-friction materials must include a 

combination of the'fmdamental physical and mechanical properties of 

materials. According to Jaeger's 
(4) 

formula the temperature rise 

produced by frictional heating depends on the following factors. 

(i) The sliding speed 

(ii) The pressure at the contact spot which, in conditions of plastic 

deformation, equals the hardness of the material. 

(iii) Themal conductivity and diffusivity. 

Hence, an anti-friction material should have low hardness, high 

thermal conductivity and high thermal diffusivity. 

In the majority of engines produced today the top compression 

-ring material is an alloy cast iron. 

Physical properties and descriptions of these alloys are shown 

in Tables 4a, 4b (2) 
respectively. 

Factors which must, be considered for replacement of these alloys 

with other materials are, wear resistance', thermal conductivity, and 

coefficient of friction,,, at least comparable with data established for 

cur, rent, centrifugally-cast piston -ring material. It must also be 

compatible, with materials used for. cylinder bores. 

Fig. 22 (2) 
summarizes some previous work on alloy cast-il'ron 

as standard cylinder-liner and piston, 'ring materials. 

4.10. Wear of sintored'i-roh-base products. 

It iswell known that anti-friction alloys-are, characterized by,, ' 

the presence of hard and soft structure components. , In, pOrous products 

the pores are theýs'ofter "structural element" and the'basic metal the', 



harder. 

Sintered iron parts are becoming more widely used particularly 

for components requiring low friction and high wear resistance, (sintered 

plain bearings), and sintered piston rings for internal combustion engines 

are now generally accepted, particularly for diesel engines, where they 

compete with cast i-ron. (167) 

ITon-graphite with a porosity of 20 - 30%, iron-copper and 

iron-copper-'graphite are some of the materials used. In recent years 

porous tin bronze has been ousted by porous iron and iron-graphite 

material, as being in less short supply and having better anti-friction 

properties. 

Porous bearings have a number of advantages compared to other 

bearings. Porous bearings "run-in!, ' excellently and are simple in use, 

the presence of lubricant in the voids and the simplification of its feed, 

the wear of the bearings'and the shaft is reduced and the design of the 

sub-assemblies can be simplHied. In addition finished articles have'a 

form thatrequires-no further machining. 
I 

Porous bearings can be impregnated with oil and, therefore, 

possess the property known'as"self-lubrication! '. , The self-lubrication" 

of a porous. bearing is based on'the fact that-during operation as the 

bearing heats up, the. oil held inthe voids and. very. 'small-channels'of- 

the material by capillary forces, is gradually forced, out, and forms a 

lubricating film on thelworking surface. , When itýisýstopped and'allowed 

to cool down this oil'is partially sucked back into the voids. At low. 

loads the lubricant contained in,. the voids, of the bearing itself is' 

sufficient for several months' operation, so lubricant consumption as 
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compared with an ordinary bearing is extremely low. 

Porous bearings made of iron powder frequently break down due 

to seizing of the working surfaces and it is not recoinmended that they 

should be used at high loads. 

The addition of graphite to iron or brass powder considerably 

improves the resistance to wear. The coefficients of friction of iron 

and iron-graphite bearings are about 2-3 times lower than those of 

some Babbitt metals and the wear is 10 times less (168) 
. 

Porous bearings are suitable for use in cases where -regular 

lubrication is difficult, where the lubricant must not get into the 

products, (e. g. in the food and textile industries), where there is dust 

in the surrounding atmosphere, and where there are frequent stops and 

starts. The use of porous bearings is particularly economic where the 

mass production of bearings of a definite size is required. Porous 

bearings are being successfully used in the automobile, tractor, aviation 

and textile industries, in machine tool construction, electrical industry, 

and in other branches of the national economy. 

Shahparast and Davies (169) 
examined the wear characteristics 

of sintered iron-lead and i-ron-lead-tin alloys as bearing materials. They 

showed coefficient of friction decreased with increasing lead up to 5% 

and wear decreased continuously with. increasing, lead content up to 12%. 

The wear track formed by iron - 10% lead'exhibits a very smooth surface, 

whereas the track formed by a pure sintered iron-pin displays considerable 

surface damage. 

Addition of tin to the iron - 10% lead alloy, improves the wear, 

-resistance of the alloys particularly at higher loads, whille the- 
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coefficient of friction remains almost unchanged. 

Odenhausen (170) 
reported that addition of 5- 10% lead 

to pure sintered iron produces an improvement in the coefficient of 

friction, wear resistance and thermal conductivity. 

Porous iron treated with steam atmosphere at a temperature of 

450 - 600 1 oC(171) improves the adhesion wear resistance considerably. 

Porous bearings impregnated with plastics which has been 

suggested by Bal'shin (172) 
are just as suitable for working in heavy 

conditions. 

Amsallem (173) 
et al reported on the friction and wear behaviour 

of sintered iron, (D =7 9/cc, AHC powder), against XC38 steel with 

0.5 m/s sliding speed and loads of 40 N to 360 N. 

Test showed that: 

(i) ýbximum wear -rate occurred at a load of about 80 N, 

Wear in nitrogen increases linearly with load. 

(iii) In air, there is a specific load interval, (about-40 - 160 N), 

within which the'sintered part'is submitted to localized 

oxidation, frictional, contact is, partly on Fe2O3 and partly on, 

II ron', and thereis-high abrasive type. wear. - 
Above this, load'"' 

the oxide coating:, 
-, 

Fe304 becomes, more unifom with, increase 

of load and below 40 N load the wear, of-the sintered part-is 

low- 
-and 

not greatly affected by the enviro, ment. 

In air or nitrogen, slintered iron work hardens by frictional 

contact: hardness increases with increasing load, and sintered'iron work. 
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haTclens to a depth of 5- 10 times that of solid iTon. 

Sintered. and solid iron have similar wear and friction 

characteristics in an air enviroment. 

Eyre (174) 
et al demonstrated the effects of density, sintering 

conditions and addition of P an adhesion wear of sintered i-ron at a 

constant speed of 300 cm/s. 

They concluded that: 

(i) Sintered iron exhibits running-im wear and a mild severe 

transition. 

(ii) Wrought and sintered pure iron have ahnosý identical wear 

properties. 

(iii) Large variations in the pressing and sintering conditions do not 

significantly alter the friction and wear behaviour under dry 

sliding conditions. 

(iv) Impregnation of the inherent porosity of sintered metals 

reduces wear considerably and increases their load-bearing 

capacity. These inproved, properties are maintained until all 

available lubricant has been used. 
(v) The addition of phosphorus causes a large-, improvement in wear 

resistance. 

(vi) For sintered iron excellent results have been, obtained sliding , 
against grey, cast iron. - Under these-conditions no adhesive 

wear, occurs because of the presence of graphite which acts as- 

a solid lubricant. 
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Sintered iron and iron plus 2% copper 
(175) 

are very similar but 

the mild/severe transition load of the latter is slightly higher. 

Hewitt (2) 
et al, compared the wear properties of Fe - base 

sintered alloys over a large range of compositions of Cu, Sn, C under 

different treatments (Tufft-riding, steam treatment) and different 

impregnants with cast iron. 

Oil impregnated specimens of SP 20, (A work-hardening nickel contain- 

ing alloy with 0.8% Q, showed the least wear and Tufftrided oil-impregnated 

has the least wear rate in comparison with other treatments. 

Generally they concluded that sintered -rings have siýqiificant 

advantages over conventional rings, particularly in engines which are prone 

to give scuffing problems.. The lubricant can be readily impregnated into 

the body of the -ring and is, thereby immediately effective. 

The results of their wear tests are shown as histograms in 

Fig. 23. This figure is a useful basis for comparison Of sintered 

variations (Table 4b) and one or two less common materials with traditional 

materials in Fig. 22. 
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CHAPTER 5 

5. TRACTICALMORK 

5.1. Aim of 'exp6rhnentdlV6-tk. 

Iron articles produced by powder-metallurgy teclmiques can never 

reach the strength values of iron produced by normal methods, even when a 

resinterimg process is used. In order to increase their strength and 

particularly their hardness, (reducing the amount of porosity and 

increasing the bulk strength), it is therefore necessary to subject them 

to special treatments and special alloy additions. 

Copper additions to iron powder are used in industry to produce 

high strength sintered parts. It is estimated that over 90% of the 

sintered ferrous parts produced currently contain copper. In the furnace 

cooled condition the increase in strength is due to precipitation of copper 

from the solid solution produced during sintering and also due to some 

solid solution hardening... -. As with wrought metals, the. methods of 

increasing the strength, of sintered parts form an important-research area. 

In the case of Fe - Cu alloys higher strengths may be obtained by 

employing separate solution and ageing or-steam-treatments. 

Steam treatment is remarkable because it affects both the 

surface and the internal structure of, the sintered parts -, and-, results in 

products having increased hardness,, greater, abrasion. resistance and 
(176) improved corrosion resistance inýcomparison, with untreated products. 

Therefore-the'subject of simultaneous precipitation hardening 

and steam oxidation in sintered iron-copper alloys was ch6sen, f6r'this 

research project. 
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This work fonns a continuation of previous studies by Phadke - 
Davies (17) 

and Razavizadeh - Davies (99) 
at this University, during which 

the progress of oxidation of sintered. Fe and Fe - 2% Cu alloy was 
followed by determination of weight changes, hardness, and the % open 

po-rosity. 

In these investigations the following variables were studied: 
(a) (17) 

-100 mesh Sponge iron and - 200 mesh electrolytic copper, 

pressed to a density of 6.8 9/cc and sintered. at 11500C for 1 hour were 

treated in steam and inert gas at 5000C for periods from 10 to 100 minutes. 

Cb)(99ý - 200 mesh and - 300 mesh A. S. C. and Sponge iron, pressed 

todensities of 6.0,6.4,6.8 g/cc and sintered at 11200C for I hour were 

treated in steam at 4500C, 5250C, and 6000C for periods from 5 to 250 

minutes. 

In the present project specimens prepared from - 100 A. S. C. iron 

and - 100 # 
pre-alloyed powders containing 2,4,6 and 8% Cu, pressed to 

densities 6.0,6.4,6.8 9/cc and sintered for 1 hour at 11200C were 

treated in superheated steam and inert gas at 5250C for periods ranging 
from 5 to 100 minutes and under vacuum for 500 hours. 

The study was preceded by examination of the effects of copper' 

on steam oxidation and'on dimensional change in these alloys aftersifitering., 

Alloys. were solution treated by water quenching, and also by'rapid-cooling 

at an average rate o 800/mln'inýthe sintering furnace. Subsequent 

ageing, was done in either inert gas or in, steam'. The progressof 

oxiclation, wasýfollowed by determination of % weight gaýn, hardIwss, 

of open porosity., -radial- crushing- stress, andmear resistance -(abrasive). 
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Both types of powder used are representative of the powders used 

in industrial practice. - 100 mesh powder was used to compare the influence 

of particle, size, distribution on the rate of pore closure with results 

obtained on - 200 mesh and - 300 mesh iron in previous work(99), and also 

to have a range of coarse and fine powder for closest packing, (minimum 

amount of porosity). Different percentages of copper in each powder type 

were used in the belief that this might prove to be an important variable 

on oxidation and precipitation hardening. The three densities were chosen 

to be representative of low, medium and high densities and the sinterimg 

conditions were selected to, be representative of those employed in 

industrial. practice. The duration of steam treatment was chosen from the 

previous results(99ý in which it was found that after 100 minutes of 

treatment most of the open pores were filled by oxide and percentage of 

weight gain was almost constant. The temperature which was used for 

steam treatment is a nomal temperature for ageing 
(17) 

and a controlled 

temperatu're(99) for oxide formation. 

5.2. Rawmatotials 

(a) - 10(1 pure i-ron sieved from 100 mesh A. S. C. grade, supplied by 

Hoganas (G. B. ) Ltd. 

Cb) - 100 mesh pre-alloyed powder of nominal composition 2%, 4%, 6% 

and 8% Cu sieved from 100 mesh pre-alloyed powder'supplied-by 

Davy Loewe Ltd., -Bedford. 

A screen analysis was. determinedýon all-powders-according-to the' 

Metal Powder. -IndustTies Federation (M. P. I. F. ) standard No. - S- 21 and the 

results are,, quoted in Table 5. ' 
1- 
"The pre-alloyed powders were armealed by 

0 
passing through the furnace under cracked'amonia at'760 C, and then 
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ball-milled for 30 minutes. Screen analysis was determined after 

amealing and the results are quoted in Table 7. 

5.3. Thysical properties. 

The apparent densities and flow rates of all powders were 

detennined. according to the M. P. I. F. standard 3- 45 before and after 

annealing. The results are quoted in. Tables 6 and 8 respectively. 

5.4. Pressing and density. 

Two floating die sets were used which produced cylindrical and 

rectangular specimens of 1.6 cm diameter and 4 CM? area respectively. 

The density for all the samples was measured by using the 

relationship: D= we'ght/volume. 

5.5. 'Sint6ring. 

A 6" belt furnace with cracked ammonia atnosphere was used. The 

samples were sintered in trays on the belt for 1 hour at the-maximum 

temperature of 1120 0C and then cooled at the fastest cooling rate of 

average 800/mins. This furnace was water cooled at both ends. 

5.6. 'Solution 

Half of the furnace cooled samples of Fe - 2%, Cu, Fe - 4% Cu, 

Fe - 6% Cu and Fe - 8% Cu were solution treated in a small -tube 
furnace 

0,0 of 3 cm diameter and 10 cm hot zone under nitrogen at 950 C, 1000 C)- 

10500C and 11000C respectively for I'hour and then water quenched. 

"NOTE: In. future. sections wherever there is reference to water quenched 

samples, it means sintered samples which have been subsequently solution 

treated and. water quenched. Furnace cooled samples are those which have 

been sintered only., 



5.7. Ageing't-reatment. 

The water quenched samples of all compositions were aged in a 

small tube furnace of 4 cm diameter and 10 cm hot zone under nitrogen 

for times ranging from 5 minutes to 100 minutes and in evacuated capsules 

for 500 hours. 

5.8. Steam treatment. 

A schematic diagram of the steam treatment furnace is shown in 

Fig. 24. It consists of a single silica tube furnace of 7 cm inner 

diameter and 10 cm hot zone length. Temperature was controlled to an 

accuracy of ± 50C by placing a Chromel/Alumel thermocouple in the middle 

of the hot zone and a copper boile-r with a capacity of 1500 cc water was 

used. The boiler consisted of three tubes, one large (2.5 cm diameter) 

for confidence of water level, and two narrow (1 cm diameter). One of 

the latter comects to the tap of the boiler for a constant head of water 

and the other to the tube of the furnace. 

At the point of entry of steam to the furnace there is a round 

copper diaphragm of 6 cm diameter. This slowed down the rate of flow 

of steam and the steam became superheated during passage through the 

furnace. The rate of steam production in the boile'r was, 14 cc per minute. 

Fig. 25 shows the steam -rate. per minute. 

The pressure of, the, gas; (H20) in'the furnace is'at least equal to 

atmospheric pressure (approximatply 10'' N /M? -). -Because 
the furnace. was 

comected to the open air the pressure, in'the. furnace c. ould not, b. e less 

than atmospheric pressure., At the. same time'steam was being generated 

gh in the boiler-and a continuous flow of steam wasl - ýý. iýq, throu the furnace 

-and was. released to the'air. Thus'it could be assumed that-the pressure 

of the gas, in thefurnace was greater than atmospheric pressure and 
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there was no flow of air through the furnace. 

Three sets of results were obtained, for treatments carried out 

with densities of 6.0,6.4 and 6.8 9/cc at 525 0 C. In each case, specimens 

were treated for periods of time from 10 to 100 minutes. These specimens 

were weighed to an accuracy of 0.001 gr and were introduced into the 

furnace tube with steam already flowing and with the furnace at operating 

temperature. It was estimated, by placing a thermocouple inside a hole 

which was made by drilling in the middle of a cylindrical specimen, that 

the specimens attained the furnace temperature after approximately 3 minutes. 

The specimens after each particular treatment of time and temperature were 

removed, cooled and Te-weighed. These speciinens were assessed by 

determining the %, weight gain and hardness. 

5.9. 'Open, 'tOtal lioro8ity and'hardness. 

The percentages of total and open porosity, were detennined 

according to the M. P. I. F. standards No. 35. 

Vickers hardness values were measured on cylindrical specimens 

and 4 impressions were, made on each side of the sample-, then the average 

of these readings is the value of hardness. A 20 kg. load was used- 

in all tests. 

S. 10. CrLishiTig't6st. 

Radial crushing stress was-determimed on sintered and steam 

treated, (50 minutes at 525 0 Q, ring shaped samples, of 0,. 8: 'cm wall 

thickness and constant, length of1density 6.4 g/cc, usimgýthe relationship: 
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p KLT2 (according to the M. P. I. standard No. 16-55T). D-T 

where, P' = crushing strength 

-radial crushing stress 

L= bearing length 

T= wall thic*kness of bearing 

D= outside diameter of bearing. 

5.11. ResistiVity*t6st. 

To show the effect of water quenching on trapping of vacancies 

the compacted samples of Fe - 2% Cu alloy at density 6.0g/cC' with 

rectangular shape were sintered for I hour at 1120 0C and then'furnace 

cooled. Half of these samples were solution treated for 1 hour at 

1000 0C and then water quenched. Measurements of resistivitywere done by 

Kelvin Bridge using a special adaptor which was able to measure the 

resistivity over a constant length of 3 cm. 

5.12. Open porosity netWotk. 

To show the open porosity. network in sintered products, ' 

cylindrical specimens of density 6.0 g/cc with-composition, ofTe 2% Cu, 

alloy were impregnated under vacuum with ERL. 4206, (Vinyl.. -, cyclohexanp_-., 
(177) dioxide), which has the lowest viscosity of all the'plastics -, They,, 

were then-left in an oven'at 600C for approximately 50 hours,,, until the 

-resin had polymerised. -, Samples were then treated in, dilute-hydrochloric. 

acid at, room temperature for'48 hours to dissolve the surface. metal of 

samples. 
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Samples were -removed from acid and were photographed by S. E. M. 

5.13. '6 of 6, kide. 

For finding the type of oxide, pure iron, pure copper and alloys 

of Fe - 2% Cu to Fe - 8% Cu, (W. quenched and F. cooled), which had been 

steam treated for 100 minutes at 525 0C were exposed to X-ray with 

radiation of cobalt by Fe filter for 8 hours. 

5.14. ' Weat*tb--qt. 

Fig. 26 shows the different parts of the reciprocating wear test 

machine used. The sample (A) was held by a rectangular block clamp which 

in turn -was fixed on a screw clamp on the table of the machine (B). The 

table was moved along the square bed by arm (C). An electric motor (D) 

provided a cyclic motion of the table by an eccentric screw junction which 

works as a cam system and could be. adjusted for producing 5 different 

of stroke.. The speed of the motor was adjustable by a control knob (E) 

with numbers 0 to 200, to produce speed from 10 to 91.5 r. p. m. 

A right circular cone of diamond with a circular tip of 

0.2 irm ± 0.01 mn radius and included angle of cone 1200 ± 201 was the 

abrasive element at the end of the shaft (G).. - The shaft was"passed 

through a circular hole into the gate (F)-,, - and the cone was 'placed-on, the 

specimen (A). The load (L) "was applied, on the top of the shaft, (G),. 
_, 

The 

number of passes was checked by an ordinary watch CN). - 

5.15. 'Prepdration'of 'samples'fot ýt6tallography. 

In studies'of microstructure of sintered powder samples using 

optical microscopy, the, preparation'of sýecimens with'a special, technique 
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is very important. Generally, conventional polishing and etching 

techniques are applicable to the powder metallurgy product during 

sintering and further treatment. However extreme caution is necessary. 

According to Tomkins' recommendationC178) care is required: 

(a) In polishing, to avoid deformation (tearing or dislocation) 

of particles, which would give a distorted picture of the 

structure such as shape, size and distribution of pores and 

even dimimish the pores. 

(b) In etching, because of the -ready abso-rption of the etchant by 

the capilla-ry action of the pores, which would result in 

internal corrosion. 

In steam treated samples some open porosity becomes closed by 

formation of oxide withim the channels, so for showing these oxides and 

remaining pores the procedures are more difficult. An attempt was 

made to produce samples free from scratches and the following procedure 

was adopted. 

(i) For pre-grinding 180,320,400 and 600 grit, silicon-carbide 

papers wereused successively. Grijiding was continued for 10 - 
15 minutes at each stage and between stagesýthe samples were 

cleaned ultrasonically for 3 minutes-in distilled water. 

(ii) Specimens werejnitially polished for 20 minutes-using a cloth 

impregnated with 6 lim diamond for'20 minutes., 

Ciii) White'spirit was used as lubricant on the diamond cloth. 

(iv) -Samples were etched for. 15 to 20. 'seconds using Nitall in'order 
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to show the difference between pores and oxides under optical 

microscope. 

In water quenched and aged samples the same procedure for 

grinding and polishing was used. 

Due to the different phases in water quenched samples, after, 

polishing samples firstly were etched in Nital for 15 seconds to show the 

ferrite and martensite phases and secondly in alcoholic ferric chloride 

for 10 seconds to reveal the copper under optical microscope. 

In aged samples the etchant was alcoholic ferric chloride for 

more than 1 minute to become overetched -for using under S. E. M. 
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. 'CHAPTER 6 

6. . RESULTS ANDMSCUSSION. 

6.1. 'NOTE. 

Due to the large number of variables examined and the large 

number of tests carried out it was decided to show the results in tabular 

form. The various columns in the forthcoming tables will be discussed 

here separately where necessary. 

For convenience of reference to samples the codes in Table 9 

were used. 

6.2. Towder*prOpatation- 

Pre-alloyed powder is usually produced by an atomisation process. 

This consists of the melting of iron and copper, stirring the liquid and 

atomising with water. During the melting iron and copper are liquid, 

(single phase) and atomisation by water should not provide opportunity, for 

any diffusion of copper. Thus this process should result, in the-production 

of, a powder in which each particle is,, homogeneous. Usually. particles will 

be covered by a layer of oxide. - 
The powderagglomerates are-ground, to 

powder and then annealed in cracked ammonia, 

-6.2.1. ''Results'and discussion. 

As received powders for this project, were very hard, 'which meant, 

ý, that it was not. possible using laboratory equipment, to compact it to high 

densities. This, observation possibly, shows-that the powders were not, -- 
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annealed after ball-milling. To remove the effects of cold work and the 

oxide layer on the surface of particles, powders were annealed at 7600C 

for 20 minutes under cracked amonia. This process made the powder 

softer, due to relief of cold work and also the precipitation of copper. 

The physical properties of powders should not change during 

annealing, but because of ball-milling after annealing, the fraction of 

finer particles increased, and the apparent density and flow rate changed, 

as shown in Tables 5 to 8. 

Observation of powders using a Stereoscan microscope showed some 

copper rich phase in Fe - 8% Cu. The only explanation for this is that 

there has not been enough time for diffusion of copper and iron in the 

liquid phase before passing through the orifice for atomisation. This 

copper rich phase solidified during atomisation, and remained as such in 

the powder particles. 

Tables 7 and 8 show the Particle Size Distribution (P. S. D. ) p 
Apparent Density (A. D. ) and flow rate for four alloy powders after 

annealing. As quoted, by increasing the copper content A. D. increases 

because copper has slightly higher density than iron. Flow rate of all 

alloys was not measurable because by comparison of P. S. D. before and after 

annealing. -the, fraction of finer powders after annealing is greater and 

the friction. between particles is higher. 

6.3. . 'Gr66n'ddhsity. 

6.3.1. 'R6sUlts'and'discLission. 

The results in Table'10a-show that similar pressures. were applied 

-to obtain constant-densities in alloys 2 to 6% Cu. These results'agree 
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with A. D. -results which are almost the same for alloys of 2 to 6% Cu.. 

because as mentioned in Chapter 1, the higher the apparent density the 

lower the pressure required to attain a constant density. 

The pressures required to attain constant densityin Fe - 8% Cu 

are less than. those needed for lower copper contents. It has been stated 

previously that some copper rich phase was present in this alloy. This is 

softer than the iron rich phase, so lower pressure will be required for 

constant densities. 

Figs. 27 and 28 show the pure iron (- 100 # k. g'. C. ) and pre- 

alloyed (- 100 # Fe - 4% Cu) particles respectively. The particles of pure 

iron are irregular in shape and the surfaces are rough. Pre-alloyed 

particles are smooth and more regular in outline, approximate more closely 

to spherical, in shape, are smaller in size and appear to be more dense. 

The other compositions'of-iron - copper alloys have similar appearance to 

Fe - 4% Cu. 

In Figs. 29 and 30 the top surfaces, of samples pressed to a 

green density of 6.4-9/cc from pure iron and Fe - 4% 'Cu-respectively 
are 

shown. less deformation is evident in Fig. 30 and furthemore-total- 

poroSity, appears to be less in the former, and individual pores tend to be 

smaller. Because: iron particles'are more-irregular, -, (less spherical), , 

and coarserAhan Fe 4% Cu, their ability to respond to compaction is'-, 

higher than Fe Ow Cu pre-alloyed. 

6.3.1.1. ', 'Comparisoii*of'compressibilityýof'pre-ými: ýed'and'pre-ýalloyed'powders,., 
, 

Because, of-the high ductility of copper which is present as free copper in 

pre-mixed. alloys compressibility is good and-compacts-ofligh green strength 
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can be produced. 

During the production of pre-alloyed powder and subsequent 

to atomisation the powder agglomerate is ground to powder by ball-milling 

and then. annealed. At the end of this process powders are soft and have 

good compressibility due to removal of cold working stresses and the 

presence of precipitated copper. 

Holcomb(15) has reported that pre-alloyed powder supplied by 

DoMrAR(179) has good compressibility. Also he mentioned that DOMrAR 

process includes ball-milling of sinter-cake and annealing of powders. 

The as-received powders which were used in this project were hard and 

before annealing they had very poor compressibility. 
I 

6.4.1 '. SinterýEg- 

During sintering-the particles "weld" together and the point 

contacts formed during compaction become areas of contact or necks. When 

this process has advanced to a certain degree the cavities between 

particles gradually close and tend to become spherical. 

The mechanism of sintering for Fe - Cu alloys in. -this project 

starts from. compacted iron with precipitated copper. Thus the difference 

between sintered properties of, pre-alloyed and pre-mixed powders arises 

from the location of copper within the iron lattice -rather than as discrete 

copper. particles. Pre-alloyed powders are a more intimate mixture of 

base metal and alloying elements, the-diffusion paths -requiTed fo-r 

saturation are shorter and the saturated condition is more closely approached 

during a conventional sinter. 
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Unlike compacts prepared from pre-mixed powders, pre-alloyed 

compacts do not grow during sintering, because no liquid phase is formed. 

Acceleration of the stages of sintering may result from re-solution of 

copper precipitates within the pre-alloyed grains. 

Pre-alloyed powders (maximum , ý. 4% Cu) sinter by a solid state 

process 
(42) in the same way as pure iron but at copper contents greater 

than 8.4% some liquid phase sintering will occur. 

'. Rds-alts and distUssion. 

6.4.1-1. ' '. DiTftdn8ibAal'chAAges. The dimensional change during sintering 

of pre-alloyed powder differs from that during sintering of pre-mixed 

powders, because there-is no free copper in compacted samples. Thus 

diffusion-of precipitated copper does not cause, expansion in'. grains like 

diffusion of free-copper and pre-alloyed powders shrink on sintering. 

As shown in Table 11-the shrinkage is almost, the same in iron - 

copper alloys up to 8% Cu. ý Decreased shrinkage at 8% Cu results from the 

phenomenon. responsible for expansion-in alloys prepare. d, from pre-mixed 

powders. ''.. -The copper from copper-rich phase in this p9wder, has melted, 

penetrated, the particle grain boundaries, causing, expansion I which partially 

counteracts the shrinkage. 

6.4.1.2. *. 'Compziti8oiiý'iýith'oth6r'inv6stigdtioiis. Comparison of dimensional 

changes'in. -this work at a sintered density of 6.9 9/'CC (Tablq, ll) with 
C42), Trude .,. s results in Fig., 31 for, pre-alloyed powders shows about 0.6% 

more shrinkage, in the former case, and also in the 8% Cu alloy shrinkage, 

is less-than in lower copper content alloys. In the present work 
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sintering time was 1 hour whereas Trudel used a sintering time of 30 

minutes and it can be argued that increase of time is accompanied by 

increased elimination of pores which is reflected in increased shrinkage. 

Holcomb('S)ls -results are shown in Fig. 32. Decreased shrinkage 

at 8% Cu and 0.09 % C, relative to 2% and 5% Cu at the same carbon level, 

-results from the phenomenon responsible for copper growth in premixes. The 

copper-rich phase in this alloy has melted(15ý and penetrated the particle 

grain boundaries, expanding the compact and counteracting the shrinkage to 

some extent. 

The addition of graphite reduces shrinkage at low copper content, 

due to expansion of the alloy lattice on solution of carbon. Coincidence 

of results for both carbon levels at 8% Cu is fortuitous. The expansion 

due to carbon is equivalent to that due to the copper-Tich phase in the 

absence of carbon. The effects are not additive because prior solution 

of carbon diminishes grain boundary penetration by the liquid copper and 

subsequent saturation of the lattice. 

Comparison of the above. -results with this work at a sintered 

density of 6.5 9/cc (Table ll)-shows much less-sh-rinkage in the fomer. 

The. reason for this is the absence of carbon in the specimens used in the 

present investigation. 

6.4.1.3ý'',. 'Eff6ct*o_f'density, on dimensional change. -As, shown-im Table ll'- 

the-percentage of shrinkage decreases as density increases. This can be 

explained. because of the greater driving force for shrinkage arising from, 

greater surface area to volume ratio of-low density -compacts. 
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6.5. Solution treatnent. 

Water quenching from the austenite -region using a belt sintering 

furnace is not possible. Thus to prevent the separation of copper from 

iron it was decided to solution treat the furnace cooled samples for 1 

hour at a temperature appropriate for each alloy using a small furnace. 

Comparison of hardness values in Table 13 shows that solution 

treated hardness increases with increasing copper content. 

Solution treated hardness is dependent upon the amount of copper 

in solution, grain size, structure of massive phase, degree of sintering 

and porosity. 

1. ''Amount'bf'coýpet, 'in'solution. 

When a foreign atom dissolves in a solid metal. it. -may act 

as an atomic sized obstacle to the motion of dislocations. Suppose that 

each foreign atom produces a rest-raining force F upon the dislocation line. 

According to Kellyý180ý the increment in applied stress necessary to 

overcome this restraining force, per. length of this would be: 

AT 

where d is spacing of foreign atoms along the li-ne, -Which is a function 

of, the'atom size, their distribution within'the structure-and the 

-fractional concentration-of these foreign atoms, and b is the burgers 

vector. 

2. Grain size. 

The flow stress of a metal'is almost universaliy(181), 

observed to increase as-the grain-size decrease's. ý According to Petch 
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et alls 
(182) 

equation. 

o II/va 

where 60 and K are constant, and d is the grain diameter. 

The strengthening produced by the microstructure, results from 

the blockage of dislocation motion by the interfaces of the microstructure. 
If a source within a given grain is feeding dislocations into a grain 
boundary, the dislocation motion will eventually become blocked at that 

boundary. Thus a smaller grain size causes more blockage of 

dislocations and the flow stress of the material increases. 

3. * Effect'of second phase on grain . size. 

Since grain boundaries are. regions oflattice misfit, the 

strain energy of the bounclary,. as. well as that of the-lattice surrounding 

a foreign atom, can be. reduced by the migration of the foreign atom to 

themeighbourhood of the grain boundary. In this manner it is possible 

to imagine grain, boundary atnospheres, similar to dislocation atmospheres 

and that these atmospheres can effectively, hinder the motion of a grain 

boundary. , Weinihget al 
(183) have shown experimentally that the grain 

growth expansion of copper is decreased by increasing the aluminitirri in' 

solid solution. 

4. -Structute'of'phas6s. 

Structure of a water-quenched sample depends on the cooling 

rate from the single phase, (solid solution). At constant-cooling, rate ý 

solute content. determines whether the product (if transformation is massive 

ferrite or massive martensite. 

5. TOgree of'sintering-and porosity. 

These'two'factOYs will'be discussed duri. ng the explmation 
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of microstructure of solution-treated alloys. 

6.5.1. Restilts and discussion. 

Microstructures of solution treated samples in Figs 33 (2% Cu) 

and 34 (4% Cu) show a uniform single phase of massive ferrite. There is 

no evidence of a copper-rich phase at grain boundaries. Scattered small 

amounts of copper-rich phase can be seen in Fig. 37 in the 8% Cu alloy. 

No massive martensite 'regions were found in 2% or 4% Cu. alloys but some 

areas were found in 6% Cu, (Fig. 35) and 8% Cu alloys. A, greater amount 

of massive martensite could be observed in the 8% Cu alloy, (Fig. 36). 

Overall grain size is almost the same in all four alloys. 

These observations and hardness. results suggest that the degree 

of supersaturation was higher in higher copper content alloys and also 

that in lower solute content alloys massive transformation occurs at higher 

cooling rate or alternatively lower solute content reduces the effect of 

quenching on-transformation. For these reasons in 2% and 4% Cu alloys 

the product of transformation is massive ferrite, whereas in alloys of, 

increased solute content some transformation to massive martensite occurs. 

In sintered-products the porosity will have a direct effect on 

--hardness and an indirect effect on grain size, (same effect as'second, 

phase particlesý A quantitative explanation of, ha-Fdness is impossible 

but a qualitative comparison isl given below. 

Tables 12 and 13 show that the % of total porosity'and % open 

porosityin 4% Cu and 6% Cu alloys are'ahnost the same but by increasing 

the copper content from 4% to'6% the increment in hardness is about-2Q% 

at a density of-6.0 9/cc. 
ý This shows the effect of coppercontent in 
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solution. The decrement in hardness of Fe - 8% Cu alloy is due to the 

greater amount of porosity. The increased porosity could be attributed 

to the reduced shrinkage which occurred during sintering. 

Comparison of 2% Cu and 8% Cu alloys at a density of 6.0 9/cc 

shows that the amount of porosity is almost the same but the hardness 

of 8% Cu alloy is 100% increased which shows the effect of copper in 

solution. 

The other factor which accounts for decrement of hardness in 

Fe - 8% Cu alloy is the presence of some copper-rich phase. 

6.6. 

6.6.1. ''Results. 

Tables 14,15,16 and 17 compare % weight gain obtained during 

steam treatment for various constant times for each alloy in the water- 

quenched and furnace-cooled conditions, and for each density. 

Reference to these tables and. Fig. 38 shows that for pure iron 

maximm % weight gain decreased as compaction pressure increased. 

Figs. 38 and 39 also show that the same trend is apparent for 

alloys of constant copper content both in the furnace cooled and water 

quenched conditions. 

These Figures also reveal that: 

(i) at constant density for alloys of comparable-composition the 

maximuml weight gain was always greater for samples which 

had been furnace cooled., 
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(ii) at constant density the maximum % weight gain decreased as 

copper content increased from 2% to 6%. 

(iii) irrespective of density or alloy composition the maximum 

weight gain (saturation) was repched more rapidly in furnace 

cooled samples. 

(iv) except in furnace cooled samples compacted to a density of 

6.0 9/cc) alloys containing 8% Cu were subject to greater 

weight gain than 6% Cu alloys. 

The results from the above experiments are dependent upon open 

porosity and open porosity will have a major influence on sintered 

materials during oxidation. In order to show the effect of copper on 

steam oxidation of iron the results need to be shown independently of 

porosity. 

Fig. 4o and Table, 13 show the variations of open porosity in 

furnace cooled and water quenched samples in all three densities for pure 

iron and eachAron-copper alloy. ý The results shown in Tables 18,19 and 

Fig. 41 are the variations of % weight gain/% open porosity after 

100 minutes of steam treatment. It can be seen that this ratio decreases 

as copper contentlincreases and is independent of open porosity. However, 

pure iron, was subject to slightly less, oxidation than the alloy containing 

2% Cu. 

6.6.2., 'Discussion. 

During the'steam oxidation process the sintered iron base parts 
0 

were subjected to action of superheated steam at a temperature of 525 C. 

The iron oxidized to magnetite Fe304 by-this reaction., (Appendix 1) 
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3Fe +AH20 -> 
Fe304 + 4H2 

The oxide. forms a passive layer on the external surface of the product and 

also on the pore surfaces. 

Figs. 42 and 43 show - 100 mesh Fe - 8% Cu, D=6.4 9/cc as 

sintered and after 100 minutes steam treatment at 525 0C respectively. 

Fig. 43 shows that oxide covered the particles and there is clear 

evidence of oxide formation on surfaces in comparison with Fig. 42. 

This film prevents contact between the pure iron and the 

surrounding atnosphere. Because the volume of the oxide is greater than 

that of the pure iron from which it forms, the pores are filled by oxide 

and the open porosity is decreased. 

In iron-copper alloys according to Wagner's theory(72) ) 

oxidized layers of iron consist of metal deficit semiconductor. Thus 

by adding copper with lower valency oxidation -rate can be decreased. 

Considering the equilibrium: 

(02) 213Fe++- + 
. 
24)-e, +2FeO 

Small additions of copper with lower valency (l)-than the iron (2, 

3) should. fill the cation vacancies and electron defects respectively. 

Thus the concentration of (3Fe++-'cation-deficits, 
-is 

reduc - ed by the copper 

-ions which have only one charge in place of two (Cu ), 'and the number of 

Fe++, vacanqies is smallerthan that of - the electron, dbfects represented 

by, Fe'+ as illustrated by Fig. 44. 

Fig. 41 shows'the effect of Cu addition on oxidation of iTon 

in, furnace cooled-and water quenched samples. -Independent of open 
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porosity, it can be seen that by increasing the copper content resistance 

to oxidation is increased, because higher copper content causes fewer 

GFe++ vacancies than electron defects. 

In Fig. 41 oxidation of pure iTon in the same condition is 

less than that of Fe - 2% Cu, because by comparison of Figs 27 and 28 

it can be seen that the particle size of iron is coarser than that of 

pre-alloyed powder. Thus greater surface area is exposed to steam for 

oxidation in the latter. It can be s6en in Fig. 41 that furnace 

cooled samples show more response to oxidation than water quenched 

samples. It is possible that during cooling some of the copper 

precipitated from solution so that the number of iron vacancies is more 

in comparison to water quenched samples. Thus resistance to oxidation 

decreases in furnace cooled samples at the beginning of the steam treatment. 

As shown by theory, (Appendix 1) and experiment, copper does not 

oxidise at, 525 0C in steam. Thus particles precipitated during steam 

treatment which are almost pure copper do not oxidise in steam. in 

water quenched samples all of the copper is present in solid solution at 

the start of steam treatment and, therefore, the initial rate of oxidation 

, is reduced. In contrast, in furnace cooled samples some copper will not 

provide oxidation resistance to the sample. Thus, the initial rate of 

oxidation for furnace cooled samples will be accelerated. 

By increasing the pressure the amount of open porosity is 

materially reduced so that the amount of open porosity at the end of steam 

treatment decreases correspondingly. In addition-it is reasonable 

to argue that in specianens'prepared atligher'pressu're the'chamels 
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connecting individual pores will be narrower and become blocked with 

oxide more rapidly during steam treatment. 

Figs 45,46 and 47 show the fonmtion of oxide on the particles 

of specimens treated-under the same conditions with different amounts of 

copper. Comparatively the porosity in 6% Cu alloy is coarser and more 

interconnected than in 4% Cu alloy. In 8% Cu, alloy the percentage of 

porosity is greater but individual pores are smaller than in lower copper 

content alloys. Fig. 48 shows the same condition as Fig. 47 but at a 

density of 6.8 9/"Cc* It appears that the percentage of porosity is 

significantly less than in the lower density alloy. 

6.6.2.1. Comparison with previous works. Table 20, shows a comparison 

of previous results obtained by Lenel (96) 
at 5750C, Razavizadeh-Davies 

(99) 

at 525 0C and 60dOC using -. 30Cý A. S. C. powder, Franklin-Davies (98) 
at 

520PC and 65boC. using ROSPL MP32, and the present work at 5250C usimg 

- 10(? A. S. C. at D=6.0 g/cc. Generally it can be concluded that: 

(i) By increasing the temperature to 5750C % weight gain will 

increase, because increasing the temperature increases the 

coefficient of diffusion of atoms. Thus filling of pores 

by oxide at lower temperature will occur at a slower rate than 

at high temperature. Thus after steam treatnent at 5251 

the % weight gain will be smaller than it is after treatment 

at 60boC. 

(ii) At temperatures of 6000C or higher, increasing the time to more 

than 30 minutes causes a decrease in total weight. increment. 

This is, due to the fact that at sufficie4tly high temperature 

the capillary inlets eventually become blocked by oxidation 
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products and since the access of oxidising -reagent to the 

interior of the test piece is inhibited, a part of the internal 

surface ceases to take part in the oxidation process. As a 

result, the oxidation rate cannot be described by a quadratic 

equation. 
(184) 

(98) (99) Comparison of Franklin's results and Razavizadeh's 

results at 5200C and 5250C respectively shows that the. % weight gain in the 

former is mostly smaller than in the latter. Also results at 650oCand 

6000C from these two studies show an apparent inconsistency. 

During the latter investigations all specimens were prepared by 

compaction in a die whereas those used by Franklin were isostatically 

pressed. As a result there will be a more uniform distribution of 

porosity in these specimens and it is probable that the shape of the 

channels connecting the pores to each other will be different. It is 

also important to note that in Franklin's work a different type of powder 

was used. 

Razavizddeh(99) reported that, change of particle size 

distribution from - 200 # to - 300 # has-a minor influence on the rate 

of oxidation. Results from the present investigation using - 100 # 
are 

in close agreement with those obtained in the earlier investigation 

using - 300 # 
powder, (Table 20). 

Table 21 shows a comparison of-previous and present results 

at different density. It'can be seen that at each density 1ývel the % 
(97) weight gain is appreciably greater than that reported by Kanopicky 

Again it can'be argued that a change in the - form and distribution of 

porosity and powder type is responsible for this inconsistency. 
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Phadke-Davies (17) 
reported the effect of 2% Cu on steam oxidation 

of sintered iron at 5000C in pre-mixed (- 100# Sponge iron and - 200# 

electrolytic-copper) alloy in D=6.8 g/cc* 

Comparison of these results with the present investigation in 

-1100 
# 

atomised Fe - 2% Cu (pre-alloyed) after 100 minutes steam treatment 

at 525 0 C, of furnace cooled sample in D=6.8 9/cc confirms their finding 

about the effect of copper on steam oxidation. 

Phadke's I results(17) show 1.8% weight gain in a sample of 

10.5% open porosity ( 1.8 /10.5 ý 0.17%). The present work shows 2.3% 

weight gain in a sample of 12% open porosity ( 2.3 /12 = 0-19%)- Thus 

the results in this range of temperature and density reveal that: 

(i) Resistance to steam oxidation is not obvious by addition of 

2% Cu to iron alloy, which confinns present results. 

(ii) Higher amount of weight gain in the present investigation 

depends upon higher amount of open porosity (which has direct 

relation to alloy preparation) and higher temperature of steam 

treatnent. 

6.7. lWe of oxide. 

Results. 

Referring to'calculations in Tables 22 and 23 for all 

compositions of iron - copper alloys in water quenched and furndce cooled 

conditions-there was no evidence of copper oxides. Most Of"the i-ron-oxides 

are Fe304 and aFe203, with free copper in Fe - 6% Cu and Fe - 8% Cu alloys. 
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Table 24 and X-ray film show steam oxidation of pure copper and 

again there is not any evidence of copper oxide. 

Tables 2S, 26 and X-ray film are the results of steam treatment 

on pure i-ron, which show, fOrmtion of Fe304 and aFe203- 

Calculations for the above results were determined, using Bragg 

law relationship 

nX = 2d Sin 9 

(XI = 1.7903-single Peak 
where X is wave length, X for cobalt -radiation (X2 = 1.7890 double Peak 

9 is impinging angle, 

d is distance between crystal planes (R) 

n is number of wave length (1) 

D= R2 - R, is diameter (inm). 

6.8. Effect of variables on hardness. 

6.8.1. Pressure. 

Generally, hardness is proportional to compaction pressure. Table 

13 shows the variation of hardness after sintering and solution-treatment 

in four alloys. It is apparent that at the higher pressure the rate of 

increase in hardness was less than the rate at lower pressure. 

6.8.2. Precipitation hardening in W. Q. samples by inert gas,. 

6.8.2.1. Results. Table, 27 and Figs 49 and 50 show the kinetics of 

ageing in, inert gas for 2,4,6 and 8% Cu alloys. 
_ 

The ageing curves 

reveal the following characteristics: 

(i) There is no incubation period before precipitation-starts in anY 
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of the alloys. 

(ii) As the amount of copper increases, the time required to 

attain peak hardness decreases. 

(iii) The peak hardness increases with copper percentage up to 6% Cu. 

but there is a slight decrease in the 8% Cu alloy. However, 

when the % increase in hardness after ageing in D=6.8 9/cc 

is compared with the water quenched, it is seen that the 

percentage increase in alloys is nearly identical at about 40%. 

(iv) Increase in hardness after ageing over the solution treated value 
is greater at higher density for all of the alloys. 

6.8.2.2. 'Discussion. 

6.8.2.2.1. Rate of'precipitation. The absence of an incubation period 

indicates a rapid rate of precipitation. To explain the high rate of 

precipitation, it can be assumed that, in common with wrought alloys, zones 
form first and the presence of excess quenched in vacancies leads to rapid 

(126) diffusion during clustering The enhancement of diffusion in wrought 

material can be estimated by multiplying the normal diffusion (D) 

coefficient by the relative concentration of excess vacancies(131) , using 

the relaýionship 
CT2 u 

/RT DC = D*-al CT =e 

where CT is the vacancy concentration at absolute 
, temperature, T. 

UF, is the energy-of vacancy formation. 

R is the gas constant. 

D is I the incTeased, value of the diffusion coefficient C due to - excess vacancies. 
T2 is quenching-temperature. ' 
T7 is, ageing. temperature. 
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In sintered product it needs to be shown that even due to the 

presence of porosity which acts asafree surface for removing the vacancies, 

quenching from solution-treatment temperature could trap excess vacancies. 

(185) Quantun theory says that in a perfect crystal, (all atoms 

stationary in their regular positions), an electron moves through the crystal 

quite easily. The motion can be described by a kind of wave that glides 

through the -regular array of atoms without meeting any resistance. Any 

departure from perfect periodicity, however, disturbs this wave motion 

of the electron and scatters, it from its intended path. The thermal 

vibrations represent such a departure so that the resistivity of metals 

increases with increasing temperature. A vacancy is an even more radical 

disturbance of the periodicity and therefore appears as a serious obstacle 

to the electron motion. These facts form the basis for resistivity test. 

The results of this experiment were quoted in Table 28 which 

shows that the average resistivity in a water quenched sample is about 

6 micro-ohm greater than in furnace cooled samples. Thus excess 

concentration of vacancies could be trapped by quenching in si-ntered 

products. 

The -results of Norton (127) 
on wrought alloy and Phadkeý-Davies (139) 

in sintered alloy do not, show any incuýation period during ageing at 

temperaturesbetween 4090C and 70010C. 

6.8.2.2.2. Peak'hdrchiess and t-hne'relatioriship. Explanation of the 

second feature is that super saturation increased with -th6-c- oppe Ir content 

of the mixture and the time required'to attain'peak hardnes S decreases 

as the super saturation increases. This I happens due-tb the fact that, as 
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the number of solute atoms in the matrix increases the chance of assembling 

sufficient atoms to form a nucleus increases. 

Similar results for alloys of 2 1: 0 8% Cu at 50boC ageing 
(139) femperature were found by Phadke-Davies 

6.8-2-3. 'The'magnitucle of solution tteated and peak hardness. 

The solution treated hardness and its relationship to the amount 

of copper in solution, grain size, structure of phases, sintering, and 

porosity were discussed in section 6.5. 

6.8.2.3.1. Thebagnitudo of peak hardness. 

The peak hardness condition is influenced by the number, size 

and distribution of precipitates. 

(186) 
The number of precipitates can be expected to increase and 

their size to decr-e.,. ase with increasing supersaturation. However, it was 

not possible to observe the microstructures of alloys at peak hardness 

by electron microscopy. Therefore, in order to observe the precipitates 

the alloys were aged for 500 hours at 52ýOC. After this treatment, 

the precipitates were visible in the electron microscope. The 

microstructures of aged alloys (Figs. 51 to 53), provided a valuable 

support for the results obtained from the kinetics of ageing as followed 

by hardness measurement. It can be seen that the number of precipitates 

and their uniformity increased: with copper content of the alloy., 

From Figs., 49 and is seen that the, difference, in. hardness 

between the aged and solution treated values increases by increasing the 

copper content up to 6% Cu and decreases at 8% Cu alloy. 
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As mentioned before by increasing the copper content, the 

magnitude of hardness in solution-treated and aged alloys is increased. 

By referring to Table 12 and the discussion in section 6.5.1. the amount 

of porosity in 2,4,6% Cu alloys is almost the same. Thus the 

probability of heterogeneous,. - nucleation in these alloys should be the 

same, but in 8% Cu alloy the amount of porosity is greater and also the 

presence of massive martensite, (high dislocation density) will provide 

more sites for heterogeneous.,, nucleation. The difference between 

solution-treated and aged alloy is decreased in comparison with lower 

copper content alloys. This explanation is supported by the results 

obtained by Hornbogen (126) 
on cast material which showed the effects of 

plate boundaries of, the massive phase on precipitation. The fact that 

he obtained the same peak hardness in alloys quenched from thea or y -regions, 

means that the magnitude of hardness increase was actually lower on' 

quenching from the y regions, when it is recalled that the as quenched 

hardness of samples quenched from the y region is higher. This can be 

understood in terms of more rapid and preferential growth of precipitates 

situated on grain boundaries, which would decrease the number of homogeneous 

precipitates and increase the spacing between the particles. 

There are several areas in the microstructures of aged alloys 

showing preferential precipitation on grain boundaries. Fig. 53 shows 

this effect very clearly. It is seen that the size of, precipitates, on 

grain boundaries and martensite plate boundaries-is larger. and'in the 

imediate neighbourhood of boundariesýprecipitation'is almost absent. 

Fig. 54 was especiallytaken from the same sample, before ageing, 

to show the different phases of ferrite and martensite. 
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6.8.2.4. Peak hardness and density relationship. 

Examination of Table 27 and Figs. 49 and 50 -reveals that in any 

composition, from 2 to 8% Cu the increment in hardness during ageing is 

dependent on. density. Increase in hardness at peak is greater in higher 

density samples. As mentioned before at higher, density the % of porosity 

is less. However, since a pore surface is similar to a grain boundary, it 

may be infer-red that like precipitation on grain boundary, copper precipitates 

on pore surfaces. In addition to minimizing interfacial energy and 

enhancing diffusion, a free surface also helps precipitation by accommodating 

strains associated with the formation of a precipitate with a crystal 
(117) 

structure different from that of the matrix It may be assumed that 

zones located near pore surfaces transform earlier to E: particles and grow 

larger similar to grain boundary precipitation. 

The other explanation for precipitation on pore surfaces, could 

be due to a high concentration of vacancies around the pores, because pore 

surfaces act in the same way as free surfaces in the crystal lattice. 

From the above discussion, it could be concluded that increase 

of porosity causes more Iýeterogeneous precipitation, and that the 

percentage of increment in hardness will be,, greater in higher density 

specimens. 

Figs. 55,56 and Table 29 Show the microhardness in different 

areas of Fe - 4% Cu in D=6.0 9/cc and D, = 6., S 9/cc* Minimum hardness, 

is around the pores, and maximum is in the middle of grains. 

Comparison of these, two Figures-reveals lower hardness, in 

D1=1 6.0 9/cc in different area. Hardness in the grains is less, because 

the percentage of homogeneous nucleation is less in lower density (more pore 

surface). 
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6.8.3. Steam*tteatment as ageing in (W. Q. ) samples. 

6.8.3.1. R6. ýtilts. 

In data recorded in Tables 14,15,16 and 17 for water quenched 

samples, (density 6.8 9/cc) 
_, steam treatment was used as an ageing traLtment 

and Table 27 shows the results of ageing in inert gas. These results are 

plotted in Figs. 57a, 57b, 58a and 58b to show the comparison between steam 

treatment and ordinary ageing in iron-copper alloys. 

In Fig. 57a it can be seen that for Fe - 2% Cu steam treatment 

can improve the hardness as a simultaneous ageing and oxidation treatment. 

There is about a 10% increase in hardness in comparison with ageing in inert 

gas. 

Fig. 57b shows the same procedure for Fe-4% Cu but in this alloy 

the situation is reversed and there is about an 8% decrease in hardness if 

steam treatment is used as ageing treatment. This decrement in hardness 

for Fe - 6% Cu is about 7.5% and for Fe - 8% Cu is about 8.5% (Appenclix 2). 

Fig. 59 shows the variation in peak hardness of samples in 

solution treated, aged, and steam treated conditions for four alloys. 

Comparison of the curves for solution treated and inert gas aged 

specimens shows that, at constant copper content, the increment of hardness 

is comparable. 

In steam treated specimens a different pattern from 2 to 8% Cu 

was shown. 

Fig. 60 shows the straight relation between hardness and 

weight gain in pure iron. 
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6.8.3.2. Discussion. 

According to Wagner's theory(72) if a metal (Fe) is exposed to 

gas (H20) at a proper temperature, gas and metal decompose to ions and 

electrons (equation A). 

Fe -> Fe++ + 2-e 
H20 

2+ 2102 H 
(A) 

02 + 4e -> 20 

One molecule of oxygen which chemisorbed on the surface of the 

metal would effect the migration of two Fe++ ions and two electrons with 

formation of two vacant Fe++ (13Fe++) and two vacant electron sites (@) 

(equation B). 

02 = 29Fe + Me + 2FeO (B) 

Iron ions are cations and oxygen ions are anions so they 

migrate to each other and oxide forms. Thus when. iron ions diffuse 

towards the metal/oxide interface vacancies diffuse in the opposite direction, 

and they possibly condense at the grain boundaries or vanish in the grain 

boundaries and pore surfaces. Thus the vacancy concentration of the 

matrix decreases. 

The mobility or diffusion coefficients for cations, anions and 

electrons are not equal and because of this difference aýseparation of 

charges t-a-kes place in a growing oxide scale. The resulting space 

charge also creates an electric field which opposes a further separation of 

charges and a, stationary , state is reached-for which nIo ne It 6urreAt'flows 

through the scale. ' 
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According to Shewmn (187) 
when cast alloys are quenched from 

the solution treatment temperature, most of the copper stays in solution, 

and the high concentration of vacancies remains. This gives -rise toltwo 

effects which are important in the early stage of ageing. 

(i) These excess vacancies slowly precipitate or "condense out" 

many clusters and form dislocation loops. 

(ii) Others are annihilated on existing dislocations thus modifying 

the shape of the dislocation. 

These new and modified dislocations thus increase by an order 

of magnitude the number of dislocation sites at which precipitate particles 

can nucleate. 

(126) Hornbogen et al suggested that in Fe - 1.2% Cu alloy__austers of 

copper grow at a rate which can be explained by the concentration of excess 

vacancies in the material, which are preferred sites for nucleation of 

copper particles within the lattice. 

It was shown, (Section 6.8.2. ), by resistivity test that in 

sintered products excess vacancies can be trapped by quenching as in ý 

cast materials. 

Thus if steam treatment is used as an ageing treatment, due to 

oxidation theory, most of the preferred sites, Cvacancies), for nu6ieation 

of q copper are annihilated or have probably condensed at the grain 

boundaries and pore, surfaces. - Thus most, of the particles-nucleatelin 

these -regions, which-a-reýheterogeneous sites for nucleation-. and hardness 
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value is less than the hardness obtained by ageing in inert gas, because 

during ordinary ageing nucleation is more homogeneous. 

Calculations in Appendix 2 show that by increasing the copper to 

iron ratio this situation is worse, because by increasing the copper 

resistance to oxidation increases, due to, the smaller number of vacancies 
for diffusion, and as a result fewer nucleation sites for homogeneous 

nucleation of copper particles exist. 

It should be noticed that the worse effect in higher copper 

content alloys has nothing to do with the amount of porosity which are 
heterogeneous sites for nucleation, because, as shown in Table 12, the 

amount of porosity in 2,4 and 6% Cu is almost the same. 

Improvement of hardness by steam treatment of Fe - 2% Cu alloy 

is due to formation of oxide and precipitation hardening during steam 

treatment. Also heterogeneous nucleation in this alloy is less than in 

higher copper content alloys. Despite these considerations, as shown in 

Appendix 2, there is 90% of age hardening by steam treatment in comparison 

with ageing in inert gas. 

Figs 61a and 62a show the difference betweenýthe location of 

precipitated particles during ageing in, inert gas and ageing in steam 

for Fe - 2% Cu alloy. It can be'seen that the amount of precipitated 

particles along grain boundaries and pore surfaces as a result of steam 

ageing is more than ageing in inert gas. 

Figs 63a ancl, 64a. were taken of Fe -! - 8%, Cu alloy to show-thq 

effect of steam-treatnent as-an ageing process. Figs. '61b,, 62b, ' 63b, 

and 64b show the copper line and copper image probe and provide evidence, that 
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the distribution of copper in ordinary aged samples is more homogeneous 

than in steam treated samples. 

To provide further support for this conclusion alloys were 

steam treated for 75 minutes at 525 0C for nucleation of copper during 

steam treatment and then they were kept in vacuum capsules for 498.75. hours 

at 525 0 C. Comparison of Figs 65 and 66 with Figs. Sl and 52, for samples 

which were kept in vacuum capsules for 500 hours at 525 0C without any 

steam treatment, reveals that during 75 minutes steam treatment most of 

the particles nucleated and grew at -grain boundaries and pore surfaces, and 

during the rest of the time up to 500 hours they became coarser and 

connected to each other, so that they look almost as a line on grain 

boundaries. This situation is less obvious in samples aged in inert 

gas for 500 hours, because the distribution of copper is more homogeneous 

at the beginning of precipitation. 

Figs. 67 and 68 were especially taken to show the concentration 

of precipitated particles on pore surfaces and grain boundaries im 

comparison to the grains. 

6.8.4. 'Influence'of densiýZ on respýons6 to steam treatment. 

6.8.4.1. 'Results of water quenched samples. 

Reference to Fig. 69b for water quenched saýiples, of. Fe, - 2% Cu 

alloy reveals that: 

(i) For all three densities maximum hardness is reached after. 25 

minutes. -Increasing the, period of, steam treatment to more 

than 25 minutes causes reduction of hardness in D 6.8 9/cc 

ýg 
while in densities of 6.0 and 6.4 /cc hardness remains constant. 
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(ii) Maximum hardness at peak and after 100 minutes steam treatment 

belongs to density 6.8 and 6.4 9/cc respectively. 

Fig. 70b for water quenched samples of Fe - 4% Cu alloy shows: 

(i) In densities of 6.4 and 6.8 9/cc maximum hardness is reached 

after 10 minutes but in density 6.0 9/cc maximum hardness is 

attained after 25 minutes and after these two periods of 

treatnent hardness starts to decrease. 

(ii) Maximum hardness at peak and after 100 minutes steam treatment 

belongs, to density 6.8 and 6.0 g/cc respectively. 

Fig. 71b shows data for water quenched samples of Fe - 6% Cu 

alloy and it can be seen that: 

(i) Maximm hardness in D=6.8 and D=6.4 9/cc is reached after 10 

minutes but in D=6.0 9/cc maximum hardness occurs after 50 

minutes. Reduction in hardness for D=6.8 9/cc starts after 

10 minutes but in D=6.4 and D=6.0 9/cc no reduction was 

observed up to 100 minutes. 

(ii) Maximum hardness at peak and after 100 minutes of steam treatment 

belongs to D=6.8 and D=6.0 9/cc respectively. 
I 

Data recorded in Fig. 72b for Fe - 8% Cu alloy shows that: 

(i) Maximum hardness in D 6.8,6.4 and 6.0 9/cc is reached after 

10ý 25 and 50 minutes respectively, and after these periods of 

treatment reduction in hardness starts. 

(ii) The value of hardness at the end of treatment is almost the 

same for all three densities, and maximm hardness at peak 
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I belongs to D=6.. 4g/cc* 

6.8.4.2. Results of furnace--ýcooled'samples. 

In furnace cooled samples the variation of hardness with density 

is less than in water quenched samples. 

From Fig. 69a it can be seen that: 

(i) Maximun hardness for all three densities is reached after 50 

minutes of steam treatment and from this time up to 100 minutes 

hardness remaims constant. 

(ii) Maximum hardness at peak and after 100 minutes steam treatment 

belongs to density 6.0 g/cc. 

Fig. 70a for Fe - 4% Cu alloy shows that: 

(i) Maximum hardness is again after 50 minutes in all three 

densities and by increasing the 
-period of treatment, the value 

of hardness in density 6.8 9/c, 
c starts to decrease. 

1 ý, 
(ii) Maximum hardness at peak and after 100 minutes steam treatment 

belongs to D=6.4 g/cc. 

For Fe - 6% Cu. alloy which wa's shown by Fig. 71: a: 

(i) In density 6.4 and 6.8 9/cc maximum hardness is, attained-, after,, 

25 minutes treatmentý, and in D- 
-6.0 

9/cc even after 100, minutes 

hardness -still, increases. ý 

(ii) Maximum hardness at peak and after 100 minutes steam treatment 

belongs to D=6.0 g/cc. 
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Alloy of Fe - 8% Cu in Fig. 72, a show the sarne situation as 

Fe - 2% Cu alloy in Fig. 69a. 

6.8.4.3. Discussion. 

The effect of steam treatment on hardness depends on the three 

factors of, density, precipitation hardening and fonnation of oxide. 

6.8.4.3.1. In water quenched samples. 

The effect of pressure on density, (porosity), was mentioned in 

section 6.8.1. Increasing the pressure reduces the amount of porosity, 

thus increasing the density, and as a result increases the hardness. 

An explanation of the effect of amount of copper in solution, , 

ageing by steam treatment and effect of density on precipitation was given 

in sections 6.5,6.8.3. and 6.8.2.4 respectively. 

The third factor has a general effect on hardness. The 

hardness of oxide coating is high in comparison with that of normal metal. 

During steam treatment the voids are f illed up by the oxide and thus the 

resistance to defonnation under load is-increased. 

The effect of steam treatment on' hardness is more evident in 

lower density, diie to the fact that ý'-open porosity is greater than in 

specimens prepared at higher density. In specimens produced at'lowei' 

density most of the Voids are interconnected and controll Ie d'oxide'C''o ating'" 

is developed on the wallS''of I the I voids'throughout the se'ctiona: s- we'll as 

on the external surfaces. Thus, there-is a larger increment of hardness 

on specimens produced at lower density than on those produced at higher 

density. 
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6.8.4.3.2. 'In fumace-cooled samples. 

In furnace cooled samples apart from the first factor which has 

a general effect on hardness, the effect of both other factors on hardness 

in furnace cooled samples is different. 

Compared with the kinetics of ageing by steam treatment in 

severely quenched alloys in Figs. 69b to 72b, the ageing process in the 

furnace cooled alloy was retarded and the peak hardness reached was almost 

the same (Figs. 69a to 72a). This can be attributed to a decreased 

vacancy and solute concentration due to precipitation during cooling from 

the sintering temperature. Stosuy (188) has previously noted that copper- 
dissolved during sintering precipitates during furnace cooling and the 

fineness of precipitation depends upon the cooling rate. The precipitates 

formed in wrought Fe - Cu alloy during air cooling were identified as 
(189) 

particles of equilibrium e by Pickering 

In this project the belt speed during cooling was adjusted to 

10 minute /meter, and cooling rates in the temperature ranges 1100 to 8500C, 

850 to 500 0 C, 500 to 350 0 C, and 350 to 2000C were 100OC/minute, 130OC/minute, 

60OC/minute, 'and SOOC/minute respectively. Therefore, it appears that some 

precipitates of e phase can form during cooling through the high 

temperature range from 8500C. (The temperature 8500C corresponds to the 

temperature at1which separation of E: phase takes place, according, tq,, the 

Fe - Cu phase diagram). The effect of precipitation during cooling is not 

confined to a decrease in the solute concentration. In Fe, - Cu alloys 

coherent copper rich, zones form, first and later, they transforrh in situto 
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equilibrium E: phase 
(126). Therefore, in the presence of equilibrium e 

phase formed during cooling, metastable zones which may form during 

subsequent ageing probably dissolve without growing and the resulting 

coarse precipitation decreases-the peak hardness. 

As was shown in Fig. -39, fonnation of oxide in furnace cooled 

samples is greater than in water, quendiedsamples due, to the increase of 

open porosity, and also from Fig. 40 and discussion in section 6.6.2., 

resistance to oxidation in furnace cooled samples is less than in water 

quenched samples. Thus a larger amount of oxide forms and this partly 

compensates for the reduction of hardness attributable to precipitation of 

copper from Furnace Cooled specimens. However, longer times are required 

for the attainment of peak hardness. 

It was shown in Figs 57 and 59 that cluring the ageing of water 

quenched samples in inert gas as the amount of copper increases, the time 

required to attain peak hardness decreases. In furnace cooled samples 

the amount of solute available for precipitate formation is less than in 

water quenched samples of equivalent composition. Thus it needs a 

longer, time to assemble sufficient atoms to form a nucleus. 

For example, calculation of the hardness of a sample of Fe - 2% 

Cu alloy of D=6.8 9/cc which had. been. furnace cooled and'subsequently 

aged for 25 minutes in steam and of, a samplewhich was, water quenched 

shows that: 

After 25 minutes of ageing the weight gain is 1.8% and the 

hardness values for pure iron due to a weight gain of 0% and 1.8% are 49 and 

98 H. V., (Fig. -, 60), respectively-- The hardness-increase due to steam 

oxidation alone is then 49 H. V. units. The hardness value of Fe - 2% Cu 

alloy after 25 minutes in steam is_-(. 1,70 49) or 121 H. V. Similar 
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calculation for a water quenched sample gives, 1.5% Weight gain which 

corresponds to 41 H. V. units, and observed hardness after 25 minutes, is 

(Fig. 69b), 180 H. V. Thus the hardness value on ageing for 25 minutes 

in steam is C180 - 41) or 139 H. V. 

Comparison of these two calculations reveals that after 25 

minutes ageing in the same composition of alloy, furnace cooled samples 

have 13% reduction in hardness during ageing. Thus these calculations 

confinned the above-discussion for retardation of peak hardness. 

The results of the present work after'100 minutes steam 

treatment of furnace cooled sample in D=6.8 9/cc of Fe - 2% Cu alloy 

at 5250C, basically confirm Phadkels-resultý'Ut higher hardness value in 

the former case is due to the greater amount of oxide, (more porosity), 

and higher temperature of treatment which has a direct effect on oxidation 

and precipitation rate. 

6.8.4.4. Conclusion. 

The effect of mentioned factors together on hardness suggest 

that: 

(i) Higher pressure during compaction increases the hardness. 

(H) Effect of steam treatment and inert gas treatment as ageing 

treatment is more pronounced at higher density. 

Ciii) Effect of steam treatment as oxidation treatment is more 

pronounced at lower density. 

(jv) The time required to peak hardness decreases as the'amouAt-of 

copper increases. 
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(y) In the peak hardness condition the maximum hardness belongs to 

D=6.0 9/cc but in the initial stages lower density samples 

have less hardness. The maximum hardness increment occurs in 

Fe - 2% Cu alloy at D=6.0 g/cc, which has almost 260% increase 

in furnace cooled and 240% increase in water quenched conditions. 

(vi) Water quenched samples of 4,6,8% Cu after 100 minutes of 

steam treatment have lower hardness in comparison with furnace 

cooled samples, but in 2% Cu alloy hardness values are almost the 

same. 

(vii) There is a possibility of increasing the hardness of furnace 

cooled samples in low and medium densities by increasing the 

period of steam treatment to more than 100 minutes. 

(viii) The results indicate that in order to improve response to 

subsequent ageing of Fe - Cu alloy of any given composition by 

steam treatment, it is necessary to reduce high concentration 

regions, grain boundary area, and void surfaces. 

Furnace cooled samples of Fe -, 2% Cu alloy in medium density 

which have been steam treated for 50 minutes at 525 0C have the optimum 

strength of the four alloys. 

6.9. Radial'ctushing strength (R. C. S. ) 

Restilts. 

Tables 30,31 and, Fig. 73 show., the -radiallc-rushing, st, rength of 

ring shape samples in the, sintered and steam treated conditions (50 minutes 

at 5250C), yith, the same dimensions and at a, density, of, 6.4 9/cc. 
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This information reveals that steam treatment improves the 

radial crushing strength of sintered pure iron by up to 32% but this 

treatnent, decreased resistance to crushing in 2,4,6% Cu alloys and in 

8% Cu is not hannful. 

Radial crushing strength in furnace cooled samples increases 

as the amount of copper increases, up to 6% Cu, but in 8% Cu. R. C. S. 

decreases. 

6.9.2. Tiscussion. 

As mentioned in section 4.10 one of the- applications of sintered 

iron and sintered iron-copper alloys is in the field of bearing products, 

and radial crushing strength is a standard test to assess the strength of 

these materials under load. 

Since steam treatment gives an oxide layer not just to the 

surface, (to improve surface properties like wear) but also to the 

interior of the pores, (to improve bulk properties like hardness and 

compressive strength) 
(190) 

, it was decided to assess the effect of this 

treatment on R. C. S. of bearing shape samples. 

Fig. 73 shows R. C. S. of sintered iron is improved by steam 

oxidation. 'It can be argued that oxide'hasýfilledýthe voids. Thus 

density and hardness of article ar 
Ie 

increased, and,, a, s, a result. re 
! 
sis 

I 
tance 

to crushing increases. 

Dýring steam treatment of iron-copper alloys''in'addition. to 

formation of oxide in the, porosity and on the surface of'articles, there 

is precipitation hardening by copper. - The, presence of'precipitated 
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particles will increase the strength with the change in ductility. 

Variation of ductility depends on the ageing temperature(191). The 

loss of ductility of an alloy aged at low temperature is generally less 

than that in the same alloys aged at high temperatures. The reduced 

ductility is intimately associated with the presence of localized 

precipitation at grain boundarids. In Al-Mg-Si (192) 
alloys the 

increase in brittleness has been related to increased continuity of the 

grain boundary network by precipitated particles. 

At low temperature where nucleation is greater, hardening by 

general precipitation can proceed at a rate which is relatively faster 

with respect to localized precipitation. At high temperature most of 

the precipitate forms by growth of a few heterogeneously nucleated 

particles. 

In sintered products the presence of porosity helps to increase 

the amount of heterogeneous precipitation. 

Fig. 73 for iron-copper alloys shows steam treatment has no 

beneficial effect on R. C. S. of sintered alloys. 

Consideration of factors such as density, porosity, temperature, 

and ageing treatment by steam explains this phenomenon. 

Density of 6.4 9/cc has about 18% porosity which means that 

the possibility of heterogeneous nucleation is high. Temperature of 

525 0C is a relatively high temperature for ageing and the possibility 

of grain boundary's nucleation is high (below 0.6 Tm) (193) 
. and thirdly 

ageing in steam, helps to promote heterogeneous nucleation in comparison 

with agein. g in inert gas. 
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Thus from the above discussion it can be concluded that steam 

treatment of iron-copper alloys increases the strength of sintered 

products by formation of oxide and precipitated particles but presence 

of these particles reduces the ductility which as a result reduces the 

R. C. S. 

Increase of copper content up to 6% increases the R. C. S. as a 

result of solid solution strengthening effects but further increase to 

8% causes a decrease because of the increased porosity and because some 

copper rich phase exists in this alloy which has an effect on R. C. S. 

similar to that on hardness. 

Steam treatment of Fe - 8% Cu alloy has no effects on R. C. S. 

This is possibly clue to the presence of some copper rich phase in this 

alloy which partly compensates for the brittleness produced by localized 

precipitated particles on grain boundaries and pores surfaces. 

6.10. Vedt'ptoperties. 

For this experiment abrasive wear by a reciprocating machine was 

studied, and -results were obtained from sliding distance (number of passes), 

scar width, and volume wear with different loads in the same condition 

of preparation (D = 6.8 g/cc, furnace cooled, 100 minutes steam treatment) 

and test (room teinperature, atmospheric pressure, and 0.5 cm/sec speed). 

6.10.1. Rosults 'for'. 8iTit6r6d'and'., ýteam'treated'i-ron. 

Tables 32 to 43 and Figs. 74a, 74b show the effect of load, and 

sliding distance on sintered and steam treated pure iron. 

Increasing the load increases the scar width. almost-, in a 

regular manner but increasing the slidi-n distance up to 180 passes 9 
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increases the scar width. Increasing the number of passes to more than 

180 has no effect on the width of scar and this phenomenon is more 

evident in tests under lower load. 

Steam treated samples have more resistance to abrasive wear 

especially at lower load and shorter sliding distance. This advantage 

was continued even at 1000 cm sliding distance under loads up to 5 kgs 

but at higher load the scar widths of sintered and steam treated 

specimens are almost the same. 

6.10.2. f6r'sint6t6d'and', 
-ýtOajft*tr6zited Fe 2%'Cu alloys 

Reference to Tables 32 to 43 and Figs. 7Sa and 7Sb shows that the 

same results were obtained by increasing the load and sliding distance. 

Comparison of results from sintered and steam treated samples shows that 

the advantage of steam treatment is obvious up to 1000 cm but at greater 

distances sintered and steam treated samples even under lowest load 

behave similarly and at higher load sintered samples had. better resistance 

to abrasive wear. 

6.10.3. Restilts for sintered and*stedm treated Fe -. 4% Cu alloys. 
These ýresults are show4 in Tabýes 32, to 43 and Figs. 76a and., 

76b. The -results followed the, same, pattern as previously. The 

advantage of steam treatment continues upto 180-cm over the whole range 

of loads but at longer distances even under lower load-sintered samples had 

smaller scar width, (lower wear rate). 

6A0.4. ''ResUlt8*f6t sihtdrbd*ctid'st6am'ttOated'Fe'-'6%'Cti'alloys. ' 

Bý ekahination'of Tables'"'32 to -43 and Figs. 77a'ýind 77b, - it 

can be concluded that the advantage of steam treatment in this alloy for 
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abrasive wear was continued up to 100 passes but at longer distances the 

resistance to wear is lower in steam treated samples. The order of scar 

width by increasing the load and number of passes is the same as for 

previous alloys. 

6.10-5. Results'for 8int6r6d'ahd Fe - 8%'Cu'alloys. 

The results presented in Tables 32 to 43 and Figs. 78a, and 78b, 

for Fe - 8% Cu show that steam treatment can imp-rove the resistance to 

abrasive wear up to 1000 passes in all ranges of tested load, (1 to 5 Kgs. ), 

and it neither shows any advantage nor disadvantage in longer distance up 

to 5 Kgs. At higher loads the difference in scar width is not 

significant. 

Relationship between load and scar width , 
is a parabolic 

relation, and scar width after 200 passes under any load is constant, 

almost the same as previous results. 

6. io. 6. Variation of'scdt'-Width*with'load in different alloys. 

According to Tables 42, ý3 and Figs. 79aand 79b the different 

copper content alloys were examined in the same condition of density, 

sliding distance and spe ed with variation of load in sintered and steam 

treated condition. Fig. 79a shows that by increasing the copper content 

the scar width de. creases, but in steam treated condition, (Fig. 79b), the 

resistance to wear is not in order of increasing copper content. 

By comparison of Fig. 80a, 80b it can be concluded that the 

resistance to'abrasive wear in sintered and steam treated conditions is 

related to their hardness in sintered and steam treated conditions. 
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6.10.7. Volut6 wear'ds a'functioh 6f*load. 

Calculations for volume wear and information about abrasive 

indentor, shape of scar are quoted in Appendix 3. 

6.10.7.1. Tohlme`výeat'in sinter6d and'st6am'treatecl pure iron. 

Volune wear was measured after 1000 cm sliding distance and 
data are shown in Tables 44,45 and Fig. 81. The volume wear of sintered 

samples is greater than that of steam treated samples at loads up to 

7 Kgs. Under higher loads the situation is reversed. This advantage 

exists at longer sliding distance because it was shown in Fig. 74 that 

after 200 passes the scar width is almost constant. 

6.10.7.2. *VolUme wear*iri sint6red ahd'steam treated iron-copper alloys. 

Tables 44,45 and Fig. 82a do not show any advantage or 

significant disadvantage for Fe - 2% Cu steam treated samples at 1000 cm 

-slicling 
distance. 

In the case of Fe - 4% Cu steam treated samples exhibit higher 

volume wear as shown in Fig. 82b and this situation is worsened by 

increasing the load. 

Volume loss of Fe - 6% Cu. is almost the same as Fe - 4% Cu 

because disadvantage of steam treatment is quiteýobvious ftom, 100, cm in 

lowest load (1 Kg. ). The results of this alloy are shown in Figs. 77 

and 83a. 

Fig. 83býshows'the effect of steam treatment on,. -Fe - 8%, Cu., 

In this alloy the situation is not so-ba. d as, Fe - 4%-Cu--and,. Fe, - 6% Cu, -. 

and it is ahnost the same as Fe'- 2% Cu and probably up.. to, S, Kgs. steam 
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treatment does not have harmful effects on abrasive wear. 

6.10.8. The relation of w6ay'and'hdrdiiess. 

Reference to Fig. 80a and Table 13 shows that by increasing 

the Cu content the hardness of sintered samples increases up to 6% and 
decreases at 8% Cu. 

In abrasive wear one of the most important factors is hardness 

and wear is inversely proportional to hardness. Fig. 84 confirms this 

relationship and shows that-the minimum volume loss is in Fe - 6% Cu 

which has maximum hardness. In the case of steam treated samples 

Fig. 85 shows the relationship between hardness and volume wear which is 

confirmed by Fig. 80b. Minimum wear rate is in 6% and 8% Cu and wear rate 
in 4% Cu is more than 2% Cu. This shows that increase in hardness during 

steam treatment has a relation to precipitation and oxidation. 

The result in Fig. 86 shows the volume wear of two alloy! ý with the 

same hardness and it can be seen that wear rate (volume wear) in steam 

treated samples of Fe - 4% Cu under any load is more than sintered 

samples of Fe - 6% Cu, and it is more obvious at higher loads. 

6.1o. 9. Discussion. 

Abrasive wear with -reciprocating machine was used in this 

project due to four reasons. 

(i) Surface finishes should be considered at the design stage Of'' 

any metal component when decisions can be made as to the most 

suitable methods of introducing special enginee: rýng properties. 

Having designed a component to, be manufactured. from a-selected 

material by a special process and then imposed surface condition 
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in relation to wear, corrosion or heat resistance, bearing 

properties or even appearance it will be necessary to finally 

reappraise the original component design and consider in what 

way it may be affected by finishing. This is particularly so with 

components produced by powder metallurgy as the vast majority 

are porous in their final form, having densities of from 70 to 

80% of solid metals. 

Among the many ancillary finishing processes'carried out on 

powder metal components, is steam treatment. 

In this process iron oxide coating forms on the outer surface of 

the part and the steam diffusing through the pores effects 

an internal oxide coating. 

For inVestigation of wear property there are two methods in this 

departnent. 

1. Adhesive wear test, in which standard test pieces should be 

machined from rectangular powder samples. 

2. Abrasive wear test, in which, samples can be'used withoult py 

machining after sintering and steam treatment. 

Figs., 87, and 88 show a comparisoný6f machined'surfaces'after 

sintering and then steam-treatedand-a surface j, ust after steam 

treatment. respectively. ' ' 

It. can be, s'een that machihing after siiýterimg remov I es the surface 

porosity and damages'the porosity , network by closing-the channels 
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which are passages for diffusion of steam, and generally can 

reduce the effect of steam treatment by at least 50%. 

Because of the above problems it was decided to use an abrasive 

wear test for wear properties of sintered and steam treated 

speciments. 

(ii) During the "running-in!, in actual case of piston ring high spots 

will be removed by adhesive wear and plastic deformation. 

After the "running-in! ' period the removed particles act as 

abrasion particles between the rubbing surfaces. Besides these 

particles, corrosion is thought to be a major mechanism of wear 

of piston rings and cylinders in car engines. The presence of 

sulphur and additive in the petrol may be one cause of corrosion, 

but the major cause is carbonic acid formed from the combustion 

products, C02 and water. Burwell (194) describes the situation 

as follows: 

A car is started from cold in the morning and driven to work, 

where it is parked and cools down, possibly to sub-zero 

temperatures. In the evening the process is repeated. Thus two 

cycles from cold to hot to cold are repeated daily even though 

the total distance driven might be small. Each time the engine 

is cooled the carbonic acid condenses on the cylinder walls, 

producing abrasive corrosion products, (e. g. Fe2031. The next 

start-up wears away these corrosion products producing, _ 
additionally some, abrasion. 

Thus the loose particles which are detached from the steam 

treated samples during test are a mixture of iron and iron 
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oxide (FeP-03, FeS04) and have the same effect as removed spots 

(during "nmning-&') and corrosion product respectively. Thus 

an abrasive wear test covers these effects as in a real case. 

(iii) Reciprocating abrasive wear test was used, because in actual 

case a piston ring passes a constant length of cylinder from 

top to bottom to top, which in a reciprocating machine abrasive 

element passes a constant length on the specimen from right to 

left to right. 

(iv) The most important factor in abrasive wear is hardness, which is an 

especially very important factor in the present project due to 

alloy addition, ageing and steam, treatment. 

6.10.9.1. Abrasive wear. 

The hard asperities of the slider will plough into the soft 

surface layer of the specimen during sliding. This should result im a 

smooth surface appearance with parallel ridges due to the ploughing action, 

where no abrasive wear particles have been separated. By imcreasing the 

load this smooth surfaceconverts to rough with formation of cracks and 

wear sheets. 

According to delamination(151) 
'theory 

voids in single phase 

metals deform in the defonned layer beneath the wear track by coalescence 

of micro-voids and vacancies during plastic deformation of the sub-surface 

layer. Figs. 89 and 90 show the general-views'of plastic, deformation ' 

produced by 1 Kg load on pure Fe and Fe - 8% Cu alloy after 1000 cm sliding 

distance. 
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Voids and cracks can link by shearing and growing of voids or 

by propagation of cracks between these voids. Thus the strength of 

the sub-surface layer is less than the shear stress applied at the 

interface between the slider and the surface, so the result should be a 

separated thin sheet. After these wear sheets are created, some of them 

may be entrapped between the two sliding surfaces. These trapped 

particles may either be rolled into a spherical shape or broken into 

small pieces or remain the same, depending on the material properties 

of the loose particles and, the sliding conditions. When the metal is 

relatively brittle, the delaminated sheets may break into pieces and form 

many small particles. 

Figs. 91 and 92 show debris from a steam treated sample of 

Fe - 8% Cu alloy and a sample of sintered Fe - 8% Cu alloy after 1000 

passes at 9 Kgs load respectively. 

In Fig. 91, Fe3O4 was produced as a plate-like debris with one 

smooth surface, (the face in sliding contact), and one rough surface, 

(the underlying oxide/metal. interface), Fe203 shows granular shape. 

Fig. 92 shows all debris has the same sheet shape with rough surfaces, 

and in comparison with Fig. 91 this sheet shape debris is much bigger, 

because the sheets were produced from a sintered specimen which is almost 

pure. Fe*. Because Fe is more ductile than iron oXide, they did not break 

under load during sliding and, they look-thinner. 

Fig. 93 shows formation of wear sheet'in'th6'wall of fhe-track 

of sintered Fe - 2% Cu alloy under 7 Kgs load. 

Probe analYsis, for iron in Fig., 92 showed average reading of 18900 and 

for Fig. 91'showed average of 21000 which is relatively higher amount 

Fe2O of iron in iron oxide particles. (FeAv 
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Powder product materials are porous and these pores act as 

cracks especially open pores which are connected to a free surface. 

Figs. 94 and 9S show the porosity network of surface and wall 

of specimen -respectively. These figures -reveal distribution of pores 

and bcnds between the particles, (neck surfaces). 

The easiest location for crack fonnation is the bond between the 

particles(195) and dislocation area (grain boundaries). Formation of a 

crack in a steam treated specimen will occur more readily, owing to the 

presence of many hard particles such as oxide and precipitated particles 
in the component, since the motion of mobile dislocations generated by the 

applied load may be locked by the particles or can be created during 

plastic deformation by the decohesion of the matrix/particle interface and 
by plastic flowofthematrix around a hard particle. 

The tracks show, (Figs. 96a and 96b), transverse cracks on the 

wall and bottom of the scar with formation of detached wear sheets. These 

cracks are, remained pores, which were not removed completely by ploughing 

and those cracks that formed from neck surface by plastic deformation 

of the sub surface layers. 

From the appearance of the crack it can be concluded that when the 

angle between neck and sliding direction is zero the possibility ofcrack 

formation is minimm, at 90 0 the possibility is maximum and when O<a<90 

the possibility is moderate, due to opening up of particles in direction of 

slider. 

6.10.9.2. Effect'of'variablos*bn volijme*wea-r. f 

(i) 16ad'and slidiiig'distance. 

It was shown in results that after 200 cm under any load, scar 
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width is mostly constant. 

Figs. 97a. and 97b are taper sections of Fe - 8% Cu after 1000 

passes (cm) sliding distance in sintered and steam treated 

samples under a load of 5 Kgs. 

It can be seen that material has deformed by the sliding of a 

loaded abrasive element on it. This deformation after 200 

passes makes material work-hardened to a constant extent and 

there is no further wear loss at longer distance, provided that 

the material can withstand the load. Alternatively it could be 

possible that with a constant wear track, material cdLapsed 

as a result of complete propagation of cracks to the surface. 

These figures also show more deformation in sintered Fe - 8% Cu 

alloy. 

Table 46 shows variation of sub-surface hardness with sliding 

distance. According to James et al 
(196) increase in hardness 

as a result of, defo-nnation-may be due singly or in combination 

to: 

Ca) The development of a 'work hardening' dislocation network, 

(b) strain-induced phase changes, 

CC) strain-induced precipitation. 

In the sintered steels exami-ned(196), 'the formation of 

martensite within metastable austenit-, was found to be the 

principal mechanism giving rise to hardening during working. 
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(H)'"Sintored and steamtreated pure iron. 

Percentage of open porosity in the sintered samples is greater 

than in steam treated samples. Thus the possibility of 
formation of a crack by plastic deformation in sintered 

specimens is higher. This causes more wear sheets formation 

and an increase in the wear rate in the sintered case. 

Formation of oxide has straight -relation to density (porosity) 

and density of tested samples-is relatively high CD = 6.8 9/cc), 

so there is not enough passage for steam to the deeper parts 

of specimens. Also it was said(99 - 184) that at high 

oxidation temperature and high density the capillary inlets 

eventually become blocked by oxidation products and, since the 

access of oxidising reagent to the interior of the test piece 

is inhibited, a part of the internal surface ceases to take' 

part in the oxidation process. 

Fig. 98b (steam treated) shows less wear rate in comparison 

with Fig. 98a (sintered) under 3 Kgs load. ýBy increasing the 

load to more than-6 Kgs, (Fig. 81), the situation is reversed. 

Because penetration depth of the abrasive element is greater 

than the maximum depth of oxide layer, abrasive element and 

abrasive particles run on sintered metal and the broken oxide 

between the sample and abrasive element acts as another abrasive 

on the metal. Thus as long as the indentor and abraded 

particles are running on oxide layer, (maximum 6, Kgs), wear rate 

in steam treated samples is less than that in sintered samples. 

Figs. 99a and 99b show more wear damage in sintered and steam 

treated pure iron under 9 Kgs load in comparison with Figs. 98a 
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and 98b respectively. 

(iii) Sintered and steam treated iron-copper alloys. 

Presence of precipitated particles in steam treated alloys are 

the centres for nucleation of voids and cracks. 

During steam treatment the concentration of precipitated 

particles around the pores which are filled by oxide is higher. 

Thus voids which formed by these particles grow and elongate 

through the oxide layer and through the neck surfaces to the free 

surface. 

For this reason delamination is more in steam treated alloys 

than sintered (solid-solution) and iron steam treated. 

Figs. 96a and 96b show increased, wear damage in steam treated 

Fe - 4% Cu alloy under 5 Kgs load. 

Figs. 100 and 101 show the formation of crack in walls and 

delaminated wear sheets in bottom of track in Fe - 6% Cu alloy 

under 5 Kgs load respectively. It is clear that percentage 

of damage in steam treated samples is more than-in sintered 

samples. 

civ) HArdne8s*--ý Wear relationship. 

Presentation of Fig. 86 reveals that two alloys with the, same 

hardness have different wear rates, and steam treated Fe - 4%-, 

Cq alloy is less -resistant to abrasive wear than sintered 

Fe 6% Cu alloy im the tested loads. 
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Thus it can be concluded that the hardness-wear -relationship 

should be compared with the materials in identical conditions. 

Figs. 84 and 85 present data using this basis of comparison. 

In steam treated iron-copper alloys, (three phases), or 

sintered alloys (single phases), higher hardness alloys have 

lower volume-wedr. It is also apparent that sintered alloys 

with lower hardness have lower volume-wear than steam oxidised 

alloys with higher hardness. 

630.9.3. Comparison with'previous . mv6stigatibhs. 

From the results of Hewitt et al 
(2) in Fig. 22 it can be seen that 

MK 9 and MK 11 Tufftrided cast iron with 0.01 gr. and 0.055 gr weight 

loss, are the best combination for ring piston and liner material 

respectively. , 
Replacement of cast iron for piston ring, material with 

sintered Fe base material, (Fig. 23), gives the least weight loss in SP 20 

with MK 24 (liner material) with 0.02 gr and 0.04 gr wear -rate respectively. 

By reference to Fig. 23 (part variation) it can be seen that 

steam treatment or oil impregnated SP 20 with NK 24 has lower weight loss, 

(almost 0.02 and 0.05 gr respectively) than just sintered SP 20. 

Data recorded in Fig. -23, (part treatnent), reveals that addition 

of 1% C to SP 20 followed by Tufftriding and oil impregnation provides a 

piston ring material which when used with MK 2 as liner material has the 

least or almost the same weight loss in comparison with cast iron as ring 

piston and liner material. 

Because of different sintered. materials and conditions-of test 

there is no possible quantitative comparison between the results of Hewitt 
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et al(23 and the present work, but a general qualitative comparison confirms 

that steam treatment can improve wear resistance of sintered iron base 

alloys which have no copper content. 

Comparison of abrasive - and adhesive wear is'not possible due to 

different mechanisms. In the former case the mechanism depends mostly 

on the hardness, abrasion of loose particles, fracture and in the latter" 

case it depends mostly on welding of loose particles and oxidation. The 

most important difference, is that in the former case relation between 

wear rate and load is linear but in the latter case there is transition 

between wear rate and loads. 

Thus a quantitative comparison between previous, work on 

sintered material during adhesive wear with the present investigation is not 

possible. However, the general conclusion from other investigations (174) 

is that-wrought and sintered pure iron have abnost identical wear 

properties and excellent -results have, been obtained during sliding against 

grey cast iron. 

Addition of 2% Cu alloy(175) to S'intered pure iron has not much 

effect on adhesive wear properties, but addition of 2% Cu improves 

abrasive wear resistance of. sintered pure iron, (present investigation). 

Amsallem(173) et al reported that friction and wear behaviour 

of sintered iron, (D =7 g/cc, A. H. C. 
-Powder) are similar during adhesive 

wear. 

Comparison of previous-resul Its (2,,: 173,: 174,175) 
confirms that 

wear propertiesl of, sintered iron base materials, have mostly, #e same wear 

properties as wrought Fe, base alloys. 
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General CoAclusions. 

1. Pre-alloyed iron/copper powders, up to 8% Cu, shrink during 

sintering. 

Addition of copper up to 8% Cu increases the -resistance to 

oxidation of iron. 

3. Resistance to oxidation in furnace cooled samples is less than 

in water quenched samples. 

4. After a certain time, dependent on initial porosity, (density), 

surface pores become sealed and open porosity decreases to 

a very low level. Further oxidation occurs only at the 

surface because steam can no longer permeate through the 

interconnected pore network to the interior of the specimen. 

Effect of steam treatment is more pronounced in lower densities. 

6., The oxidation induced increase in weight of porous iron specimens 

cannot be described by a quadratic equation. This confinns 
(184ý the findings ofFedorchenko et al 

7. Oxidation of iron and iron-copper alloys is accompanied by a 

marked increase in hardness and considerable changes in 

internal structure. 

8. At a steam treatment temperature of 5250C for iron and. 

iron-copper alloys the-oxidelformed is mostly Pe304 and Fe203 

but copper is not oxidised by steam at 525 0C 

9. Precipitation hardening response Of'iron-copper. alloys'-up to 

8%'Cu is higher in higher density. 
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10. there is no incubation period before precipitation starts 

in any alloy. 

11. As the amount of copper increases, the time required to attain 

peak hardness decreases. 

12. The peak hardness increases with copper percentage up to 6% Cu 

but there is a slight decrease in the 8% Cu alloy. 

13. 
-Steam 

treatment as an ageing treatment improves the hardness 

of Fe - 2% Cu, but by increasing the copper up to 8% hardness 

decreases in comparison with ageing of these alloys in inert 

gas. 

14. The increment of hardness during, steam treatment is slightly more 

pronounced in furnace cooled samples than water quenched samples. 

15. Steam treatment improves the radial crushing strength of 

sintered iron but this treatment decreases the R. C. S. of 

sintered iron-copper alloys-up to 6% Cu and in 8% Cu has no 

advantage or disadvantage. 

16. R. C. S. in sintered samples increases as the amount of copper 

increases,, (maximum up to 6% Cu). 

17. Resistance to abrasive wear in sintered and. steam treated 

samples increases as the amount,, of copper increases. 

18. Steam treatment imprq-ýes the resistance to abrasive wear of iron 

under lower loads (maximum, 6, Kgs) but under. higher loads has 

a disadvantaReous effect. 
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19. Steam treatment decreases the resistance to abrasive wear of 

sintered iron-copper alloys. 

20. Increasing the hardness increases the resistance to abrasive 

wear, but it should be noticed that improving of hardness must 

be in the same condition. 

21. From the point of physical properties such as dimensional 

change, oxidation resistance and mechanical properties such as 

hardness, 
lradial 

crushing strength, wear properties, and 

consideration of economic points such as price of copper and 

equipment for separate treatment, steam treatment of furnace 

cooled samples of Fe - 2% Cu alloy have the optimum properties. 

Siiggestioii8'for 

1. Influence of copper addition on steam oxidation of cast iron/ 

copper alloys. 

2. Effect of carbon (up toý0.8%) on dimensional changes of samples 

during sintering. I 

3. Effect of changes in speed on abrasive wear of samples. 

4. Examination of resistance of samples to corrosion and fatigue. 

Investigation of precipitation and steam oxidation of Distalloy 

(Fe - -1.5% Cu - 1.7% Ni -0.5% ýb). 

6. Influence of alloy additions on kinetics of steam oxidation. 

In this-connection it-would be' of-considerdblb interestto compare 

the effects of alloy elements which stabilize Ferrite (e. g. MO, P, 

Si, Sn) with those which stabilise austenite (e. g. C, Mn, Cu, Ni). 
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APPENDIX 1 

H20 ; =± H2 + 102 
2- 

Kp = 
PHýO , ýHI-7P022 

PH20 1 
P02- = 

.1 
)2 , /2 

Ti _9 ( 
H2 Kp 

C92) Approximate values of Kp can be found with the help of standard Tables 

which give the value at 25 0C and by using the equation: 

. t-TO 0 
Log Kp - 

L11298 
+ 

AS298 
(b) 

4.575T 4.575 

where At? is enthalpy of formation in K cal /mole 

AGO is Free enthalpy in K cal. Imole 

ASO is entropy in cal /deg mole 

ASO can be calculated using the formula: 

AS 0- AGO 
T 

For example, at 10000K, by using the value at 250C and equation (b) 

Kp Z 10". Substituting in (a) gives: 

P02(10W OK), 

_- 
10-20 

PH 02 

2 

With equal partial pressures of hydrogen and water vapour we have 

P02(10000K) = 10-2 atm. 

The use of gas mixture, (H2 + H20). presents a fine method of adjusting 

very low but accurately-known oxygen pressure. ', 
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By using this fonnula it is possible to find the value of 
PH20 for a metal that reacts with water vapour at any temperature. PH2 
For example He + 4H20 Fe304 + 4H2 

0 
M298 0 

AG298 

Fe304 
-. 267 242 

H20 57.8 54.63 

0 
AH298 267 +4x 57.8 35800 cal. 

AGO298 242 +4x 54.63 23500 cal. 

ASO 35800 + 23500 
- 41.2 cal/deg mole 298 

By putting these values in equation Cb) we obtain 

Log PH2z 4 35800 41.2 
5 7-5 T 4.575 

PH20 4 7825 Log + 9.05 

Where T is the Absolute Temperature in the experiment. 
PH20' 4 PH20 When T= 798K, Log ! L- 0.75 and Log(W2: 'ý) 0.18 (W2 

2 
H2.0 

Thus, Log(W-) = Log I(p 0.18. 
2 

For the reaction of 2Cu + H20 
4o 

Cu2O + Hz 

the following values are valid, according to standard table at 25 0 C. 

AIJO =- 40 + 57.8 = 17800 cal 

AOO =- 35.0 + 54.6 = 19600 cal 

AS 0=- 1800 
- 6.04 ca 298 

Ydeg 
mole 

Substitution in equation (b) gives 

Log PH20 
«= Log Kp = 

3890 
+ 1.32 3890 

+ 1.32 6.14 eH2 ý) T 798 ( ýzý 

NOTE: 

If the standard free energy, AG 0 RT log Kp in a reaction between a T 

metal and water vapour at a special temperature is negative (Copper at 
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.00 
525 C ===> AG798 Rx 798 x 6.14 4899.7R) it means that reaction 

proceeds to reduction of oxide and if it is positive (Iron at 5250C 
0 AG798 Rx 798 x-0.18 =+ 143.6R) it means it will oxidise the 

PH. 20 metal. When Kp, (Hj!, i-), is unity the standard free energy is zero. 2 
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APP'PMDTY *2. 

Fig. 60 shows Vickers hardness as a fLmction of weight gain 

for pure iron of D=6.8 9/cc at different times of steam treatment. 

Fig. 59 shows the peak hardness of four alloys by ageing in 

inert gas and steam. Time to peak hardness in inert gas and steam can 

be found from Figs. S7 and S8. 

In F6 --ý 2% Cu after 25 mimutes of ageing in steam the weight 

gain is 1.5% and the hardness during ageing in inert gas is 160 H. V. 

(Fig. 57a). From Fig. 60 the hardness value for pure iron due to weight 

gains of 0% and 1.5% are 48 and 90 H. V. respectively. The hardness 

increase due to steam oxidation alone is 42 H. V. units. Therefore the 

hardness of Fe - 2% Cu alloy on ageing for 25 minutes in steam is expected 

to be (160 + 42 = 202), but hardness by steam treatment at peak (25 minutes) 

is 182. Thus about 90% of precipitation hardening can be achieved by 

steam treatment. 

In'Fe'-'4%-Cu 

Steam treatment hardness at peak (15 minutes) 160 H. V. 

Aged hardness at peak C15 minutes) 180 H. V. 

Weight gain after 15 minutes = 0.9%. 

Hardness of pure iron with 0.9% weight gain = 73 H. V. 

Thus 73 - 48 = 2S H. V. is due to formation of oxide 

180 + 25 = 205 H. V. is maximum hardness by precipitation and 

oxidation 

160 
2U, - x 100 = 78% of precipitation hardening can be achieved. 
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Iii Fe'- 6% Cu 

Steam treatment hardness at peak (10 minutes) = 180 H. V. 

Aged hardness at peak (10 minutes) = 240 H. V. 

Weight gain after 10 minutes = 0.84% 

Hardness of pure iron with 0.84% weight gain is 72 H. V. 

Thus 72 - 48 = 24 H. V. is due to formation of oxide 

240 + 24 = 264 H. V. is maximum hardness by precipitation 

hardening and oxidation. 

180 
x 100 = 68% of precipitation hardening can be achieved. 264 

In Fe - 8% Cu. 

Steam treatment hardness at peak (5 minutes) = 170 H. V. 

Aged hardness at peak (5 minutes) = 224 H. V. 

Weight gain after 5 minutes = 1.2% 

Hardness of pure iron with 1.2% weight gain = 84 H. V. 

Thus 84 - 48 = 36 H. V. is clue to formation of oxicle. 

224 + 36 = 260 H. V. is maximum hardness by precipitation 

hardening and oxidation. 

170 
x 100 = 65% of precipitation hardening can be achieved. 260 
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APPF. NnTY S 

Rockwell indentor specification: 

A right circular cone with a circular tip of 0.2 m±0.01 m 

radius, and included angle of cone = 1200 ± 201 was used as abrasive. 

Volume wear: 

The actual shape of track must be the same as indentor 

shape(ABC) ýut owing to repeating the indentor on a constant length, the 

horizontal facing of wear track would be AXYC (solid line). 

A 
D 

C 

B 
When the track width exceeds 0.138 m (XY = 0.138 by 

measurement from Fig. 89) and if AC is the track width then the area of 

the track is 

Area of LABC - area of A)CBY + area of XFYE. 

Area of LABC = area of AABD + area of CBD 

'' track'width 2x 'ýBD x AD = BD- -2 
Ll'-l-) 

=2xI tan 30 x AD x AD 

Area of AOC = tan 30 x (AD) I 
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(ii) Area of MY =2x 2' 
(BF) x* 

Xy but XY 
= 0.069 irm 22 

=2x1x tan 30 x 0.069 x 0.069. 2 

=2x1x tan 30 x (0.069)' = 275 X 10-7CM 2 
2 

(iii) Area of XFYE = Area of segment - Area of'AXYZ 
E 

x 

c. 
0 

z 
Sin 0=0. '069 

= 0.345 = 200,181 ==>29 = 400,361 U. -2 

Area of seginent = 
Hr? x 40 0 

ýý361 0.014 mm 3600 

Area of AXYZ =2x area of. Z)TZ 

2x1x ZF x 0.069 2 

ZF = VIT. 2T2 _ (0.069)'Z-= 0.188 mm 

Area of DXYZ 2x 12 x 0.188 x 0.069 = 0.01297 mm 2 

Area of track 0.57 x (AD)2 - (275 x 10"ý-103xl j) 

Thus area of track 0.57 x (AD)2 - 172 X 10-T CM2 =S 

Volume wear Area of Track x Length of Track Cl cm) 

=Sx1 

==> 
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Fig. 1. Nock Fonnation 
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Fig. 2. , Flux paths in sintering process 
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Fig. 3. Dihedral angle formed at junction of grain boundary 
and liquid. 
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Fig. 4a. Defect structure of 
an NiO-LiO2 oxide. 
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Fig. 4b. Defect structure of an 
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Fig. Sa. Concentration gradient in an oxide scale containing 
metal ion vacancies. 
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Fig. Sb. Concentration gradient'in an oxide scale containing 
oxygen ion vacancies. 
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Fig. 8ý, 'a;, ý*. Equilibrium diagram containing miscibility gap in' 
the solid state. 

b', '! ': At T2, the free energy curve possesses a'central maxhmn 
and this gives rise to two inflexion points , S, and S2- The 
common tangent between the minimum points defines the' 
composition of the equilibrium phases, P, and P2. 
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Fig. 9a. Schematic drawing showing the positive activation energy 
required for a composition fluctuation in alloys located 
outside the spinodal region. 
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Fig. 9b. Schematic drawing showing the decrease in free energy of an 
alloy undergoing spinodal decomposition. 
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Fig. 11. Construction illustrating the free energy of initial prec- 
ipitates of (I) GP zone, (II) intermediate precipitate, and 
(III) the equilibrium precipitate at two different 
temperaturesý Th and T U 
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Fig. 10. Construction for graphical determination of the free 
energy of the initial precipitate. 
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I Fig. 12. Free energy of a precipitate particle as a function of 
its radius. 

12 

U- nperature 
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Fig. 13. Effect of temperature of precipitation on the free 
energy of a precipitate-particle as a function of its 
radius. ý 
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Fig. 14. a. Rate of nucleation, I, as a function of temperature. 
b. Time required for initiation of nucleation as a 

function of temperature. 
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Fig. -15. Free energy changes of an alloy during precipitatiONfor 
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precipitates, and b) direct nucleation of the stable 
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Fig. 16. Interaction of a dislocation line with a row of 
precipitate particles. 
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Fig. '17. The*'Icuttiýig" of a particle by glide motion of a 
dislocation. 
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Fig. 19. Wear of different steels under adhesive conditions. 
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Fig. 20. The variation of shear stress with distance below 
the surface. 
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Fig. 21a. The independent plastic zones under the contacting 
asperities of a plane slider under relatively low 
loads. 

N 

Fig. 21b. The interation of the plastic zones of a plane slider 
under high loads. 
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Fig. 26. Wear equilmnent. 

A: Sample 

B: Wear Machine 
C= Arm of square bed. 

D= Electric motor. 
E= Control knob for speed. 
F= Gate. 
G= Shaft. 
L= Load 

i-I 

N= Stop Watch. 



Fig. 27. - 100 # A. S. C. powder (pure iron) 

As received SOO 

500 

Fig. 28. - 100 # Pre-alloyed powder (Fe + 4% Cu) 

after annealing. 



Fig. 29. - 100 # A. S. C. (Fe) 

(compacted) 

W-IW if, 

6.4 9/ 
cc 

500 

(compacted) x 500 
Fig. 30. - 1w 4 Pre-alloyed (Fe + 41 Cu) D=6.4 &cc 
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Fig. 32(15). Dimensional change vs Copper content. 
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Fig. 33. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 2% Cu) 

6.8 g/cc (W. Q. ) 200 

- 4. 

Fig. 34. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 4% Cu) 

D=6.8 9/cc CW. Q. ) x 200 



Fig. 35. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 6% Cu) 

D=6.8 g/cc (W. Q. ) x 200 
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Fig. 37. - 100" Pre-alloyed (Fe + 8% Cu) 
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Key for Figs. 38 and 39 
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Fig. 38.. Percentage of weight increase curves as a function 
of steam treatment time for iron and iron/copper 
alloys in water quenched samples. 

Fig. 39. Percentage of weight increase curves as a function 
of steam treatment time for iron and iron/copper 
alloys in furnace cooled samples. 
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Fig. 43. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 8% Cu) D=6.4 g/ 
cc 

steam treated (100 minutes 
(S2SO Cx 10K 

Fig. 42. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 8% Cu) 
D=6.4 g/cc (sintered) 
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Fig. Sl. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 2% Cu) D=6.8 g/ 
cc 

(W. Q. ) Aged (SOO hours 
(S2SO Cx SK 

, -, 
(SOO hours Aged (5250 C 5K 

OL 

Fig. 52. - 100 ff Pre-alloyed (Fe + 6% Cu) D=6.8 9/cc 



Fig. 53. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 8% Cu) 

(W. Q. ) Aged (500 hours 
(5250 C 

Fig. S4. 

mc, 

100 Pre-alloyed (Fe + S', CU) D 6.8 /CC 

(W. Q. ) 

6.8 91cc 

5K 

r "'. ,- lb 
ý, 

1.2K 
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Key for Figs. 57 and 58 
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Fig. 59. Comparison of Vickers hardness of solution treated 
and peak hardness (steam and inert gas) condition 
for the four alloys. 

Fig. 60. Vickers hardness as a function of percentage of weight 
gain for pure iron. 
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Fig. 61a. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 2% Cu) 

(W. Q. ) Aged (100 minutes 
(5250 C 

Cu Line Probe 

M.. 
6.8 9/cc 

1K 

Fig. 61b. Above sample Cu X-ray probe x 1K 



Fig. 62a. - 100 Pre-alloyed (Fe + 2% Cu) D=6.8 9/cc 

(W. Q. ) Steam treated 
(100 minutes 
(5250 Cx IK 

Fig. o2b. Above -salliplu Lu X-ray probu x 1K 

Cu Line Probe 



Fig. 63a. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 8% Cu) 

Aged (100 minutes 
(52SO C 

Cu Line Probe 

-- 

D=6.8 9/cc 

1K 



Fig. 64a. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 8% Cu) D=6.8 
g/ 

cc 

Steam treated (100 minutes 
(5250 C 

Cu Line Probe 

1K 

Fig. 64b. Above sample Cu X-ray probe x 1K 



Fig. 65. - 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 6% Cu) 

. Q., ; te, , tea 
(7S minutes qm t ra. (, 5? -ýo c 

D=6.8 9/cc 
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Fig. 66. - 100 H Pre-alloyed (Fe + 8% Cu) D=6.8 9/cc 

(W. Q. ) Steam treated 
(75 minutes + Aged(498.75 hours 
(5250 C (5250 C 

5K 



Fig. 67. 

Fig. OZS. 

- 100 # Pre-alloyed (Fe + 4% Cu) D=6.0 9/cc 
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Key for Figs. 69,70,71 and 72 
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00 Density 6.4 9/cc 
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Key for Figs. 74,75,76,77 and 78. 

E3 (3 1 Kg Load 
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AA5 Kgs Load 

Fig. 74. Scar width as a function of sliding distance for 
pure iron. 

a) Sintered samples b) Steam treated samples 

Fig. 75. Scar width as a function of sliding distance for 
Fe + 2% Cu, alloy. 

a) Sintered samples b) Steam treated samples 

Fig. 76'. Scar width as a function of sliding distance for 
Fe + 4% Cu alloy. 
a) Sintered samples b) Steam treated samples 

Fig. 77. Scar width as a function of sliding distance for 
Fe + 6% Cu, alloy. 

a) Sintered samples b)-Steam treated samples 

Fig. 78. Scar width as a function of sliding distance for 
Fe + 8% Cu alloy. 
a) Sinter. ed samples b) Steam treated samples 
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Key for Figs. 81,82 and 83 
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Fig. 87.100 # A. S. C. (Fe) D 6.4 9/cc 

Machined after sintering and then steam heated 
for 100 minutes at 5250C. x 200 

do 

Fig. 88.100 # A. S. C. (Fe) D 6.4 1ý/cc 

Steam treated for loo minutes at 5250C 
lumchined surface" x 20C 



I Y/2 

Fig. 89. Track of steam treated (Fe) after 1000 cm 
sliding distance under 1 Kg load. D=6.8 g/ 

cc x 100 

D=6.8 9/ 
cc x 100 

Fig. 90. Track of steam treated (Fo + 8% Cu) after 
1000 cm sliding distance under 1 Kg load. 



Fig. 91. Debris of steam treated (Fe + 8% Cu) after 
1000 cm sliding distance under 9 Kgs load. 
D=6.8 9/cc 

x 500 

Fig. 92. Debris oi . sintered (Fe + 8', o Cu) aitvi- WOO cm 
sliding distance under 9 Kgs load. 

6.8 9/cc x 100 



Fig. 93. Taper section of sintered (Fe + 2% Cu) after 
wear under 7 Kgs load. 

9/ 
cc 

200 
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Fig. 94. Porosity network on the surface of sample white 
areas are porosity network (resin) and empty 
spaces are dissolved metal. x 500 

Fig. 9S. Porosity network on the wall of specimens 
"as above". x 500 



Fig. 96a. Bottom of track in sintered (Fe + 4% Cu) 
after 1000 cm sliding distance under 5 Kgs load. 

6.8 9/rc 1K 

M 

ýý 

Fig. 96b. Bottom of track in steam treated (Fe + 4% Cu) 
after 1000 cm sliding distance under S Kgs load. 
D=6.8 9/cc x 1K 

ow MOO 
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Fig. 97a. Taper section of sintered (Fe + 8% Cu) after 
1000 cm sliding distance under 5 Kgs load. 

OR x 500 

Fig. 97b. Taper section of steam treated (Fo + S',, Cu) after 
1000 cm sliding distance under 5 Kgs load. 

D=6.8 91cc x 500 
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Fig. 98a. Bottom track of sintered (Fe) after 1000 cm 
sliding distance under 3 Kgs load. 

D=6.8 9/cc 
x 1K 

Fig. 98b. Bottom track of steam treated (Fe) after 1000 cm 
sliding distance under 3 Kgs load. 

D=6.8 9/cc x 1K 



Fig. 99a. Bottom track of sintered 
sliding distance under 9 
D=6.8 9/cc 

(Fe) after 1000 cm 
Kgs load. 

1K 

Fig. 99b. Bottom track of steam treated (Fe) 
sliding distance under 9 Kgs load. 

D=6.8 9/cc 

after 1W0 cm 

1K 
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Fig. 100a. Wall of track in sintered (Fe + 6% Cu) after 
1000 cm sliding distance under 5 Kgs load. 
D=6.8 9/cc 

x 1K 

Fig. 100b. Wall of track in steam treated (Fe + 6% Cu) after 
1000 cm sliding distance under 5 Kgs load. 

D=6.8 9/cc xA 



Fig. 101a. Bottom of track in sintered (Fe + 6% Cu) after 
1000 cm sliding distance under 5 Kgs load. 
D=6.8 9/cc 

x 1K 

1-11 1 

Fig. 101b. Bottom of track in steam treated (Fe + 6% Cu) 
after 1000 cm sliding distance under 5 Kgs load. 

D=6.8 9/cc xA 
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Material Type Modulus of Ring Ultimate Un -notched Wohler Brinell Coefficient 
elasticity, Tensile Strength, 

N/ ' l 
Fatigue Strength, 

N/ 2 
Hardness or Linear Expansion 

erde C'x IOr-6 -... mm mrn Y mrn p & 

Cr'alloyed iron '*115 000m 280 (min. ) -162 230 "-14-1(0-200GQ-7 it 7; 4 ýýj ; rt. 1 -1 0-5001, C) 
-, Cr-Mo alloyed iron 150000 `430(mýin. ) 265 255 15-1 0-2000C) 

16.8 (0-5000C) 

(2) 
Table 4a Properties of Typical Centri-Cast Piston-Ring Materials 

1-1 1 

DvOgnation 

Tc 

Composition, wt. -% 
St Mn P Ni Cr MO 

Cast lrýns Mk. 
2 M 2.4 0.8 0.6 - 0.3 - 91 3.0 2.0 Oý8 0.45 - 0.9 0-3 

11", 3.4 2.2 0.7 0-1 0-15 0-3 0.4 
12 ý 3-3 2.2 0.8 0.6 - 0.4 - 24,1 3.2 2.9 0-8 0.7 - 0-7 - 29 3.2 2-5 0.8 0.5 - 0.5 

Fe-base Sintcred Alloys 
FC3/ 1 0.5% C, 396 Cu 
FC3/ 10,6 C, 3% Cu 
FC3/N As FC3/1 but n harder iron powder is used 
FC7 7% CU 
FCIO 10% CU 
BM78 10% Cu-Sn + 1% C 
S1120 A work-hardcning nickel-containing alloy with 0.8% C 

unless otherwise stated 
SP25 Similar to SP20 but containing ? 4o 

(2) 
Table 4b Designations and Descriptions of Phterials Tested 



Powders 
IParticle 

size distr. 

ldA. S. C. 
Fe 

. -% 

10A. S. C. 
Fe 
% 

100OFe 
+ 2% Cu 

%. 
- 

ldFe 
+ 4% Cu 

A. - 

10(lFe 
+ 6% Cu 

A, 
- 

10(? Fe 
+ 8% Cu 

% 

+ 100 5.7 0.0 0.8 0.6 0.6 0.8 

- 100 to 200 36.8 27.4 27 22 20.9 21.6 

- 200 to 240 15.6 17.6 11.2 11.6 11.4 11.6 

- 240 to 270 11.5 '13.7 8.4 8.4 8.5 8.8 

- 270 to 325 6.3 10.7 6.1 6.4 5.7 5.7 

325 24.1 30.6 46.5 50.8 52.9 

Table S. Particle size distribution before'annealing 

P lers owders # 100 # 100 # 100 - 100 # 100 # 
Physica A. S. C. Fe + 2% CU Fe-+ 4% Cu Te + 6% Cu Fe, + 8% Cu 

rt Properties .. Fe. 
... ..... 

A. D. 9/cc 2.85' 2.9 3.0 3.08 
ý3.1 

Flow-Rate 
Sec/50 gms 37 34 36 35 32 

Table 6. Physical properties of powders before annealing 



Powders 

Particle 
size distr. 

- 100 # 

Fe + 2% Cu 
%... 

- 100 #I 

Fe + 4% Cu 
% 

- 10(? 

Fe + 6% Cu 
% 

- 100# 

Fe + 8% Cu 
% 

+ 100 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 

- 100 to 200 22.9 21.6 18.9 19.9 

- 200 to 240 11.1 10.1 9.9 9.5 

- 240 to 270 10.8 10.1 10.1 10.2 

- 270 to 325 6.6 -6. 'l 6.1 6.4 

325 '48.4 52 54.8 53.8 

Table 7. Particle size distribution after. annealing 

Powders - 10C), # 100 # 100 # 100 # 
Fe +'2% Cu Physical Fe, +_4% Cu Fe + 6% Cu Fe + 8% Cu. 

Properties'' 

A. D. 9/ -3.02 cc 3.03 3.09' 
. 
3.15 

Flow Rate -None None None Nonel'' 

Sec/50 gms 

Table 8. - Physical properties of powders after annealing 



Code Powder Density 
g/cc 

A - 10(l Fe 6.0 

B - 100 # Fe 6.4 

c - 100 # Fe 6.8 

D - 10(? Fe + 2% Cu 6.0 

E - 100# Fe + 2% Cu 6.4 

F - ld"Fe + 2% Cu 6.8 

G - 100 # Fe + 4V C-u 6.0 

H - 100 #, Fe + 4% Cu 6.4 

100 Fe + 4% Cu 6.8''', 

- 16b#-. Fe + 6% Cu -61 
.0, 

K 100 # Fe + 6% Cu 6.4 

L 100 Fe + 6%ý Cu. 6. s 

m 100 Fe , +, 8% Cu 

N 100 # Fe -+ 8% Cu 6.4 

p 100 # Fe '+ 8% cu 6.8 

Table 9. Code for different powder and, 
different density. 



Sample Pressure 
MN/M2 

Green 
Density 

. 
9/cc. 

- 100 # 245 6.0 
325 6.4 

Fe 
-. 450 .... ... 6.8, 

- 100 # -430 6.0 
600 6.4 

Fe + 2% Cu 
.......... ... ... 800., ..... 6.8 

loo# -. 430 6.0 

. 585 6.4 
Fe + 4% Cu 

.ý..... ...... 790 .. ..... 6.8 

100 # -450 6.0 
630 6.4. 

Fe + 6% Cu 
..... .... ... 830 ... .... 6.8. 

- 100 # -. 400. 6.0ý 

...... 530. . 6.4 
Fe + 8% Cu 740 6.8, 

Table 10a. Relationship. betwe6n pressure and density in 
cylindrical samples 

Pressure 
Sample, MN/mz, Densifý 

.......... .......... ... .... 1. '9/cc 

- 100 # 
430 6.0 

Te + . 2% Cu .-,. 
1 

Table, 10b. Relationship between pressure and. density in 
Rectangular samples'., 



Change 

Code, 

In 
Length 

% 

In 
Diameter 

% 

A. --, -0.2 --0.1ý 

B. . 0.3 ... --ý0.07 

C .... . 0.2 -. 0.07 

D -. 0.9. - 0.8 

...... E. 
'... -7-0.8 

F .... . 0.8. -. 0.7 

H. 

-I .... ... -7-0.9. --, 0.7ý 

-.... J.. . 1.0 ... ý-. 0.7 

K. - . -7-0.9 ... .... 7,0.7, 

-L' . 0. T. 

...... M ..... . . 0.7. .7 "0.4. 

N, . 0.7',. 

p ... . 

1-. 
. "! . 0.5 . 0.3 

Table 11. Dimensional change during sintering - 



Sintered Total 
Density g/ 

.. cc 
Porosity 

6.1. 24.7 
8 

ONO 
.... 18.6 

.... 6.9 ... .... ..... . 12.5 

....... . 22.3 

Q%Q 
6.5 17.3 

6.9. 12.2 

6.1 22.9 

6.5 ... 17.9 

..... 6.0 ...... -. 24.5 

...... 6.47 ...... .. ........ 19.6., 

-. 6.85 ......... ........ 14.83 

Table 12. Percentage of total porosity after water 
quenchihg-from solution treatment temperature. 
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Alloys 
Fe Fe + 2% Cu Fe + 4% Cu Fe + 6% Cu Fe + 8% Cu 

W. t gain 

Open Porosity 

6.0 0.247 0.246 0.1 94 0.194 . 0.183 

6.4 0.224 0.201 0.183, - . 0.154. -0.154. 

6.8 0.147 0.143 0.125ý 0.112. -0.111 

Table 18. Variation of %'W. t'gain in W. Q. samples after Open PorosW 

100 minutes steam treatment at 525 0 C. 



loys 
Fe Fe + 2% Cu Fe + 4% Cu Fe + 6% Cu Fe +A Cu 

W. t gal 

sity Open Poro i 

u u 6.0 0.247ý 0.299 0.255 0.238 0.208 
ý- b D 

6.4 0.224 0.249 0.183 0.198- . 0.178 

6.8 0.147 0.19 0.155. . 0.149. 0.14ý 

W. t gain Table 19. Variations, of % Open Porosity in F. Cool samples 

after 100 minutes steam - streatment at 52SOC- 



Lenel(96) Franklin (98) 
Razavizadehc99) Present 

Work 

0 W. t W* t 
gain At 575 0C At 520 0C At 6500C At 5250C At 60CPC At 5250C 

Time 

10 3.9 2.5 3.4 3.07 -. 4.5 3.1 

30 6.7 3.5 3.8 4.7 6.4 5.0 

-. 60 7.8 5.3 5.1 5.4 6.7- 5.7 

Table 20. Comparison of results from previous investigations 

at D=6.0 gIcc 

C97)- Kanopicky (919) 
. -Razavizadeh 

Tresent 
Work 

%, W. t 
ga- I In- At 6000C At 6000C At 5250C At 525 0c 

nsityy ggý -ý-' c 

.... 6.0 4 . 6.7 . 5.4. -5. -7 

... 6.4 4.1. ... 4.0 ... ., 4.0., 

-. 2 -0 -2.5, ý2ý 

Table 21. Comparison of. results from previous investigations 

after 60 minutes steam treatment. 



Composition 

G d Fe + 2% Cu Fe + 4% Cu Fe + 6% Cu Fe + 8% Cu Phase 

17.05 3.003 FeS04 

21.02 2.5004 aFe203 

2 4.5 2.1621 aFe? -03 

25.25 2.1012 Fe304 

26.15 2.0344_ it aFe 

29.7 1.8083 it cu 

35.9 1.5264 it it YFe. 03 

38.5 1.4381 it it aFe 

43.45 1.3020 11 it aFe. 0. 

44.25 1.2833 it It II cu - 

45.8 1.2493 it It ý o(Fe. 0. 

49.7 1.1738 aFe 

. 55 - 1.0921 it it Te304 

56.1 1.0777 TeO 

-. 61.75. J. 0164 it aFe 

. 64.8 .... 0.9894.. it it Fe304 

. 68.15 . 0-9639 it it, It it TeO, 

This signmeans thereis this phase 
This signmeans-there is not this phase. 

Table 22. Varia. tions. of phases in CW. Q. ) samples after loo, minutes 
0 steam' tr-&ath6nt-at- 525 C (X-ray Diffraction)- 



Co " osition 

-9 d d Fe + 2% Cu + 2% Cu Fe +A% Cu Te 6% Cu Fe .+ 8% Cu Phase 

17.05 . 3.003 Fe304 

21.02 2.5004 cFe203 

. 24.5 . 2.1621 -Te203 

25.25 2.1012 tt . , 
Fe304 

26.15 2.0344 aFe 

29.7 1.8083 ou 

35.9 1.5264 tt tt ntFe203 

38.5 1.4381 aFe 

43.45 1.3020 DiFeZO3 

44.25 1.2833 cu 

45.8 1.2493 YFe203 

49.7. 1.1738 -aFe 

55 ... ... . 1.0921- 
,. . 

Fe304,. 

. 56.1. 1.0777 FeO 

. 61.75.. 1.0164 aFe 

64.8 - 0.9894. Fe304 

. 68.15 0.9639. FeO 

Table 23. Variations of phases in CF. Cool), samples after 100 minutes 

- steam treatment at 525 0C (X-ray Diffraction) 



G d Phase 

42.23 1.1458 Cu 

37.1 1.2786 Cu 

31.46 1.4779 Cu 

25.36 1.8014 Cu 

21.81 2.078 Cu 

21.72 2.081 cu 

17.67 2. S412 Cu 

Table 24. Pure copper after 100 minutes steam treatment 
at S2SO C. 

cu 



R2 R2 D D /4 "ý 9 Sin G d 

316.6 167.7 148.9 37.2 0.60 1.479 

309.6 174.7 134.9 33.7 0.55 1.612 

292.9 191.5 101.3 2S. 3 0.42 2.09 

283.8 200.5 82.2 20.5 0.35 2.54 

277.5 206.9 70.6 17.6 0.30 2.95 

Table 2S. Type of oxide for pure Fe at 525 0 C: Fe304 

R R2 D D /4 Sin 9 d 

300.6 184 116.5 29.1 0.48 1.838 

281.1 203.2 77.9 19.4 0.33 2.68 

Fe304 

Table 26. T)Te of oxide for pure Fe at 52S 0 C: ctFe203- 

Fe aFe203 



Time 
Mins 

Density-9/ 5 10. .. 15 25. 35. ý--50 75 . 100 
cc 1 

6.0 93 ý100. 99 97 . 100 . 93 99 89 

Fe + 2% Cu 6.4 119 117 133 130 -130ý 128 128 124 

6.8 145 
. 
146 162 155 161 153 163 154 

6.0 112 122 117 126 120 117 114 . 109 

Fe + 4% Cu 6.4 135 139 140 . 140 140 -140. 132 135 

6.8 180, 185 207 185 . 190 184 174 170 

cn 6.0 140 147 139 135 129, 138 123 128 

+ 6% C . 6.4 . 160 170. . 166 . 165 . 165 -154. 151 . 151 Fe u 

. 6.8 214 240 - 230 . 226 . 208 . 208 198 M2 

ý6.0 135 135' 133 136 . 127 . 130, 420 . 118 

Fe + 8% 1 Cu , 
6.4, 160 -173. . 159. '155-, . 150ý . 140 - 140, 140 

. 6.8 . 224 . 214,. 212. . 205. ý03. 203 198 '190 

Table, 27. Variation in hardness for Fe + 2%, 4%, 6% and 
8% Cu after ageing at 525 0 C. 



Resistance Area P Average 
. Sample. ... R. ohm , Ce ohm cm ... .... ... p. 

-6 -4 -10 
1 136. x 10 5024. x, 10 219381 x 10. '... 

X 2. 
-6 

. 134 x 10 
-4 

5078 x. 10 
-10' 

226817 x. 10.. 226503 x 10-10 

-6 -4 -10 
3- 137-x. 10 . . 5109. x. 10 . 233311. x. 10 

-6 -4 
4 . 1411, x 10 . 5024, x 10 . 236128 x. 10 

-6 -4 
Z5 

. 141. x 10 5019 x 10 237566 x. 10, - 238270 x 10 

-6 -4 10 
6. 

1 

. 142 x 10. 5094 X 10 241116. xllO, 
I. 

Table 28. Difference between Resistivity-in F. Cooled and W. Quenched 
, samples of Fe + 2% Cu 

X, =., means samples-vere sintered for I hour at 11200C and then 
F. cooled. 

Z. = means F. cooled samplesvere solution treated for 1 hour 
at 10000 C and, then W. Quenched. 



�4 

I 

Area A-round - Middle 'P F Z on the 
the Pores of 

.. the. grains 
. . . 

grains 

333 472 417, 453 

290 453 '410 - -. 440 H. V. N. 

D 6.0 ý39 434 400 -. 434 

185. 417 380 ý430 

180 386 371 . 425 

. 429 509 479, - , 479 

418 495 A60 468 H. V. N. 

402 479 4S1 -, 460 D 6.8 

390 460 442 458 

. 381, 451 429 451 

Table 29. Variations. of micro-hardness in, Fe, + 4% Cu alloy 

- at Peak hardness (after 25 minutes. ageingat, 5250Qý- 



Alloys, Te. Fe +. 2% Cu Fe + 4%. Cu Te +. 6% Cu, Fe. + 8% Cu 

Radial 
Crushimg 28 :ý 107 107 33 x 50 x 107 58 X 107 37 x 107 

. Stress -Mr2 ,I - 
, 11 

11 
1 . 

Table-30. Radial crushing strength in sintered samples 

(D 6.4 g/cc, F. Cooled) 

Alloys Fe Fe + 2% Cu Fe 4 4% Cu Te + 6%-Cu Fe + 8% Cu 

Radial 
Crushing 37 x 1-07 22-x 107 35 X 107 36 x 10'7 35 x 107 
Stress MC2 

Table 31. ý' Radial crushing strength after 50 minutes steam 
0 treatment at-525 C (D 6.4 g/cc, F. Cooled) 



Scar. Width, (ýM X, 10-3 

Load Kg 

Sample 
1 Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 

- 100 # Fe 
A. S. C. 29 46 64 

- 100 # 
Fe + 2% Cu 22 35 40 

- 100 # 
Fe + 4$ Cu 17 30 37 

- 100 
Te +. 6%. Cu 18 26 32 

- 10 
Fe + 8%. Cu 17 26 35 

..... I. .I 

Table 32. Scar width variations in sintered samples after 10 passes. 

Scar. Width .... cm. x. io..,.,. 

Ldad. Ký' 
1 Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 

Sample 

100 Fe 
A. S. C. - 

11 39 so 

P'. 1902% Cu 12 25 42 

- 100 
Fe + 4% Cu 12 27 44 

100 
Fe + 6% Cu 11 23 38 

9 25 30 
Fe, + 8% Cu', 

Table'33. ý , 
Scar width variations in steam treated samples after 10 passes., 



Scar Width cm x 10-3 

Load Kg 
1 Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 

S le 

- 100 # Fe 29 53 60 A. S. C. 

- 100 # 
Te + 2% Cu, 20 39 49 

- 100 # 
Fe + 4%, Cu 22 41 53 

- loo # 
Te 4 

. 6% -Cu 
16 30 52 

- 100# 
Te +1 8% Cu 17 34 45 

Table 34. Scar width variations, in sintered samples after 30 passes. 

3 Scar Width cm-x, lo-. 
-.. ý 

-,, Load Kg- 
I Kg 3 Kgs 

, -- 
5 Kgs 

Sm a pie _ 

- loo # Fe, 
A. S. C 17 41 68 

-- ioo 
, Te .+ . 2% Cu is 37 48 

. Fe. + 4%,. Cu -13 35 A9 

100 
Te .+ . 6%,. Cu 14 33 45 

- 100# 
Te .+ . 8%, Cu : 16 37 44 

Table 35. --Scar width variations in steam treated samples after 30 passes. 



Scar Width CM. X. lO-3 

Load Kg -6 
-- 

1 Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 

Sample ", --ý 

- 100 # Fe 32 60 73 
A. S. C. - 

-1 
Fe + 2% Cu 23 45 48 

-1 
Fe + 4% Cu 20 45 53 

- 1000 is 41 so 
Fe + 6% Cu 

- 100 U 
Fe + 8% Cu 19 38 49 

Table 36. Scar width variations in sintered samples after 60 passes. 

.. Scar. Width. -cm Ix 10 -31 

Load Kg 
'L 1 Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 

Sample 

- 100 # Fe 17 47 60 
. A. S. C. 

- 100 # 
Fe +. 2_%. Cu 16 38 47 

- 100 # 

. Fe. +. 4%. Cu. 12 32 48 

- 100 # . 

. Fe. +. 6% Cu is 36 5 2 

Te + 8% Cu 16 35 44 

Table, 37. Scar width variations in steam treated samples after 60 passes. 



Scar. Width ýM. X. 10-3 

Load Kg 
I Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 

Sample 

- 100 Fe 
A. S. C. 28 57 75 

- 100, 
Fe .+ 2% Cu 25 45 55 

- 100# 

. Fe. + 4% Cu 25 42 57 

- 100# 
Te .+ 6%, Cu 21 42 62 

- 100# 
Te .+ 8% Cu 23 44 54 

Table 38. Scar width variations in sintered samples after 100 passes 

ScarWid-thl., CM. X. 10-3 

Load Kg 
1 Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 

Sample.. 

- 100# Fe 22 53 65-- 
A. S. C. 

- 100 # 

-Fe. +. 2%. Cu- 22 42 48- 

100 # 

. Fe. + 4% Cu 20 -43 47 

- 100# 
-Fe. +. 6% Cu. 19 40 53 

- 100 
-Fe. +8%. Cu. 17 34 so- 

Table 39. Scar width variations in steam treated samples after 100 passes. 



-3 
Scar Width. -cm. x. 10 

Load Kg 
'4ý 1 Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 

Sample 

-1# Fe 26 53 69 A. S. C. 

- 100 # 
Fe + 2% Cu 23 47 59 

- 100 # 
Fe + 4% Cu 21 39 61 

- 100 # 
Fe + 6% Cu 19 38 60 

- 100 
Fe + 8% Cu 21 41 57, 

I 

Table 40. Scar width variations in sintered samples after 180 pa, sses. 

Scar. Width ' CM X 10-3 

Load Kg 
1 Kg-ý 3-Kgs ý5-Kgs 

-Sample- 

- 100, Fe 

-A. S. C. 22 53 68 

loo # 

Te +. 2%. Cu. 20 44 55 

. Fe', + 4% Cu 19 44 57 

- 10'0 # 
Te + 6% Cu 17 41 60 

100- 
Te + . 8% Cu -13, '32 45 

Table 41. Scar width variations in-steam treated samples' after 180 
passes. 



cnl. x. lo-s ... Scar. Width 

Load Kg r 
1 Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 7 Kgs 9 Kgs 

Sa Sample 

- 100 Fe 
A. S. C. 39 62 85 101 106 

- 100 
Fe + 2% Cu 17 40 56 69 79 

- 100 
Fe +. 4% Cu 21 38 55 64 72 

- 100 
Te +. 6% Cu 17 35 49' 58 66 

- 100 17 35 48, 58 74 Te .+ . 8% Cu 

Table 42. Scar width variations in sintere&samples after 1000 passes. 

I .... Iý... ... Scar. Width .. 
CM X. 10-3, 

Load Kg 
1 Kg 3'Kgs 5 Kgs 7 Kgs 9 Kgs 

Sample ...... 

100 Fe 27 58 80 97 113 
. A. S. C. , 

100 

. Fe. +. 2%. Cu. 18 '39 56 74 86 

- 100' 
Te .+ . 4% -. Cu- 22 45 60 83 89 

- 100, 
Te . +'6% Cu, 21 41 55 66' 85 

- 100 17' 34- '56 66 82 
-Fe. +. 8%. Cu, 

Tabl6l-43. Scar width variations. in steam treated samples aiter 1000 passes. 



Volume. Wear cm 3 

Load Kg 
1 Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 7 Kgs 9 Kgs 

Sample 

- 100 VF 
e 

A. S. C. 2.1 X 10-4 5.4 X 10-4 1.01 X 10-3 1.4 x 10-3 1.6 x 10-3 

- 100 # 
Fe +2% Cu X. 10-5 3.8 -4 2.17. x 10 10-4 4.3 x X. 10-4. 

. 6.7 X, 10-4 
. 8.8 

- 100 # 
Fe + 4% Cu 6.0 x 10-5 2.0 X 10 -4 3.4 X 10-4 

_5.7 X 10-4 7.2 X 10-4 

- 100 # 
Fe + 6% Cu 3 8'x 10- 5 1.7 X 10-4 3.3 X 10-4 4.7 X 10-4 6.2 X 10-4 

- 100# 
Fe, + 8% Cu 3.8 x 10-5 1.7 x 10-4 3.2 X 10-4 4.7 X 10-4 7.8 X 10-4 

Table 44. Volume wear of sintered samples after' 1000 passes. 

Volime Wear M" 
Load Kg 

I Kg 3 Kgs 5 Kgs 7 Kgs 9 Kgs 
Sample 

- 100# Fe 1.03 x 1T4 4.77 x 10-4 9.0 X'10-4 1.33 x 10-3 1.8 x 1073 

. A. S. C. 

- loo# - ' 

. Fe. + 2%. Cu. 4. -3 x 10-5 10-4 2.1 X 4.4 x 10-4 7.7 X 10-4 1.0 X 10-3 

100 # 
' 

-Fe. + 4%. Cu. 6.6 x 10-5 2.8 X 10-4 6.0 x 10 -4 9.8 X_10-4 1.1 X 10-3 

100 

. Fe. +. 6%, Cu 6.0 x'10-1. 2.3 X 10-4 
-4.2 x 10-4 6.1 X 10-4 1.0 x 10-3 

- 100# 

. Fe. +. 8%. Cu 3.8 x 10-5- 1.6 X 10-4 4.4 X 10-4 6.17 X'10-4 9.55 X 10-4 

Table 45. Volume wear of steam-tre, ated samples after 1000 passes. 



No. of. Passes. 30. Passes 
. 180-Passes. 

.. 1000. Passes, 
Sample 

. Hardness 

, Sintered, 
. 130 160, 178 124 

. Steam. Treated . 200. MO . 229 178 

Table 46. Sub-surface hardness II after 30,180 and-1000 
passes for Fe + 8% Cu alloy under a load of 5 Kgs. 


